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“And have no fellowship with the unfruitful 

works of darkness, but rather reprove (expose) them.” 

Ephesians 5:11 

 
 
(Note: I would like to emphasize that this teaching is in no 
way aimed at offending any person but to just expose the 
facts. This teaching is to expose a corrupt religious system 
that has committed adultery with other religions of the world, 
and is responsible for the murder of one hundred million 
Christians. We must want the truth, no matter where it leads 
us. Jesus tells us that the “truth shall set us free”.) After 
reading this, one may ask, “I thought America was Babylon,” 
to which I say. Yes I have heard sermons on that to. And 
believe it or not I agree with them. Some may ask how can 
you believe two separate truths? First of all who said they 
where separate? Just hang on a little bit longer I will explain 
how I came to this conclusion. I will show why I believe that 
America as well as Rome or the EU is not the power in and 
of it’s self, but it is the people that rule there. If these people 
are all in the same family and same organization then they 
are of the same power structure.  America was a Christian 
Nation to begin with, even though we have many in the 
formation of our country that were pagans. We as Americans 
have known God’s laws and commandments and yet today I 
can see the church as a whole has gone harleting after the 
world and other religious systems. America for the most part 
has turned her back on God, and unless she repents quickly, 
I am afraid judgment is imminent. But there are many other 
books out their dealing with America as Babylon. I however 
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am going to see if I can share the another meaning of the 
great whore who rides the beast.

Many churches and history buffs seam to think that Roman 
Emperor Constantine became a Christian and made 
Christianity the religion of the land. Any serous study of the 
facts however will reveal that Constantine was a pagan and 
just gave Christian names and titles to all his pagan statues 
and buildings. It was the Vatican, not the church or any of
the early disciples that changed the Sabbath from Saturday 
to Sunday. It was also during this time that pagan holidays 
were replacing the true feast days of Yahwey. It was the 
Catholic church that has changed times and laws of Yahwey 
our Creator. 
“And he shall speak great words against the most High, and 
shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think to 
change times and laws: and they shall be given into his hand 
until a time and times and the dividing of time.” Daniel 7:25

The proof to all this has been forgotten. All we need to do to 
refresh our memories is to remember the inquisition. 

The Catholic church has killed millions of Jews and true 
Christians that have refused to follow the pope or bow down 
to him. Every thing about the Vatican screams paganism. 
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When the Bible refers to the great harlot riding on a beast, 
this is telling us that the woman or harlot is directing or 
controlling the beast. The beast we know is a nation or a 
kingdom, and it is also referred to as the Anti-Christ in other 
verses. The woman that is referred to as a harlot is a false 
religious system. This woman is steering or controlling the 
beast. Just as the term virgin or pure woman represents the 
true believer or Church. A harlot or whore represents a 
counter fit church or false religious system. This Babylonian 
harlot comes all the way back from the Babylonian days. 
“The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the 
woman sitteth.” The Word tells us that the woman “whore” 
unfaithful bride is sitting on seven mountains or hills. There 
is only one place in the world that has a city that has 
influenced kings all around the earth, and that is the city of 
Rome, that sits on seven hills. Of course this city is not on a 
literal seven hills but maybe God foresaw what they would 
call themselves.  
 
 The Catholic Encyclopedia says: “It is within the city of 
Rome, called the city of seven hills, that the entire area 
of Vatican State proper is now confined.” The only other 
city in the world that has been built on seven hills is Rio de 
Janeiro, however it has no religious influence or power over 
the rest of the earth like that of the city of Rome. The word 
tells us “The seven heads are seven mountains, on which 
the woman sitteth. And there are seven kings: The key word 
here is “And” there is a dual meaning here. Yes it refers to a 
literal seven hills, but it also stands for seven kings or 
kingdoms. Many scholars believe these kingdoms to be: 
Assyria, Egypt, Babylon, Medio-Persia, Greece, Rome, The 
Revised Rome or world Government. I think it is also 
interesting to note, that since 1929, the Vatican City was 
declared a nation, And since that time Popes have also had 
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the title of a King. There has since that date been exactly 8 
kings to date. More on this later.

 “The Babylonians, in their popular religion, supremely 
worshipped a Goddess Mother and a Son, who was 
represented in pictures and in images as an infant or child in 
his mother’s arms. From Babylon, this worship of the Mother 
and the Child spread to the ends of the earth. In Egypt, the 
Mother and the Child were worshipped under the names of 
Isis and Osiris. In India, even to this day, as Isi and Iswara; 
in Asia, as Cybele and Deoius; in Pagan Rome, as Fortuna 
and Jupiter-puer, or Jupiter, the boy; in Greece, as Ceres, 
the Great Mother, with the babe at her breast, or as Irene, 
the goddess of Peace, with the boy Plutus in her arms; and 
even in Tibet, in China, and Japan, the Jesuit missionaries 
were astonished to find the counterpart of Madonna and her 
child …devoutly worshipped…”(The Two Babylone, 2nd 
American ed. {Neptune, NJ: Loizeaux Brothers, Inc. n.d. }, 
pp. 20,21 

“Paganism survived … in the form of ancient rites and 
customs condoned, or accepted and transformed, by an 
often indulgent Church. An intimate and trustful worship of 
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saints replaced the cult of pagan gods…Statues of Isis and 
Horus were renamed Mary and Jesus; the Roman 
Lupercalia and the feast of purification of Isis became the 
Feast of the Nativity; the Saturnalia were replaced by 
Christmas celebration…an ancient festival of the dead by All 
Souls Day, rededicated to Christian heroes; incense, lights, 
flowers, processions, vestments, hymns which had pleased 
the people in older cults were domesticated and cleansed in 
the ritual of the Church… soon people and priests would use 
the sign of the cross as a magic incantation to expel or drive 
away demons… {Paganism} passed like maternal blood into 
the new religion, and captive Rome captured her conqueror. 
…the world converted Christianity…”  
Will Durant a secular historian 
 
This harlot defiles the true gospel of Jesus Christ through 
adulterating it with other religions. This is why the word calls 
it “the great whore”. “I will shew unto thee the judgment of 
the great whore that sitteth upon many waters:” This verse is 
explained in verse 15 “And he saith unto me, The waters 
which thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, 
and multitudes, and nations, and tongues.” This is telling us 
that this world wide religious system is influencing the whole 
world. Did you know that the word “catholic” means 
universal. Remember as I spoke earlier about the meaning 
of the Anti-Christ and how it can also mean “in the place of 
another”. The latin meaning of the greek word “anti” is 
“Vicarius”  from where we get the word “vicar”. So “vicar of 
Christ” literally means AntiChrist.  Roman Catholic popes 
have called themselves vicar of Christ for centeries. They 
inherited the title from Constantine. 
 
 John also tells us that “The woman which thou sawest is 
that great city, which reigneth over the kings…” Revelation 
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17:18  It is a historic fact that the Vatican has controlled 
earthly rulers for well over a millinium.  
 
“One eighteenth-century historian counted 95 popes who 
claimed to have divine power to depose kings and 
emperors.” Dave Hunt – Woman Who Rides the Beast 
 
 “During the whole medieval period there was in Rome a 
single spiritual and temporal authority {the papacy} 
exercising powers which in the end exceeded those that had 
ever lain within the grasp of a Roman emperor.” Historian R. 
W. Southern  
 
“[Speaking of the time, about 500 A.D. when the Roman 
Empire was crumbling to pieces:] “No, the [Catholic] Church 
will not descend into the tomb. It will survive the Empire… At 
length a second empire will arise, and of this empire the 
Pope will be master – more then this, he will be the master 
of Europe. He will dictate his orders to kings who will obey 
them” – Andrea Lagarde, The Latin Church in the Middle 
Ages. 1915 p.vi. 
 
This false religious and political system rules over the kings 
of the earth.   
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The Church of Rome not only has power over all the kings of 
the earth. It also has power over all the Muslim kings too! 

 
Here are just some of the many photos of Muslims with the 
pope. 
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 The Jesuits created 
Islam to do there dirty work. This is why there is such loyalty 
to the Pope. 
 
 
Manley P. Hall a Mason says concerning the Catholic 
church, “When the zealots of the primitive Christian church 
sought to Christianize paganism, the pagan initiates retorted 
with a powerful effort to paganize Christianity. The Christians 
failed but the pagans succeeded. With the decline of 
paganism the initiated pagan hierophants transferred their 
base of operations to the new vehicle of primitive 
Christianity, adopting the symbols of the new cult to conceal 
those eternal verities which are ever the priceless 
possessions of the wise.”  The secret teachings of all ages p. 
CLXXXV  
 
This church has totally ignored the fact that Jesus already 
paid the price in full for our sins and makes people try to 
make heaven by works. The Catholic priest make people 
think that they can pay for their sin by works or by paying off 
the priest.  
 
“The Church…teaches and commands that the wage of 
indulgences – a usage most beneficial to Christians and 
approved by the authority of the Sacred Councils – should 
be kept in the Church; and it condemns with anathema those 
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who say that indulgences are useless or that the Church 
does not have the power to grant them.” Vatican II 
 
The Roman Catholics teach in the Catechism section 966, 
that Mary was conceived like Christ and that she ascended 
into heaven like Christ, that she is the mediator between 
God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. In 2357-59 the 
Catechism says that God made Gays and that they just need 
to exercise self control.  The last Pope, John Paul ll in an AP 
article Jan. 2, 2004, announced the need for world peace 
and a new world order. He has also kissed the Quran, which 
denies the divinity of Christ.  

 

 
He received the mark of shiva (satan) on his forehead during 
a religious conference in Italy. 
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The Catholic Catechism says in section 841, that Muslums 
are our spiritual brothers and that they are saved also. The 
Catholic church teaches people to pray to other saints and to 
Mary. Praying to the dead, no mater who they are is strictly 
forbidden by scripture. This is called necromancy. This is a 
Babylonian practice. It is occult and not Christian. Mary is 
not God, their for she can not hear all the saints that pray to 
her because she is not omnipotent and omnipresent people 
are wasting their time praying to her.  The word tells us that 
“For there is one God, and one mediator between God and 
men, the man Christ Jesus;” 1 Timothy 2:5  The word of God 
tells us very clearly that there is only one go between 
between God and man.

The Mary worship in the Catholic church comes from ancient 
Babylonian religion where a virgin mother goddess by the 
name of “Ishtar” was worshiped. The mother goddess is also 
known by other names such as, Astarte, Artemis, Diana of 
Ephesus, Venus, Isis, Queen of Heaven and my lady or also 
known as Madonna. 
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The Vatican as you can see is the Babylonian religion 
resurrected. The bishops and pope all where a head dress 
that is the exact replica of the head dress the Babylonian 
priest wore in the worship of Dagon the fish god. Anyone 
with the internet can verify this by searching for “Babylon 
dagon Vatican”. 

Fish were originally worshiped as a symbol of Nimrod,  Each priest 
is depicted wearing a fish-head mitre. One of the names of this God 
in Babylon and Philistia was Dagon (dag=fish, on=sun) "The head 
of the fish formed a mitre above that of a man, while its scaly, fin-like 
tail fell as a cloak behind, leaving the human feet and limbs 
exposed." Layard's Babylon & Ninevah, p. 343

The Vatican is adorn with not Christian emblems and statues 
but, pagan occult. When we look deep into the goals of the 
Vatican we see they are exactly the same as the 
Freemasons. 

Did you know that according to “Elements of Ecclesiastical 
law Vol. 1  53-54” that the Pope can abolish any law in the 
United States. 

The Pope also believes that he can tamper with the word of 
God. What I mean by that is, he believes he can decide what 
is inspired and what is not. He can rewrite the Bible any way 
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he sees fit. The Vatican has given him that authority. But 
God has not! The Vatican City is actually an Egyptian Sun 
temple with the obelisk in a magic circle (the obelisk 
represents the penis of Osiris) and Dome (represents the 
womb of Isis). So we can figure out that basicly the Vatican 
or Catholic Church is the Roman Empire with a new name.  
 

 
 
People are scared of the Muslims and think that the Muslims 
are going to take over the world. If they did it would be to 
hand it over to the Pope. Islam was created by the Vatican to 
get rid of the Christians and Jews. Muslims have no 
problems with the Catholics. Did you know that Muhammad 
studied the works of St. Augustine. Muslims believe that the 
only true Christians are the Catholics and that all other so 
called Christians are imposters that need to be destroyed. 
The Masons created the Mormon religion and the Jehova 
Wittness. Both founders where Masons. 
 
Did you know that the Knights Templar where created by the 
Vatican? The Knights Templar were created to do the 
Vatican’s bidding and to protect the pope. Did you also know 
that the knights Templar became what we know today as the 
Freemasons? Today in an effort to hide the truth the media 
(and we know who controls that) is creating a spin on the 
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truth to make us think that the Knights Templar and the 
Vatican had a falling out and that the Templars no longer 
exist. Remember that Adam Weishaupt, founder of the 
Illuminati, was also a Catholic Jesuit priest. The Catholic 
church has a very dark nasty history. The Illuminati as well 
as the Vatican is not only anti-Jew but also anti-Christian. It 
is historical fact that the Vatican had a lot to do with helping 
Hitler persecute the Jews. 
 
 “In the early 1940s, the I.G. Farben Chemical Company 
employed a Polish salesman who sold cyanide to the Nazis 
for use in Auschwitz. The same salesman also worked as a 
chemist in the manufacture of the poison gas. This same 
cyanide gas along with Zyklon B and malathion was used to 
exterminate millions of Jews and other groups. Their bodies 
were then burned to ashes in the ovens. After the war the 
salesman, fearing for his life, joined the Catholic Church and 
was ordained a priest in 1946.  
 
One of his closest friends was Dr. Wold Szmuness, the 
mastermind behind the November /78 to Ocober /79 and 
March/80 to October/81 experimental hepatitis B vaccine 
trials conducted by the Center for Disease Control in New 
York, San Fancisco and four other American cities that 
loosed the plague of AIDS upon the American people. The 
salesman was ordained Poland’s youngest bishop in 1958. 
After a 30 day reign his predecessor was assassinated and 
our ex-cyanide gas salesman assumed the papacy as Pope 
John Paul II. …Were you aware that Hitler and his entire 
staff were Catholic? Did you know that the Nazis dabbled in 
the occult? Did you know that the New York Times of April 
14, 1990, quotes George Bush as stating, “Lets forgive the 
Nazi war criminals.” I wonder why he said that? Did you 
know that the Los Angeles Times, December 12, 1984, 
quoted Pope John Paul II as saying, “Don’t go to God for 
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forgiveness of sins, come to me.” The Pope committed 
blasphemy, thus fulfilling prophecy according to the book of 
Revelation. The Pope is telling us that HE IS God!”  William 
Cooper – Behold a Pale Horse 
 
A man by the name of Franz von Papen who was a Roman 
Catholic Knight of Malta member was one of the men that 
put Hitler into power. The Vatican has chosen vessels to do 
their dirty work. Back when they thought they owned the 
world they killed the infidels themselves, but when they 
where concurred and lost their world influence because of 
the reformation they had to make bad guys to try to bring 
people back to Rome. But believe me as soon as the 
Vatican thinks it can get away with another purging of the 
infidels, it will. 
 
We already see the ecumenical movement trying to unify all 
the worlds religions under one banner, that of the Vatican. 
As you can know see that the Illuminati, Skull & Bones, 
Masons, Vatican, the Jesuits, the Brotherhood of the 
Dragon, the Rosicrucians, the Trilateral Commission, the 
Bilderberg Group and the CFR are all the same and working 
toward the same goal. To bring in the New World Order and 
One World Religion for the coming of their Maitreya or grand 
Architect. 
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One of the symbols that military order of the Vatican use is 
the same one that the Freemason’s use. Also found in 
communism. Go figure! This symbol is known as the 
Masonic rite of Memphis & Misraim. (Order out of Chaos)
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“The most powerful secret organization in the world is the 
Bilderburg Group, organized in 1952 and named after the 
hotel where its first meeting took place in 1954. The man 
who organized the Bilderberg Group, Prince Bernard of the 
Netherlands, has the power to veto the Vatican’s choice of 
any Pope it selects. Prince Bernhard has this veto power 
because his family, the Hapsburgs, are desended from the 
Roman emperors. Prince Bernhard is the leader of the Black 
Families. He claims descent from the House of David and 
thus can truly say that he is related to Jesus. Prince 
Bernhard, with the help of the CIA, brought the hidden ruling 
body of the Illuminati into public knowledge as the Bilderberg 
Group. This is the official alliance that makes up the world 
governing body. The core of the organization is three 
committees mad up of thirteen members each. Thus the 
heart of the Bilderberg Group consists of 39 total members 
of the Illuminati. The three committees are made up 
exclusively of members of all the different secret groups that 
make up the Illuminati, the Freemasons, the Vatican, and the 
Black Nobility. This committee works year round in offices in 
Switzerland. It determines who is invited to the annual 
meeting and what policies and plans will be discussed. 
Every proposal or plan that has ever been discussed at an 
annual meeting of the Bilderberg Group has come to pass 
usally within one or two years following the meeting. The 
Bilderberg Group is directing the “quiet war” that is being 
waged against us.  How can they do it? These are the men 
who Really rule the world.” William Cooper – Behold a Pale 
Horse 
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As you can see Satan has been busy for the last two 
thousand years trying to prepare his kingdom for his arrival, 
and put the children of the living God to sleep through 
entertainment and comfort. We need to make sure that in 
our cry for unity in Christ we do not join hands with those 
that are wolfs in sheep’s clothing. The Illuminati (or Jesuits) 
are the shadow hub behind the secret societies that work to 
bring everyone into a one world government with a one 
world religion under the Pope. It is important to understand 
that once a Mason reaches the thirty third degree, he 
pledges his alligence to Lucifer through service of the 
Vatican under the Pope. The reason there are now so many 
secret societies is so that if one is exposed or caught the 
others will continue on. This is one of the reasons the 
Vatican is trying so hard to convince every one that the 
Knights Templars no longer exist. They do not want you to 
know that they have taken on a new name. That of the 
Freemasons! Freemasons once they reach the level of a 
Shriner they are worshiping Allah. The Muslim god. All high 
Shriner Freemasons are working for the Jesuit General. 
 
“It is my opinion that if the liberties of this country –the 
United States of America –are destroyed, it will by by the 
subtlety of the Roman Catholic Jesuit priests, for they are 
the most crafty, dangerous enemies to civil and religious 
liberty. They have instigated MOST of the wars of Europe.” 
James L. Chapman, Americanism versus Romanism: 
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Listen to these words of John Adams when speaking of 

the Jesuits (they were before the Knights Templars), 

 “I am not happy about the rebirth of the Jesuits. Swarms 

of them will present themselves with more disguises ever 

taken by even a chief of the Bohemians – as printers, 

writers, school teachers, etc. If ever an association of 

people deserved damnation, on this earth and in hell, it is 

this Society of Loyola (1816).” 
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They say a picture is worth a thousand words. Here you see 
that the same logo used for the Muslims, is also used for the 
Freemason and was also used with Hitler's men. Notice the 
same logos on the Muslim hats compared to the nazi 
soldiers hat. Starting to see the connection?  
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Now when we look back at Revelation chapter 17 the 

description of the Woman riding the beast jumps out at you. 

I will go over it again, except this time I will point out a little 

more. “And there came one of the seven angels which 

had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying to me, 

Come here; I will show to you the judgment of the great 

whore that sits on many waters:  2With whom the kings 

of the earth have committed fornication, (Many of the 

world leaders have partaken of this womans spiritual 

fornications. As we have seen the Catholic Church has a lot 

of power influencing world leaders.)  

 

and the inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk 

with the wine of her fornication. (Just as it is hard to 
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witness to a drunk because his reasoning is gone so, this 

religion is so powerful that most of the world is running 

after here, and their reasoning has been striped from them 

so that it is hard to witness to them and show them the 

truth. They are mixing many pagan Babylonian religions 

with Christianity. This is the fornication that God is 

referring to spiritual fornication.)  3So he carried me away 

in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit 

on a scarlet colored beast, full of names of blasphemy, 

having seven heads and ten horns.  4And the woman 

was arrayed in purple and scarlet color, 

 

(Purple and Scarlet are the official colors of Cardnals and 

Bishops. The Catholic Encyclopedia states: 

“A cloak with a long train and a hooded shoulder cape … 

[it] was purple wool for bishops; for cardinals, it was scarlet 
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watered silk (for Advent, Lent, Good Friday, and the 

conclave, purple wool); and rose watered silk for Gaudete 

and Lactate Sundays; and for the pope, it was red velvet 

for Christmas Matins, red serge at other times.”) and 

decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, (the 

Vatican is laced from wall to wall with expensive stones 

and pearls)  

 

 

having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations 

and filthiness of her fornication:  
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(The Catholic Encyclopedia states concerning the golden 

cup: “[It is] the most important of the sacred vessels…. [It] 

may be of gold or silver, and if the latter, then the inside 

must be surfaced with gold.” The Roman Catholic Church 

possesses many thousands of solid gold chalices kept in 

its churches around the world. Even the bloodstained 

cross of Christ has been turned to gold and studded with 

gems in reflection of Rome’s great wealth. The Catholic 

Encyclopedia says: “The pectoral cross [suspended by a 

chain around the neck and worn over the breast by abbots, 

bishops, archbishops, cardinals, and the pope] should be 

made of gold and…decorated with gems…”)  5And on her 

forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON 

THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND 

ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.  6And I saw the 
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woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with 

the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: 

(It is a historical fact that the Catholic Church has been 

responsible for the murder and torture of millions of Jews 

and Christians that did not agree with them. Many people 

have never heard about the Inquisition which began in 

1184 when Pope Lucius III sent a list of heresies to 

Europe’s bishops and told them to bring to justice anyone 

that was found guilty of breaking there laws. This court 

was set up by the church to determine if people where 

innocent of going against the teachings of the Catholic 

Church. Those that were found guilty were sentenced to 

death through torture unless they repented of going 

against the Catholic teachings. The inquisition in Europe 

was masterminded by, you gessed it. The Jesuits! (see 

“Secret History of the Jesuits” By Edmond Paris, pg.163-

176) 
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According to the Council of Trent: 

If you say by faith that you have assurance of your 

salvation, you are a heretic.(1) If you believe that you don’t 

have to go to purgatory because Christ forgave and paid 

the price for your sins completely, you are a heretic. (2) If 

you believe confession to a priest is not necessary for 

salvation but is merely a man made concept, you are a 

heretic. (3) If you believe the eucharist (consecrated 

bread) used in the mass is not the true blood, body, soul 

and deity of Jesus Christ, you are a heretic. (4) If you 

believe that those who whorship “Jesus” in the form of the 

eucharist  are idolaters, you are a heretic. (5)  

Paraphrased from The Canons and Decrees of the Council 

of Trent by Schroeder as follows: (1) pg.35, (2) pg.46 (3) 

pg.102, (4) pg.79 (5) pg. 80 Imprimatur + Joannes J. 

Glennon, Archiepiscopus (Holocaust Tract by Jack Chick.) 

A Catholic historian commenting on the Spanish Inquisition 

wrote: “When Napoleon conquered Spain in 1808, a Polish 

officer in his army, Colonel Lemanouski, reported that the 

Dominicans [in charge of the Inquisition] blockaded 

themselves in their monastery…the inquisitors denied the 

existence of any torture chambers. The soldiers searched 

the monastery and discovered them under the floors. The 
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chambers were full of prisoners, all naked, many insane. 

The French troops, used to cruelty and blood, could not 

stomach the sight. They emptied the torture-chambers, 

laid gunpowder to the monastery and blew the place up.” 

And Peter de Rosa acknowledges that the Roman Catholic 

Church “was responsible for persecuting Jews, for the 

Inquisition, for slaughtering heretics by the thousand, for 

reintroducing torture into Europe as part of the judicial 

process.”  

In fact, according to Hitler, his Nazi order was fashioned 

after the Jesuit order and according to other sources had 

transferred many of the Catholic Jesuit order into his own 

party.  

“Above all I have learned from the Jesuits. And so did 

Lenin too, as far as I recall. The world has never known 

anything quite so splendid as the hierarchical structure of 

the [Roman] Catholic Church. There were quite a few 

things I simply appropriated from the Jesuits for the use of 

the [Nazi] Party.” Adolph Hitler (1889-1945; Nazi leader 

and chancellor of Germany from 1933-1945) 

I have seen pictures of Franco’s Generals coming up to 

kiss the Pope’s ring finger. This shows that they where 
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submitted to the Pope 100%.  Also keep in mind that Pope 

Benedict XVI, is an ex member of Hitler’s Youth. So as you 

can see Communism was created by the Vatican. The 

Council of Trent gave Hitler the authority to put the 

inquisition into action. It is also a fact that the Vatican 

backed up not only Hitler, but Mussolini and Franco for the 

purpose of establishing a New World Order under the 

Pope.) and when I saw her, I wondered with great 

admiration.”  

 

Note: Pope Francis seated on a great white throne (Rev. 20:11) 
between two golden Cherubim (Isa 37:16). 

Isa 37:16  O LORD of hosts, God of Israel, that dwellest 
between the cherubims, thou art the God, even thou alone, of all 
the kingdoms of the earth: thou hast made heaven and earth. 
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2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 

”Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall 

not come, except there come a falling away first, and that 

man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; Who 

opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, 

or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the 

temple of God, shewing himself that he is God.” 

 

We can now see that the freemasons, skull and bones, 

CFR, and the United Nations are all just Illuminati (Jesuits) 

fronts for the Vatican, who is the great whore of 

Revelation, to bring about the one world religion and 

government. Many have heard teaching that this “Mystery 

Babylon” is America. I don’t disagree because every 

prophecy pointed toward Rome can equally apply to 

America. Why do I believe this? Well first of all the majority 

of our leaders in the US are freemason, or are involved in 

some Vatican owned organization. Which means that our 

government has become an out reach for the Vatican. 

Which also means that she will share in her judgments.  

People need to know that as soon as the Vatican gets 
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every thing into place, we will have another world wide 

holocaust. People do not realize the tremendous power 

that the Vatican holds. Read: The Vatican Billions by Avro 

Manhattan. 

Some of you have probably asked yourselves who are 

these Jesuits that I keep mentioning? Well I’ll tell you who 

they are and where they come from. The Roman Catholic 

law states that the Vatican believes the Pope has been 

granted two powers: 1. Spiritual   and 2. Temporal. 

Temporal means political power. The Pope lost that power 

in the 1500 because of the protestant Reformation. How 

where they going to get that power back? Well Ignatius 

Loyola started an order known as the Jesuits in 1535 to 

help bring the leaders of the world back under the power of 

the Pope. The leader of the Jesuits is known as the black 

Pope. Jesuits are sworn defenders of the white Pope. The 

only thing you need to know is that it is not the white Pope 

that is leading this thing, but the black. The black Pope is 

higher in power than the white. The black controls the 

white. The white is the front, while the black works in the 

shadows to make sure the white Pope is worshiped as 

Christ on earth. The Jesuits began immediately infiltrating 

churches, schools, political offices and any other places of 
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influence. Once they infiltrated some place they would use 

blackmail or bribery to get control of political leaders. Soon 

the people of the world caught on to what the Jesuits 

where up to and tried warn the others of their plot. They 

even outlawed them so far as they could recognize them 

and tried to keep them from entering their countries. When 

this happened, they went deep under ground through an 

organization known as the Illuminati, through the 

Freemasons. They have been working trying to finish the 

work that Nimrod started with his mother/wife. To bring 

about the one world religious and political power that will 

rule the earth. This will be the religion of the Anti-Christ. 

 

“The higher I went in the Jesuit Order, the more corruption 

I saw within the institution. I was invited to attend a secret 

black mass by high-ranking Jesuits [including Superior 

General Pedro Arrupe] in a monastery in the northern part 

of Spain. When I knelt to kiss the ring of a high official, I 

saw a symbol on that ring that made my blood run cold. It 

was a Masonic symbol [the compass and the square]! A 

thing I hated and I had been told to fight against it… I 

found out the Jesuit General was also a Mason and a 
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member of the Communist Party in Spain.”  Jack Chick, 

Alberto, (Chino, California: Chick Publications, 1979), Part 

1, PP.27, 28 

“The public is practically unaware of the overwhelming 

responsibility carried by the Catican and its Jesuits in the 

starting of the two world wars – a situation which may be 

explained in part by the gigantic finances at the disposition 

of the Vatican and its Jesuits, giving them power in so 

many spheres, especially since the last conflict.” 

Source: www.chick.com/catalog/books/0191.asp. 

In order to understand where all the pagan practices come 

from that the Vatican has put in our Churches, we have to 

go back in time. Back to the time of Nimrod. 

 

“However, it only took a few hundred years after the flood 

for Satan the Devil to once again bring about a complete 

and total SYSTEM OF RELIGION to lead men astray. The 

founder of the great Babylonian mystery system is well 

recognized by all students of history. It first began with a 

woman named Semiramis. Semiramis was the wife of 

Cush, the grandson of Noah. Cush was not born until after 
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the Flood, but within a few score years after the flood the 

earth was beginning to be populated with many people. 

Cush and Semiramis completely turned their backs on the 

laws of God and allowed themselves to be used as 

instruments of Satan the Devil. There can be no doubt 

they had heard of the plan of God and knew of the coming 

Messiah—Noah was a preacher of righteousness. But 

Semiramis was not about to accept God and God’s way of 

life. She began to teach her own son, Nimrod, how to 

establish power over other men. Here is the beginning key 

to understand the complete religious system of nearly 

every nation on the face of the earth today. It all began 

with Nimrod.” True History of the Early Church, R. Kelly 

pg.47 

Keep reading and you will find out that the church has 

unknowingly been celebrating the birth of Semiramis child 

Tammuz and other pagan practices. The Church has 

forgot her past, and because of that she is running right 

back into the arms of Rome. There is a saying, "Those 

who cannot remember the past, are condemned to repeat 

it," George Santayana 
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The Jesuits have done a wonderful job erasing our history 

and rewriting it. It takes a tremendous effort to dig and 

research and go against every thing that every one else 

has just blindly followed. The word has been preserved by 

men and women that were willing to spill their blood. They 

did not just go along with the status quo. They stood up for 

the truth no matter where it lead them and no matter what 

the cost. May we follow after truth and not tradition. 

 

“In Roman Catholic circles it is well known that the Black 

Pope is the term used for the [Superior] General of the 

Jesuits. As the Pope is always robed in white, and the 

[Jesuit Superior] General in black, the contrast is obvious. 

But those Romanists who do not greatly love the Jesuits, 

and their number is not limited, use the term as indicating 

that the Black Pope rules the White Pope…even while the 

former [i.e., the Black Pope] is obligated to make, at least, a 

show of submission to the latter.” (1896) 

M.F. Cusack (Ex-nun of Kenmore; author of the book The 

Black Pope) 
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“The organization of the Roman Catholic Hierarchy is a 

complete military despotism, of which the Pope is the 

ostensible head… The Black Pope is the head of the order 

of the Jesuits, and is called a General. He not only has 

command of his own order, but directs and controls the 

general policy of the Roman Catholic Church. He is the 

power behind the throne, and is the real power behind the 

throne, and is the ral potential head of the Hierarchy… There 

is no independence of thought, or of action, in its 

subordinate parts. Implicit and unquestioning obedience to 

the orders of superiors in authority, is the sworn duty of the 

priesthood of every grade…. It would seem that the Jesuits 

had had it in mind, from the beginning of the war [the 

American civil War of 1861-1865], to find an occasion for the 

taking off [i.e., the assassination] of Mr. [Abraham] Lincoln. 

The favorite policy of the Jesuits [is] that of assassination.” 

General Thomas M. Harris, “Rome’s Responsibility for the 

Assassination of Abraham Lincoln.” 

 

 

“[Jesuit Adam] Weishaupt established the [modern version of 

the] Illuminati specifically to be a front organization behind 

which the Jesuits could hide. After being [formally] abolished 
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by [Pope] Clement XIV in 1773, the Jesuits used the 

Illuminati and other organizations to carry out their 

operations. Thus, the front organizations would be blamed 

for the trouble caused by the Jesuits.” 

Bill Hughes (Author of The Secret Terrorists and The Enemy 

Unmasked) 

 

“The Rothschilds were Jesuits who used their Jewish 

background as a façade to cover their sinister activities. The 

Jesuits, working through Rothschild and [financier Nicholas] 

Biddle, sought to gain control of the banking system of the 

United States.” 

- Bill Hughes (From his book The Secret Terrorists) 

 

"It is my opinion that if the liberties of this country – the 

United States of America – are destroyed, it will be by the 

subtlety of the Roman Catholic Jesuit priests, for they are 

the most crafty, dangerous enemies to civil and religious 

liberty. They have instigated MOST of the wars of Europe." 

John Adams (1735-1826; 2nd President of the United 

States) 
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"The public is practically unaware of the overwhelming 

responsibility carried by the Vatican and its Jesuits in the 

starting of the two world wars – a situation which may be 

explained in part by the gigantic finances at the disposition 

of the Vatican and its Jesuits, giving them power in so many 

spheres, especially since the last conflict." Edmond Paris 

(Author of the book The Secret History of the Jesuits) 

 

 

"The Jesuits…are a secret society – a sort of Masonic order 

– with superadded features of revolting odiousness, and a 

thousand times more dangerous.”  Samuel Morse (1791-

1872; American inventor of the telegraph; author of the 

book Foreign Conspiracy Against the Liberties of the United 

States) 

"[The Jesuits] are the deadly enemies of civil and religious 

liberty." R. W. Thompson (Ex-Secretary, American Navy) 

“And who are these agents? They are for the most part, 

Jesuits, an ecclesiastical order proverbial through the world 

for cunning, duplicity, and total want of moral principle; an 

order so skilled in all the arts of deception that even in 
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Catholic countries, in Italy itself, it became intolerable, and 

the people required its suppression.”  Samuel Morse, 

Foreign conspiracy Against the Liberties of the United 

States, 

 

“Undoubtedly is the intention of the Pope to possess this 

country [America]. In this intention he is aided by the 

Jesuits, and all the Catholic prelates and priests. If the 

Catholic church becomes predominant here, Protestants 

will all be exterminated.”  Chiniquy, op. cit,. P. 483. Also 

see: The Papal Conspiracy Exposed. 

"Between 1555 and 1931 the Society of Jesus [i.e., the 

Jesuit Order] was expelled from at least 83 countries, city 

states and cities, for engaging in political intrigue and 

subversion plots against the welfare of the State, according 

to the records of a Jesuit priest of repute [Thomas J. 

Campbell]. …Practically every instance of expulsion was for 

political intrigue, political infiltration, political subversion, 

and inciting to political insurrection." (1987) J.E.C. 

Shepherd (Canadian historian) 

"The Jesuits are a MILITARY organization, not a religious 
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order. Their chief is a general of an army, not the mere 

father abbot of a monastery. And the aim of this organization 

is power – power in its most despotic exercise – absolute 

power, universal power, power to control the world by the 

volition of a single man. Jesuitism is the most absolute of 

despotisms – and at the same time the greatest and most 

enormous of abuses." 

  Napoleon I (i.e., Napoleon Bonaparte; 1769-1821; emperor 

of the French) 

 

“[U.S. President] James Buchanan was poisoned [in 1857] 

and almost died. He lived because he knew that he had 

been given arsenic poisoning and so informed his doctors. 

He knew that the Jesuits [had] poisoned [Presidents] 

Harrison and Taylor [with arsenic]. 

 

The Jesuit Order fulfilled their oath again that they would 

poison, kill, or do whatever was necessary to remove those 

who opposed their plans. From 1841 to 1857, we saw that 

three [U.S.] Presidents were attacked by the Jesuits as 

outlined in the Congresses of Vienna, Verona, and Chieri. 

Two died and one barely escaped [death]. They [i.e., the 

Jesuits] allow nothing to stand in their way of total 
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domination of America, and the destruction of the [U.S.] 

Constitution.” 

- Bill Hughes (From his book The Secret Terrorists) 

 

“Never before in the course of the world’s history had such a 

Society [i.e., the Jesuit Order] appeared. The old Roman 

Senate itself did not lay schemes for world domination with 

greater certainty of success.”  Theodor Griesinger, The 

Jesuits: Their Complete History, 

 

 

“Putting aside all private judgment we should always be 

ready to accept this principle: I will believe that the white I 

see is black, if the ierarchical Church so defines it.”   

Ignatious Loyola,  

The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius, tr. Anthony Mottola, 

(New York: Doubleday Publishers, 1989; originally written in 

1523). Pp. 139, 141. 

 

“The Jesuits are a naked sword, whose hilt is at Rome but its 

blade is everywhere, invisible until its stroke is felt.”  Burke 

McCarty, The Suppressed Truth About the Assassination of 
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Abraham Lincoln, (source: Catholic Confidential – 

Deplorable Jesuit Secrets Revealed! – Video Documentary.) 

 

Are you convinced yet of the wickedness of the Vatican and 

its secret priest? When other countries tried to resist the 

infiltration of the Jesuits, all they did was go under ground 

and hide in the upper levels of the Freemasons and other 

like organizations. The media (at the request of the Vatican 

I am sure) is painting a picture that the Illuminati and the 

knights templar were at war with the Pope. Just the 

opposite. They work for the Pope. The Illuminati is actually 

high ranking Jesuits. They are working to bring us into a 

one world government controlled by the Pope. Once we are 

all back under that control a new inquisition and world 

prophet will emerge. This man will be the Anti-Christ. Or 

this vicer will be the Anti-Christ prophet. It is very possible 

that a man by the name of Javier Solana will have 

something to do with this Anti-Christ. This man not only 

served as secretary General of the EU, but was also 

Secretary General of NATO. But what a lot of people don’t 

know about this man is that he is a Papal Knight. This man 

is a Spanish Knight of Malta member. Knights of Malta as 

well as the Knights Templar are sworn defenders of the 
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Pope and the Vatican.  These men are all working for the 

Vatican. Did you know that in 1987 Henry A. Kissinger was 

awarded the “Charlemegne prize” not to mention, 2000 Bill 

Clinton was awarded it, and in 2007 Javier Solana was 

awarded the same prize. This is just a few that have been 

awarded this prize. There are many more. This prize is 

given by the Vatican to the person who does the most for 

the reunification of Europe. (Bringing us back under the 

control of the pope.) 

Javier’s mother was a scholar and writer. She worked for 

the Food & Agricultural Organization, which is another 

branch for the UN. Javier’s mother was a fan of Francis 

Bacon, she even wrote a book about him. Francis Bacon 

was not only one of the leading leaders of the Rosicrucians, 

but was the first Grand Master of the Freemasons. These 

guys have all sworn allegiance to the Pope. The scary thing 

about this guy Javier Solana is that he is on a mission to 

bring peace to the middle east. He is pushing the new 

“European Neighborhood Policy Initiative.” This is a seven 

year peace treaty that involves not only Israel but many 

other nations as well. According to Wikipedia the European 

Union Association Agreement is “a treaty between the 

European Union (EU) and a non EU country that creates a 
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framework for co-operation between them.”  The European 

Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI) was 

supposed to go into effect in 2007 sometime to Dec. of 

2013. Is this the beginning of the seven year peace treaty 

with Israel the Bible told us about? Will this be the covenant 

that the Ant-Christ will confirm in Dan. 9:27? Here is just a 

thought. If the Anti-Christ confirms a covenant, it does not 

mean that he has to be the one that signs it. If you call to 

confirm an appointment to meet some one, you are calling 

to check on something that has already been done. So this 

could explain how the Anti-Christ could show up in the 

middle of the seven year peace treaty. How dose this guy 

Javier Solana fit in? Is he going to be the Anti-Christ or just 

prepare a place for him to rule? One thing we know is this 

man is very powerful politically and a popular guy. Not to 

mention he is one of the Vatican’s most powerful elites. 

What about Matreya? I did not say for certain that this guy 

was the Anti-Christ. I am just looking at all the possibilities. I 

believe as we share what we learn with each other and ask 

for discernment God will cause us to understand in greater 

measure. Who knows maybe Mr. Solana will put Matreya in 

a position of power and the Pope will become his prophet. I 

am still trying to put it all together and am open to anything 
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that makes sense, as long as it does not contradict 

scripture. 

Ignatious Loyola the founder of the Jesuits was also a 

member of the ‘Alumrados’ which means ‘the enlightened’ 

or ‘the illuminati’. Now we know where Adam Weishaupt got 

his idea! The Jesuits are just as powerful as they ever were. 

Today they are everywhere and in everything.  

Jesuit Extreme Oath of Induction as recorded in the 

Journals of the 62nd Congress, 3rd Session, of the United 

States Congressional Record (House Calendar No. 397, 

Report No. 1523, 15 February, 1913, pp. 3215-3216) 

“My son, heretofore you have been taught to act the 

dissembler: among Roman Catholics to be a Roman 

Catholic, and to be a spy even among your own brethren; to 

believe no man, to trust no man. Among the Reformers, to 

be a Reformer; among the Huguenots, to be a Huguenot; 

among the Calvinists, to be a Calvinist; among other 

Protestants, generally to be a Protestant; and obtaining 

their confidence, to seek even to preach from their pulpits, 

and to denounce with all the vehemence in your nature our 

Holy Religion and the Pope; and even to descend so low as 

to become a Jew among Jews, that you might be enabled 
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to gather together all information for the benefit of your 

Order as a faithful soldier of the Pope. You have been 

taught to plant insidiously the seeds of jealousy and hatred 

between communities, provinces, states that were at peace, 

and to incite them to deeds of blood, involving them in war 

with each other, and to create revolutions and civil wars in 

countries that were independent and prosperous, cultivating 

the arts and the sciences and enjoying the blessings of 

peace; to take sides with the combatants and to act secretly 

with your brother Jesuit, who might be engaged on the 

other side, but openly opposed to that with which you might 

be connected, only that the Church might be the gainer in 

the end, in the conditions fixed in the treaties for peace and 

that the end justifies the means. You have been taught your 

duty as a spy, to gather all statistics, facts and information 

in your power from every source; to ingratiate yourself into 

the confidence of the family circle of Protestants and 

heretics of every class and character, as well as that of the 

merchant, the banker, the lawyer, among the schools and 

universities, in parliaments and legislatures, and the 

judiciaries and councils of state, and to be all things to all 

men, for the Pope's sake, whose servants we are unto 

death. You have received all your instructions heretofore as 
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a novice, a neophyte, and have served as co-adjurer, 

confessor and priest, but you have not yet been invested 

with all that is necessary to command in the Army of Loyola 

in the service of the Pope. You must serve the proper time 

as the instrument and executioner as directed by your 

superiors; for none can command here who has not 

consecrated his labours with the blood of the heretic; for 

"without the shedding of blood no man can be saved". 

Therefore, to fit yourself for your work and make your own 

salvation sure, you will, in addition to your former oath of 

obedience to your order and allegiance to the Pope, repeat 

after me:” 

If you still are not convinced of the wickedness of the 

Vatican, here are a few more quotes: 

“It is impossible to read Elizabethan history [i.e., the history 

surrounding Queen Elizabeth I of England; queen: 1558-

1603] except in the context of an army of Jesuits, masters 

of deceit, treachery, treason, infiltration, subversion, 

assassination, insurrection, civil war and coercion, plotting 

for the good of the papacy, and the defeat of all the Pope’s 

foes anywhere in the world.” (1987) J.E.C. Shepherd 

(Canadian historian) 
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“The whole frightful responsibility for this terrible Thirty 

Years’ War [1618-1648] must rest upon the [Holy Roman] 

Emperor Ferdinand II, and his teachers, rulers, and bosom 

friends – the Sons of Loyola [i.e., the Jesuit Order].” 

Theodor Griesinger (German historian; 1873) 

“If you trace up Masonry, through all its Orders, till you 

come to the grand tip-top head Mason of the World, you will 

discover that the dread individual and the Chief of the 

Society of Jesus [i.e., the Superior General of the Jesuit 

Order] are one and the same person.”  James Parton 

(American historian) 

These Jesuits used trickery and black mail to ascend into 

every facet of government and power. They silenced those 

that opposed them and rewarded those that added them. 

These were the true Satanic high priest of the Babylonian 

religion. These Jesuits have one goal and one goal only and 

that is to bring the whole world back under the power of 

Rome and the Pope. And prepare the way for their Grand 

Architect (the Anti-Christ) by setting up a new world order 

and a one world religion.  

One of the main leaders in the prophetic movement Rick 

Joyner founder of Morning star ministries has joined the 
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Knights of Malta. Does he not know how satanic this is? If 

there is anything Christian in it, it is just a front. I have 

already showed what this organization is attached too. Lets 

see what his new organization that he has joined is, and 

what it really stands for. 

 

In America, the Knights, with their OSS, later the CIA, were 

behind 'Operation Paperclip'. After World War II, top Nazis 

and scientists were illegally secreted into the United States. 

Many were placed in the top-secret military installation in 

Tonapah, Nevada known as 'Area 51'. The perfection of the 

Nazis' anti-gravity aircraft (flying saucers) was to be 

completed there, among other secret technologies. 

'Operation Paperclip' was overseen by America's most 

powerful Knight of Malta, J. Peter Grace. J. Peter Grace was 

subject to the Jesuit-trained Archbishop Spellman, as the 

American headquarters for the Knights was and is St. 

Patrick's Cathedral in New York. Direct excerpts from the 

forthcoming book by Eric Jon Phelps called Vatican 

Assassins.  Source: http://www.whale.to/b/knights_q.html 
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The Knights of Malta take almost word for word, the exact 

oath that the Jesuits take. You are probably beginning to see 

the big picture.  
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The bible is so clear about the Vatican being involved in the 

end times, it is just so obvious. The came from Babylon and 

hold on to the traditions and customs of Babylon. They 

worship all of the Babylonian gods. They are going to try to 

make the whole world join them in doing so. 

(This is an extract of the Congressional Record of the House 

of Representatives dated February 15, 1913, where the oath 

is entered as purported to be of the Knights of Columbus). 

"I, ............, now in the presence of Almighty God, the 

blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed St. John the Baptist, the 

Holy Apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul, and all the saints, 

sacred host of heaven, and to you, my Ghostly Father, the 

superior general of the Society of Jesus rounded by St. 

Ignatius Loyola, in the pontification of Paul the III and 

continued to the present, do by the womb at the Virgin, the 

matrix of God, and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and 

swear that His Holiness the Pope, is Christ's vice regent and 

is the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church 

throughout the earth; and that by virtue of the keys of binding 

and loosing given His Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, 

he hath power to depose heretical kings, princes, States, 
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Commonwealths, and Governments and they may be safely 

destroyed. …."I do further promise and declare that, 

notwithstanding I am dispensed with to assume any religion 

heretical for the propagation of the Mother Church's interest 

to keep secret and private all her agents' counsels from time 

to time, as they intrust me and not divulge, directly or 

indirectly, by word, writing, or circumstances whatever but to 

execute all that should be proposed, given in charge or 

discovered unto me by you my Ghostly Father, or any of this 

sacred order."  "I do further promise and declare that I will 

have no opinion or will of my own or any mental reservation 

whatsoever, even as a corpse or cadaver (perinde ac 

cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey each and every 

command that I may receive from my superiors in the militia 

of the Pope and of Jesus Christ."  "That I will go to any part 

of the world whithersoever I may be sent, to the frozen 

regions north, jungles of India, to the centers of civilization of 

Europe, or to the wild haunts of the barbarous savages of 

America without murmuring or repining, and will be 

submissive in all things whatsoever is communicated to me."  

"I do further promise and declare that I will, when opportunity 

presents, make and wage relentless war, secretly and 

openly against all heretics, Protestants and Masons (Note: 
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this was before the Masons had been infiltrated in the higher 

levels by the Illuminati), as I am directed to do to extirpate 

them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare 

neither age, sex, or condition, and that will hang, bum, 

waste, boil, flay, strangle, and bury alive these infamous 

heretics; rip up the stomachs and wombs of their women, 

and crush their infants' heads against the wails in order to 

annihilate their execrable race. That when the same can not 

be done openly, I will secretly use the poisonous cup, the 

strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard, or the leaden 

bullet, regardless of the honor, rank, dignity, or authority of 

the persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either 

public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by 

any agents of the Pope or superior of the Brotherhood of the 

Holy Father of the Society of Jesus."  "In confirmation of 

which I hereby dedicate my life, soul, and all corporal 

powers, and with the dagger which I now receive I will 

subscribe my name written in my blood in testimony thereof; 

and should I prove false or weaken in my determination, may 

my brethren and fellow soldiers of the militia of the Pope cut 

off my hands and feet and my throat from ear to ear, my 

belly opened and sulphur burned therein with all the 

punishment that can be inflicted upon me on earth and my 
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soul shall be tortured by demons in eternal hell forever." 

"That I will in voting always vote for K. of C, in preference to 

a Protestant, especially a Mason, and that I will leave my 

party so to do; that if two Catholics are on the ticket I will 

satisfy myself which is the better supporter of Mother Church 

and vote accordingly." …"That I will not deal with or employ 

a Protestant if in my power to deal with or employ a Catholic. 

That I will place Catholic girls in Protestant families that a 

weekly report may be made of the inner movements of the 

heretics." …"That I will provide myself with arms and 

ammunition that I may be in readiness when the word is 

passed, or I am commanded to defend the church either as 

an individual or with the militia of the Pope." …"All of which I, 

............, do swear by the blessed Trinity and blessed 

sacrament which I am now to receive to perform and on part 

to keep this, my oath." …"In testimony hereof, I take this 

most holy and blessed Sacrament of the Eucharist and 

witness the same further with my name written with the point 

of this dagger dipped in my own blood and seal in the face of 

this holy sacrament." 

Sounds an awful lot like the Jesuits oath doesn’t it?  

Now Mr. Joyner may not have said this oath yet as he may 

not have advanced up high enough in the nights of malta 
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and proven himself worthy of the title. But this know, if he is 

higher than he is letting on then not only is he working for the 

Jesuits he is working to bring the protestants and all other 

bible believing Christians back under the power of Rome. It 

is also funny to me, but it seems like a lot of these guys are 

also pushing the ecumenical movement also. God help us. It 

has been said that “If we forget our past, we are bound to 

repeat it.” The way it looks most churches are joining 

because they think it is the Christian thing to do. To bad they 

did not know the Catholic Churches dark and bloody history, 

or its present shadow government. We have picked up so 

many pagan practices from the Vatican that it is not funny. If 

a Christian finds out about it and wants to turn away from all 

this deception he is instantly labeled legalistic and cultic. I 

thought the word of God was supposed to be our authority? 

 

 

“Above all things, Jesuits are ‘confessors’. Their services 

unto the royalty were urged as a ‘need’, as they became 

assigned to hear the confessions of the aristocrats, 

emperors, kings, queens, princes, princesses, [‘royal’] 

mistresses, those in every level of government – they all 

revealed their secret plans, their intimate sins, their inner-
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most thoughts, as their lives became virtually an open book 

to the Jesuits.  …Through various means of diplomacy, 

Jesuits worked their way into offices of State, climbing up to 

be the counselors of kings, and shaping the policy of 

nations. But it was ‘religion’ and its sacred duties of hearing 

the confessions of their penitents, and being their religious 

‘wise’ guides, that was the key to their success. Without the 

‘need’ of a religious confessor, the history of the Jesuits may 

have been quite different. And the Jesuits made very sure 

that it was they who filled that need as confessors [Ed. Note: 

especially to the rich and power elite] instead of the other 

orders of priests, by providing a most attractive policy of 

leniency as an enticement for their penitents.”  - John Daniel 

(Author of the book The Grand Design Exposed) 

 

“From that, the Catholic priests, with the most admirable 

ability and success, have gathered their Irish legions into the 

great cities of the United Stated, and the American people 

must be very blind indeed, if they do not see that if they do 

nothing to prevent it, they day is very near when the Jesuits 

will rule their country, from the magnificent White House at 

Washington to the humblest civil and military department of 

this vast Republic.”  Chiniquy, op. cit,. 1885 ed., P.476. 
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“For over 200 years, the goal [of the Jesuits] has been the 

complete destruction of the United States Constitution. In the 

religious arena, the goal of the Jesuits is to wipe out any 

trace of Protestantism and other religions, and to restore 

worldwide domination by the pope.” 

Bill Hughes (From his book The Secret Terrorists) 

It all comes together know! Do you see it? Is it all 

beginning to make sense yet? The Vatican created the 

Jesuits to do their dirty work. They have the power, money 

and international influence to get what ever they want. 

People that have tried to expose them have either 

disappeared, ended up dead or had false charges place on 

them and arrested. Alberto Rivera, a former Jesuit priest 

after his conversion to Jesus Christ tried to expose the 

Vatican and ended up dead. The official story is that he 

died from food poisoning. That might have been believable 

if it where not for the fact that prier to that he had several 

unsuccessful attempts on his life. Alberto told us that while 

in the Vatican, Cardinal Bea told him of how the Vatican 

created Islam to take control of Jerusalem because of its 

religious significance. Roman Catholicism wanted all people 

to accept Roman Catholicism and any Jew or Christian that 
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would not convert to Catholicism would be killed. Islam was 

created to get the Jews out of Jerusalem so that the 

Vatican could take control of it for its unholy purposes. The 

Vatican helped finance the building of huge Islamic armies 

in exchange for three favors: 

1. Eliminate the Jews and Christians 

2. Protect the Augustinian Monks and Roman Catholics 

3. Conquer Jerusalem for “His Holiness” in the Vatican 

Islam has no problem with the Catholic, for they were told in 

their Koran that Christ Jesus was only a prophet of God and 

that the pope was his representative on earth, so he (the 

pope) must also be a prophet of God. This is why in history 

we hear that the Muslims slaughtered both Jews and 

Christians until Jerusalem fell into Islamic power and that is 

when they built the Dome of the Rock, their mosque, in 

honor of Ishmael were the Jewish temple used to be before 

it was destroyed in 70 AD. This is not what the Vatican had 

in mind. They wanted to be able to control the Muslims like 

they controlled the Templar, but this one back fired a little 

bit. Instead of the Vatican getting Jerusalem, the Muslims 

got it. Now they are trying to find a way to get it from the 

Muslims. The Vatican is still more powerful and resource-

full than the Muslims, so I see them getting it soon. To get 
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the whole story on this, do a search on google for “Alberto 

Rivera.” He was an ex-Jesuit. (Many believe that he was 

murdered to shut him up.) to hear his testimony and what is 

really behind the Vatican. 

“The [Jesuit Superior] General is at the head of this black 

and mute militia, which thinks, wills, acts, obeys – [as] the 

passive instrument of his designs. Their whole life must 

have but one aim – the advancement of the [Jesuit] Order 

to which they are attached.” (1912) Jeremiah J. Crowley 

(Irishman; ex-priest in the Roman Catholic Church; author 

of the book Romanism: Menace to the Nation)  

 

“He who thinks he knows the Jesuits by having read all the 

books that were written in the past century [the Eighteenth 

Century] to unmask them, would be grossly deceived. The 

Jesuitism of that day was an open war against the Gospel 

and society; the Jesuitism of the present is a slow but 

contagious and deadly disease, which secretly insinuates 

itself; it is a poison taken under the name of medicine.”  

 Luigi Desanctis, 1852 Official Censor of the 

Inquisition Popery, Puseyism and Jesuitism 
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“Our ancient enemies have small belief in our common 

sense if they imagine that we shall ever be able to trust 

them, after having so often beheld the dpths of Jesuitical 

cunning and duplicity. The sooner we let certain 

Archbishops and Cardinals know that we are aware of their 

designs, and will in nothing cooperate with them the better 

for us and our country. Of course, we shall be howled at as 

bigots, but we can afford to smile at that cry, when it comes 

from the church which invented the Inquisition, ‘No peace 

with Rome’ is the motto of reason as well as well as of 

religion.”  Charles Haddon Spurgeon, Geese in their Hoods: 

Selected Writings on Roman Catholocism, 

 

“[Jesuit Adam] Weishaupt established the [modern version 

of the] Illuminati specifically to be a front organization 

behind which the Jesuits could hide. After being [formally] 

abolished by [Pope] Clement XIV in 1773, the Jesuits used 

the Illuminati and other organizations to carry out their 

operations. Thus, the front organizations would be blamed 

for the trouble caused by the Jesuits.” Bill Hughes (Author 

of The Secret Terrorists and The Enemy Unmasked) 
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Remember when I told you about how the freemasons are 

waiting for the Grand Architect? And how the new age 

followers are waiting for an ascended master to come from 

another dimension or from outer space. The Vatican is 

telling the public that ET is real and that they are our space 

brothers. 

The chief astronomer of the Vatican, Father Gabriel Funes 

was quoted in a news paper as saying, “Just like there is 

an abundance of creatures on earth, there could also be 

other beings, even intelligent ones, that were created by 

God. That doesn’t contradict our faith, because we cannot 

put boundaries to God’s creative freedom. As saint Francis 

would say, when we consider the earthly creatures to be 

our “brothers and sisters”, why couldn’t we also talk about 

a “extraterrestrial brother”? He would still be part of 

creation.”  
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I believe very strongly that there will be a great UFO 

deception. The news is going out of their way to make 

people wonder if we are alone or not. We have hundreds 

of movies and television series on UFOs and Aliens living 

with people. In fact America is the last country left to 

declassify it’s UFO documents. All the other countries of 

the world have already done it. The only reason I think 

they haven’t is America is not ready for it. They say that 

60% of Americans believe in UFOs and ET. They need 

more people to except the idea, that is why they are 
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pushing so many movies and documentaries on it. It is 

almost like the media and the government is trying to 

condition the masses to except the idea that Aliens and 

UFOs are a real possibility. There have been thousands if 

not millions of UFO sighting from military, law enforcement 

officers, Pilots and many other professional people around 

the world. This could be man made or it could be real. In 

either case it will be completely demonic. There are many 

out there that realize that these things are not from outer 

space but from another dimension. 

"We are dealing with a multidimensional paraphysical 

phenomenon which is largely indigenous to planet earth." - 

Brad Steiger, [cited in] Blue Book Files Released in 

Canadian UFO Report, Vol. 4, No. 4, 1977, p. 20 

"But the UFO phenomenon simply does not behave like 

extraterrestrial visitors. It actually molds itself in order to fit 

a given culture." John Ankerberg, The Facts on UFOs and 

Other Supernatural Phenomena, p. 10 
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"One theory which can no longer be taken very seriously is 

that UFOs are interstellar spaceships." - Arthur C. Clarke, 

New York Times Book Review, 07/27/75 

"A large part of the available UFO literature is closely linked 

with mysticism and the metaphysical. It deals with subjects 

like mental telepathy, automatic writing and invisible entities 

as well as phenomena like poltergeist [ghost] manifestation 

and 'possession.' Many of the UFO reports now being 

published in the popular press recount alleged incidents 

that are strikingly similar to demonic possession and 
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psychic phenomena." - Lynn E. Catoe, UFOs and Related 

Subjects: USGPO, 1969; prepared under AFOSR Project 

Order 67-0002 and 68-0003 

"UFO behaviour is more akin to magic than to physics as 

we know it... the modern UFOnauts and the demons of past 

days are probably identical." -Dr. Pierre Guerin, FSR Vol. 

25, No. 1, p. 13-14 

 

"A working knowledge of occult science...is indispensable to 

UFO investigation." -Trevor James, FSR Vol. 8, No. 1, p.10 

"Studies of flying saucer cults repeatedly show that they are 

part of a larger occult social world." -Stupple & McNeece, 

1979 MUFON UFO Symposium Proceedings, p. 49 
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"The 'medical examination' to which abductees are said to 

be subjected, often accompanied by sadistic sexual 

manipulation, is reminiscient of the medieval tales of 

encounters with demons. It makes no sense in a 

sophisticated or technical framework: any intelligent being 

equipped with the scientific marvels that UFOs possess 

would be in a position to achieve any of these alleged 

scientific objectives in a shorter time and with fewer risks." - 

Dr. Jacques Vallee, Confrontations, p. 13 

"The symbolic display seen by the abductees is identical to 

the type of initiation ritual or astral voyage that is imbedded 

in the [occult] traditions of every culture...the structure of 

abduction stories is identical to that of occult initiation 

rituals...the UFO beings of today belong to the same class 

of manifestation as the [occult] entities that were described 

in centuries past." -Dr. Jacques Vallee citing the extensive 

research of Bertrand Meheust [Science-Fiction et 

Soucoupes Volantes (Paris, 1978); Soucoupes Volantes et 

Folklore (Paris, 1985)], in Confrontations, p. 146, 159-161 
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In every case that has ever been recorded around the 

world of alien abductions, the message is always the 

same. The aliens say, “All religions are the same”, and “all 

religions serve the same god”. We know this is not true, 

based on Christ own words, “you must be born again”

John 3:7, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man 

cometh unto the Father, but by me.”  John 14:6  I 

believe these UFOs will be a part of God’s endtime 

judgement against mankind. The Christian will not be here 

when this happens or we will be taken out as soon as they 
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are loosened or our heavenly Father will protect us. I don’t 

know, but this should encourage us to get to know God 

today, while we still can. But again, we will get more into 

this later. We the church must have an answer for the 

public when this topic is brought up, because if this does 

happen, people will not want to hear us the day after it 

happens, when the day before it happened we didn’t 

believe in them. These Aliens are not ET’s, but demons 

from hell.  
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The Beast 

I have covered the impure woman or whore of revelation, 

but what about the beast? Who or what is the Beast? We 

can see that in scripture that a woman always symbolizes a 

church. Weather a virgin,(undefiled by other religions) or a 

whore (a church that has mingled with other religions and 

practices).  And the beast is symbolic for kingdoms. Many 

scholars believe that the beast is the united ten nations that 

comprise all of the nations of the world. But who or what is 

the beast? Is it United Nations? America? The E.U.? The 

club of Rome? Or could their be another double prophecy 

hidden in plane site? In Revelation 17 God speaks of seven 

heads, which he says are seven mountains. But he also 

says that they are also seven kings. Who are these seven 

kings? I have already shared one theory on who these 

kings where, so now I will show another one. Some say 

these seven kings are the last seven Popes. We now know 

that since 1929 the popes are kings, in fact, they govern the 

whole world already.  

 “It is the office of the papacy to tread under foot kings and 

emperors.” J.H. Ignaz Dollinger, The Pope and the Council, 

(London), pg. 35 
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 “Fear, then, our wrath and the thunders of our vengeance; 

for Jesus Christ has appointed us (the popes) with his own 

mouth absolute judges of all men; and kings themselves 

are submitted to our authority.” Pope Nicholas I (858-867 

AD) 

 

It seems as though there is not a king, Queen or President 

on the face of this planet that has not bowed down to and 

kissed the Pope.  

 

Those that believe that the last popes are the last seven 

kings believe that because in 538 AD the papacy freed itself 

from its last Arian opponents, the Ostrogoth who at that 
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time where ruling in Italy. It was at this stage that the 

Vatican began to exercise control over most of their known 

world.  

 

 “Vigilius…ascended the papal chair (538 A.D.) under the 

military protection of Belisarius.” History of the Christian 

Church, Vol. 3, pg. 327 

The Catholic church ruled for 1260 years. In that time they 

put to death millions of men and women that would not 

convert to Catholicism. During this 1260 years men and 

women that would not convert to the Roman Catholic 

system were usually tortured or put to death.  

 

 “For professing faith contrary to the Church or Rome, 

history records the martyrdom of more than one hundred 

million people.” Brief Bible Studies, pg.16 

It was in 1798 that Napoleon defeated the Catholic Church 

of Rome when Pope Pius VI was taken prisoner in france.  

 “In 1798 General Berthier made his entrance into Rome, 

abolished the papal government, and established a 

seculare one.” Encyclopedia Britannica, 1941 edition 
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From 1798 the Vatican bought her time. Knowing that within 

the shadows of the governments and any other place they 

could infiltrate, the Jesuits where busy at work infiltrating 

every facet of society they could, to get the power back to 

the papal office. As they would get into places of power 

they would hand that power over to the Vatican through 

their positions of power that they had gotten. From 538 AD 

when the Papal government began to grow in power, they 

continued to grow, and kill and persecute all that stood in 

their way for three and a half years. Until they temporarily 

lost that power in 1798. So could this be the rule of the 

beast for the three in a half years?  I don’t think so, but I do 

believe this is a dual prophecy.  

In 1929 the Roman Catholic Church got back their  

independence and sovereignty. Yet they did not get back 

any ware the power they had prior to 1798. Today I don’t 

think that is the case. I think their power is world wide, 

through their secret army, the Jesuits (Freemasons 33% 

and above) have rebuilt the power structure to the Vatican. 

But in 1929 of February 11th the Lateran Accord documents 

were signed in Rome at the Lateran Palace by Cardinal 

Gasparri, who was representing Pope Pius XI, and 

Mussolini (representing King Victor Emanuel III) who was a 
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secret Freemason. Who would of figured? This guy was put 

in place by the Freemasons and yet when we hear history 

on this we are told that he was against the Freemasons. 

This was a front so there would be no connection between 

him and the Vatican. Mussolini and Hitler where never ex-

communicated from the Catholic faith. Both were professed 

Catholics. It is so important that the reader understands that 

all these kings and rulers have been hand chosen and 

picked by the Vatican for over the last thousand years or 

more. Many believe that this date of  1929 is the date that 

the beast mortal wound was healed.  The San Francisco 

Chronicle, July 7th, 1929 spoke of the Vaticans recovery of 

world power again. “Mussolini and Gaspari (Cardinal) Sign 

Historic Pact…Heal Wound of many years.” 

 
And the New York Times in July 7th of the same year ran an 
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article that said, “Mortal Wound Healed: Rome, June 7. –

From 11:00 this morning there was another sovereign 

independent state in the world. At that time Premier 

Mussolini … exchanged with Cardinal Gasparri, Papal 

Secretary of State, representing Pope Pius XI, ratifications 

of the treaties signed at the lateral palace of Feb. 11. By 

that simple act the sovereign independent state of Vatican 

City came into existence.”  

 

Not only did Mussolini restore the power of the Pope but in 

1929 he received the Sword of Islam and was called the 

Defender of Islam by Libya. Talk about Islam and the 
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Vatican working hand in hand. Like I said before, the 

Islamic religion is a tool for the Vatican.   

“And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise 

up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns…One 

of the heads of the beast seemed to have a fatal wound, 

but the fatal wound had been healed. The whole world was 

astonished and followed the beast.” Revelation 13:3 

Now if this is the same deadly wound that was healed in the 

Bible, they say (those that believe this theory) that we 

should only have one more Pope and this last one will be 

either the Anti-Christ or his prophet. They believe that the 

seven kings are the last seven Popes. Starting with, Pope –

Pius XI (1922-1939), 2nd one would be Pope – Pius XII 

(1939 -1958), 3rd Pope John XXIII (1959-1963), 4th Pope – 

Paul VI (1963-1978), 5th Pope John Paul 1 (1978-1978), 6th 

Pope John Paul II (1978 - ?), 7th Pope Benedict XIV (2005 -

), 8th Pope John Paul II (Anti-Christ). Those that believe this 

theory think that John Paul may come back from the dead.  

“And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and 

the other is not yet come; and when he comes, he must 

continue a short space.” Rev. 17:10 
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I think it is easy enough to figure out that the Beast is the 

ten nations of the earth under the EU or United Nations. 

These nations will eventually turn against the Catholic 

church (Vatican) in the end and destroy her. Rev. 17:16 

The Catholic church did in essence die and it was 

resurrected and given the power of a state. This means that 

since 1929 we have had 8 kings that have for the most part 

ruled the world. The pope we know have is the first Jesuit 

pope ever. Could this man me THE Anti-Christ, or his 

prophet? 
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The is still much to expose. Not only did the Roman rulers try 
to shut up Jesus, they tried to destroy His words.  
Psalm 2:1-2 
Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain 
thing? The kings of the earth set themselves, and the 
rulers take counsel together, against the Lord, and 
against his anointed,… 

There is a conspiracy by the Vatican that goes way back to 
the days of the inquisition. If you did not except the Pope as 
god they would kill you. You were not allowed to own your 
own bible and if you did, it had to be one of there doctored 
versions. There has been a battle against our bibles as far 
back if not farther than Christ, to destroy the Word of the 
Living God, and if not to destroy it than distort it. 
 
The great whore system has been at war with the true word 
of God and His people for thousands of years. We are told to 
have nothing to do with this corrupt system, but to expose it 
and come out of it. 
 
Revelation 18:4 
And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, 
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not 
partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her 
plagues. 
 
“Never has something so black and wicked, gotten away 
with appearing so holy and mysteriously beautiful . . . for so 
long!”   (Keith Green  speaking about the Catholic 
Church.) 
Keith Green (source: 
http://theboc.com/freestuff/keithgreen/catholicchronicles/cc4.html) 
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KJV vs New Age Bible Versions 

 
 
It was during the time that the Vatican was killing any and all 
that disagreed with them that the Waldensians were busy 
trying to get the pure word of God into every ones hands. 
1170-1580  The Waldensians never called themselves 
"Waldensians." That term was applied to them by those who 
were seeking to destroy them. They would refer to 
themselves as the "Poor of Christ," or the "Poor in Spirit.” 
 
It was at Antioch, capital of Syria, that the believers were first 
called Christians. This is were the Word was spreading in 
power, because of the price that these men paid to get the 
Word to others. They paid with their blood. This battle has 
been raging for the last two thousand years. The bible tells 
us that in the last days, 
 
Now the Spirit speaketh expressly that in the latter times 
some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing 
spirits and doctrines of devils (1 Timothy 4:1) 
 
But there were false prophets also among the people, even 
as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall 
bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that 
bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction. 
And many shall follow their pernicious ways; by reason of 
whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of. 2 Peter 2:1,2 
 
The Jesuits have succeeded in deceiving most of the Church 
to believe that the New Testiment was written in greek. Why 
would they want to make you believe that? It will become 
clear as I bring forth the evidence and the reason. The 
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Church has been so brain washed that most are not even 
interested in truth, but there traditions. The bible tells us that 
we must be teachable and hear each other out, before 
coming to a conclusion. 
 
Proverbs 18:13 
13 He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly 
and shame unto him. 
 
Proverbs 18:13 
Amplified Bible (AMP) 
13 He who answers a matter before he hears the facts—it is 
folly and shame to him. 
 
 
It is commonly believed that the new testament was written 
in Greek. Is there any facts to back this up? Are there facts 
that disprove the Greek theory? It is important to know that 
the Jesuits have infiltrated just about every major Christian 
Collage in the US. With a few exceptions. I will show you 
why they have done this as we go along the picture will 
become clear. 
 
My first point is this. During the time of Christ, Israel was a 
Hebrew speaking language. We have much documented 
truth on this fact. The Jewish historian Josephus says 
concerning the language in that day.  
”I have also taken a great deal of pains to obtain the learning 
of the Greeks, and to understand the elements of the Greek 
language, although I have so accustomed myself to speak 
our own tongue, that I cannot pronounce Greek with 
sufficient exactness. For our nation does not encourage 
those that learn the language of many nations. On this 
account, as there have been many who have done their 
endeavors, with great patience, to obtain the Greek learning, 
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there have hardly been two or three who have succeeded 
herein, who were immediately rewarded for their pains.” 
Antiquities XX, XI 2. (published circa A.D. 93) 
 
Here we see proof from a guy that lived during the time that 
the disciples lived, and he says that he being an educated 
man could not speak Greek fluently.  In Acts 4:13 the bible 
says that the disciples were. “Now  when they saw the 
boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that they were 
unlearned and ignorant men, they marvelled; and they took 
knowledge of them, that they had been with Jesus.”  
 
Common sense tells us that if most of the Disciples were 
unlearned and ignorant men, and every Jew in Israel spoke 
Hebrew or Aramaic. The Jewish people of that day looked at 
the Greeks as uncircumcised gentiles. Learning any other 
language other than Hebrew or Aramaic was discouraged by 
the Jews. How did we come up with the teaching that is was 
originally written in Greek? Who would of started a teaching 
like that and why? Remember the Vatican has an agenda. 
No, we are not talking about a Hebrew roots movement. 
They are wrong, and I disagree with much of what they 
teach. We are talking about a truth movement based on 
historical facts and NOT the traditions of men. 
 
Now it would make sense that Paul spoke Hebrew, Aramaic 
and Greek because of his education. But Jesus disciples 
were fishermen, tax collectors. 
 
Think about this for one second. Let us let the Holy Spirit 
cause us to think for ourselves instead of our bible teachers. 
The words of Moses are preserved to this very day in their 
original Hebrew language that he used. The words of 
Muhammad are preserved to this day in his language of 
Arabic. The words of Buddha still exist in Pali, the language 
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that Buddha spoke. So now we look at Jesus Christ words 
spoken in Aramaic and they are preserved in Greek? Why is 
it that all the other words by other world religious leaders are 
preserved in their original language except for Jesus? Where 
am I going with all this? Well first of all, I am not introducing 
any new doctrine, but showing that this information will 
confirm what are forefathers such as Finney, Wesley, Allien, 
and many more men that spread revivals in America tried to 
show us. I will show that since the time of Finney and many 
of the great healing revivals that pagan beliefs and practices 
started infiltrating the church, and grieved away the 
presence of God. The first flaw we need to destroy is the 
statement that the New Testament must have been written in 
Greek because there are no Hebrew or Aramaic transcripts 
in existence. This is not only false it is an outright lie. There 
are the Peshitta documents that out date any Greek 
manuscripts in existence. The Peshitta documents date as 
far back as 170AD. Am I saying that we can’t depend on any 
Greek manuscripts. No way! There is only one Greek 
version that is protected by God that I know of, and I will 
explain why. When Wescott first laid eyes on this manuscript 
(Peshitta) he liked it, until he read it, then he despised that 
one as much as the Greek Textus Receptus. I will also go 
back to why we need to understand Hebrew customs and 
terms to understand a lot of what is spoken in the New 
Testament. The old Testament confirms and explains the 
New.  
 
We know that all the original manuscripts are all gone. But 
we have over 5,300 existing copies of Greek manuscripts 
that I believe are the closest things to the original Hebrew 
manuscripts that we have. About 95-97% of these text agree 
with each other. These are called the Majority Text, or the 
Textus Receptus. These are the most reliable text that we 
have. 
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The first question a lot of people have is if the New 
Testiment was first in Hebrew  why don’t we have any more 
copies left? Why are there so many Greek copies? The 
Vatican has from day one tried to erase the Jewish race from 
the face of the earth as well as any thing that they have 
written. The inquisition is a reminder to that. This is where 
the displacement theology comes from. It comes from the 
Jesuits. Not Christ! He was and still is the King of the Jews, 
and all of the earth for that matter. The Vatican has tried to 
stop and destroy the pure greek version of the gospels by 
replacing corrupt manuscripts in place of them. 
 
The Vatican Manuscripts or Codex B in the library of Rome 
is one such document. Also the Sinaitic or Codex Aleph is 
another one that is corrupted. Both of these are the greek 
manuscripts that have been tampered with. The Textus 
Receptus is greek, but the translation is of the purist nature. 
The Waldensians and many of Christians of the past lost 
there lives trying to preserve the Textus Receptus, or the 
Majority text. The Latin Volgate of Jerome and the English 
Jesuit Bible are also corrupt. These bibles are all Catholic 
Bibles that have very subtle changes in them. 
 
A man by the name of Erasmus was the greek scholar that is 
accredited with the author ship of the Textus Receptus. This 
is the one that the true church  accepted close to two 
thousand years. The Jesuits have been busy trying to find 
people who are ignorant about their bibles and get them to 
use their corrupted bibles. The goal of the Jesuits is to lead 
people away from Jesus Christ and get them to worship 
Mithra, Osirus or the Pope.  The King James Bible was 
written from the Textus Receptus. So was the Geneva Bible 
1557, The Coverdale Bible 1535,  and the Thomas Matthews 
Bible 1537. 
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KJV 1611 Preface to the Reader states: 
"Truly (good Christian reader) we never thought from the 
beginning, that we should need to make a new translation 
nor yet to make of a bad one a good one but to make a good 
one better, or out of many good ones, one principal good 
one that hath been our endeavor, that our mark." 
 
"…The original thereof being from heaven, not from earth; 
the author being God, not man; the editor, the Holy Spirit, 
not the wit of the Apostles or prophets." 
 
"…We acknowledge them to have been raised up of God, for 
the building and furnishing of His church therefore, blessed 
be they, and most honored be their name which helpeth 
forward to the saving of souls." 
 
So many early Christian scholars that looked at other 
manuscripts other than the textus receptus said they were 
not the true gospel or that they were corrupt copies of the 
true manuscripts. 
 
In 1490 an Oxford professor, and personal physician to King 
Henry the 7th and 8th, Thomas Linacre, had learned greek 
and began to read the gospels in greek and then comparing 
it to the Latin Vulgate, he wrote,  “Either this (the original 
Greek) is not the Gospel… or we are not Christians.” The 
Latin scriptures as well as all those from the Vatican had 
become so corrupt that they no longer contain the pure 
message of the Gospel. The textus receptus was still 
untouched by the Vatican. 
 
The Catholic Church fought and killed any one that wanted 
to own or read any other bible other than the ones they 
provided. 
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“The books of those heresiarchs, who after the aforesaid 
year originated or revived heresies, as well as of those who 
are or have been the heads or leaders of heretics, as Luther, 
Zwingli, Calvin, Balthasar Friedberg, Schwenkfeld, and 
others like these, whatever may be their name, title or nature 
of their heresy, are absolutely forbidden. The books of other 
heretics, however, which deal professedly with religion are 
absolutely condemned. Those on the other hand, which do 
not deal with religion and have by order of the bishops and 
inquisitors been examined by Catholic theologians and 
approved by them, are permitted. Likewise, Catholic books 
written by those who afterward fell into heresy, as well as by 
those who after their fall returned to the bosom of the 
Church, may be permitted if they have been approved by the 
theological faculty of a Catholic university or by the general 
inquisition.” Documents of the Council of Trent Ten Rules 
of the Council of Trent 
 
 
"We therefore decree and ordain, that from hence forth no 
unauthorized person shall translate any part of the Holy 
Scripture into English or any other language, under any form 
of book or treatise. "  Archbishop of York. 1408 - He 
outlawed John Wicliffs Bibles 
 
 
The Vatican has a long history of killing and forcing Christian 
scholars to stop printing bibles. Thank God for all the great 
men of God that risked their lives to Get the Word of God to 
us.  
 
We had John Wycliffe in the 1300 who was a Pastor and 
Teacher at Oxford. He translated the bible into English. He 
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stood against many of the practices of Rome. Catholic mass 
being one of them. 44 years after his death he was dug up 
and burned by the Vatican. That’s how much they hated him. 
John Huss was another one that the Vatican burned. He was 
a student of Wycliff. We all remember Martin Luther, and his 
95 theses that he nailed to the church door in Wittenburg, 
Germany.  
 
 
 
William Tyndale, spoke eight languages fluently. He was the 
one who said to the pope, "If God spare my life, before many 
years I will cause a boy that driveth a plough to know more 
of the scriptures than thou doest." 
 
The nightmare is that now the Church has forgotten her 
bloody history with the Catholic church and its quest for 
truth. We have just about every denomination joining hands 
with the Vatican and coming together in the ecumenical 
movement. 
 
 
Jesuits: 
 
In his book, Final Authority, Bill Grady, says: “To regain her 
corner on the market, Rome created an elite para-military 
Gestapo unit that would make Himmler’s SS appear like a 
Sunday school….sparking what historians call, the counter-
Reformation. The infamous Society of Jesus was founded by 
Ignatius De Loyola in 1534, more commonly known as the 
Jesuits….”  

The Jesuits are a secret military power of the Vatican to this 
day. Their goal and purpose is to bring back and claim all the 
Protestans and other religions back under the power of the 
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Vatican. The Jesuits will stop at nothing to get the people 
back under Romes power. There methods include black 
mail, torture, assassination, poison or what ever it took. 

The Jesuits know that as long as we have the pure text, they 
can never entice us back under Rome’s power. This is why 
even to this day there are many Bible translation coming 
forth from the corrupt manuscripts. 

Abriham Lincon said of the Jesuits:  "It is not against the 
Americans of the South, alone, I am fighting, it is more 
against the pope of Rome, his perfidious Jesuits and their 
blind and blood thirsty slaves that we have to defend 
ourselves."   source: 50 years in the church of Rome by 
Charles Chiniquy pg. 496 

“It is my opinion that if the liberties of this country – the 
United States of America – are destroyed, it will be by the 
subtlety of the Roman Catholic Jesuit priests, for they are 
the most crafty, dangerous enemies to civil and religious 
liberty. They have instigated MOST of the wars of Europe.” 
Marquis de LaFayette (1757-1834; French statesman and 
general. He served in the American Continental Army under 
the command of General George Washington during the 
American Revolutionary War.) - See more at: 
http://www.zengardner.com/jesuit-pope-agenda-meet-the-
templars-knights-of-malta-and-blackwaterxe-
exterminators/#sthash.TLIBbdgl.dpuf 

A quote from a Jesuit meeting in Cheri, Italy in 1825: "Then 
the Bible, that serpent which, with head erect and eyes 
flashing threatens us with its venom shall be changed again 
into a rod as soon as we are able to seize it. For you know 
but too well that for three centuries past, this cruel asp has 
left us no repose you well know with what fold it entwines us 
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and with what fangs it gnaws us!" The Jesuit Conspiracy the 
secret plan of the order by Abbatt Leone  Pub. 1848  pg. 98 

Jesuit Catechism view of the Bible: 

Q: what if the Holy scriptures command one thing, and the 
pope another contrary to it? 

A. The Holy scriptures must be thrown aside. 

Q: What is the pope? 

A: He is the vicar of Christ, king of kings, and Lord of lords, 
and there is but one judgment seat belonging to God and the 
pope.    source:  Understanding the new age  by Roy 
Livesey  1998 

Jesuits made their converts confess: 
"We confess that whatever new thing the pope of Rome may 
have instituted whether it be in scripture or out of scripture, is 
true, divine, and full of salvation and therefore ought to be 
regarded as of higher value by lay people than even the 
precepts of the living God. We confess that the pope has 
power of altering scripture, or increasing, or diminishing it 
according to his will. We confess that the most holy pontiff 
ought to be honored by all with divine honor with more 
prostration than even what is due to Christ himself." source: 
Apocalyptic Sketches or Lectures on the book of Revelation  
by John Cumming 1851 pg. 308 

“The Jesuits are a military organization, not a religious order. 
Their chief is a general of an army, not the mere father abbot 
of a monastery. And the aim of this organization is: POWER. 
Power in its most despotic exercise. Absolute power, 
universal power, power to control the world by the volition of 
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a single man. Jesuitism is the most absolute of despotisms: 
and at the same time the greatest and most enormous of 
abuses… The general of the Jesuits insists on being master, 
sovereign, over the sovereign. Wherever the Jesuits are 
admitted they will be masters, cost what it may. Their society 
is by nature dictatorial, and therefore it is the irreconcilable 
enemy of all constituted authority. Every act, every crime, 
however atrocious, is a meritorious work, if committed for the 
interest of the Society of the Jesuits, or by the order of the 
general.”  Charles Chiniquy, Fifty Years in the Church of 
Rome. Pg. 487, 488 

 

"By 1556, three fourths of the society's membership were 
dedicated in 46 Jesuit Colleges to learning against learning 
to indoctrinating minds with the learning of illuminated 
humanism as opposed to the learning of scripture. This 
network would expand by 1749 to 669 Colleges, 176 
Seminaries, 61 houses of study, and 24 universities partly or 
wholly under Jesuit direction."  Rulers of Evil by F. Tupper 
Saussy pg. 65 

It was the Jesuits plan to gain control of all of the schools, 
colleges and churches. Their power was in the fact that they 
were hidden from the populations site. 

“The degree of power to which the representatives of the 
Society of Jesus had been able to attain in Bavaria was all 
but absolute. Members of the order were the confessors and 
preceptors of the electors; hence they had a direct influence 
upon the policies of government. The censorship of religion 
had fallen into their eager hands, to the extent that some of 
the parishes even were compelled to recognize their 
authority and power: To exterminate all Protestant influence 
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and to render the Catholic establishment complete, they had 
taken possession of the instruments of public education. It 
was by Jesuits that the majority of the Bavarian colleges 
were founded, and by them they were controlled. By them 
also the secondary schools of the country were conducted.”   
(source: http://www.zengardner.com/jesuit-pope-agenda-
meet-the-templars-knights-of-malta-and-blackwaterxe-
exterminators/) 

 

"They keep back a portion of the gospel…having studied in 
the devil's new Jesuitical college."  Sermon No. 68 A solemn 
warning for all churches, Charles H. Spurgeon 
 
 
In 331 AD Constantine ordered an ecumenical (Arian) bible 
to be written. Eusebius, who was a follower of Origen, was 
assigned to write it. This guy rejected the deity of Christ and 
claimed that Jesus was also created by God too. The Arians 
believed that Jesus was not God. These documents where 
the ones that ended up in Alexandria. 
 
The Vatican MS. Is in the Papal Museum at Rome; the 
Sinaitic MS. is in the Soviet Museum at Moscow, Russia.  
 
The Council of Trent condemned every other translation 
of the Bible except for the Latin Vulgate: 
"Moreover, the same sacred and holy Synod,—considering 
that no small utility may accrue to the Church of God, if it be 
made known which out of all the Latin editions, now in 
circulation, of the sacred books, is to be held as authentic,—
ordains and declares, that the said old and vulgate 
edition, which, by the lengthened usage of so many years, 
has been approved of in the Church, be, in public lectures, 
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disputations, sermons and expositions, held as authentic; 
and that no one is to dare, or presume to reject it under any 
pretext whatever." (Council of Trent, Fourth Session). 
 
 
Quick Fact: Pope John Paul the 2nd declared Thomas More 
a saint. Who was Thomas More? Lived in the 1400. He 
hated William Tindale, loved the Pope and the vatican. Had 
many of Tyndales followers burned to death.  

 
 

The Gun Powder Plot of 1605 
The Jesuits found out that king James was a protestant so 
they wanted to remove him. There are many that say he was 
gay. But even God can cause even pagans to give 
Christians favor. The fact is that the translators where saved. 
Guy Fox - planted 36 Barrels of gun powder under the 
houses of parlerment intending to blow up King James and 
the entire government of england.  
Out of the Chaos that was supposed to happen they were 
going to gain control of the country. Fox was found moments 
before he could commit the crime. He was publicly executed. 
 
“I am so glad to meet you again,’ he said: ‘you see that your 
friends, the Jesuits have not yet killed me. But they would 
have surely done it when I passed through their most 
devoted city, Baltimore, had I not defeated their plans, by 
passing incognito a few hours before they expected me… 
 
New projects of assassination are detected almost every 
day, accompanied with such savage circumstances, that 
they bring to my memory the massacre of St. Bartholomew 
and the Gunpowder Plot. We feel, at their investigation, that 
they come from the same masters in the art of murder, the 
Jesuits… 
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‘So many plots have already been made against my life, that 
it is a real miracle that they have all failed, when we consider 
that the great majority of them were in the hands of skilful 
Roman Catholic murderers, evidently trained by the 
Jesuits.’”   Chiniquy, op. cit,. 1968 ed,. Pp. 493, 501, 506 
 

The King James Bible was translated when England 
was fighting her way out from Catholicism to Protestantism; 
whereas, the Revised Version was born after fifty years 
(1833–1883) of terrific Romanizing campaigns, when one 
convulsion after another rocked the mental defenses of 
England and broke down the ascendancy of the Protestant 
mentality in that empire. The King James Version was born 
of the Reformation;  
When the King James bible was written, England had fought 
her way out of Catholicism and was embracing 
Protestantism. It was not long after that the Jesuits started 
another attack on the Word of God. Two men by the names 
of Wescott and Hort brought forth translations from the 
corrupt Vaticanus and Sinaticus. Wescott and Hort were 
heavily involved in the occult. They were involved in a occult 
group called the “Ghostly Guild”. Hort hated the Textus 
Receptus and called it “vile” and “villainous”. They dedicated 
their lives to destroy and over throw the Textus Receptus.  
 
Hort’s. His attitude to the Textus Receptus. He wrote:Think 
of that vile Textus Receptus. Life of Hort, vol. 1, 214, 
quoted in B.J.Wilkinson, Our Authorized Bible Vindicated, 
168 

The Jehovahs witness Bible entitled the “New World 
Translation of Holy Scriptures’ was translated from the text 
of Westcott and Hort. 
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Hort did not believe in much of what was in the Bible he was 
translating. 

“I am inclined to think that no such state as "Eden" (I mean 
the popular notion) ever existed, and that Adam’s fall in no 
degree differed from the fall of each of his descendants, as 
Coleridge justly argues.” Letter written by Hort to John 
Ellerton, recorded in Life of Hort, vol. 1, 78, quoted in ibid., 
157 
 
Encyclopidia Britannica 
Eleventh Edition Vol. 2 1911 
Westcott, Booke Foss…He studied assiduously the sacred 
books of the east, and earnestly contended that no 
systematic view of Christianity could afford to ignore the 
philosophy of other religions. The outside world was wont to 
regard him as a mystic; and the mystical, or sacramental, 
view of life enters, it is true, very largely into his teaching. 
 
Encyclopedia Britannica 1956  
Westcott Edition 
"One of the most valuable work, the gospel of life (1892), a 
study of Christian doctrine, incorperated the materials upon 
which he was engaged in a series of more private and 
esoteric lectures delivered on weekday evenings." 
 
 
“So the present controversy between the King James 
Version in English and the modern versions is the same old 
contest fought out between the early church and rival sects; 
and later, between the Waldenses, and the Papists from the 
fourth to the thirteenth centuries; and later still, between the 
Reformers and the Jesuits in the sixteenth century.” 
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Benjamin G. Wilkinson, Our Authorized Bible Vindicated 
(1930) quoted by David Otis Fuller, et al, Which Bible? 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Grand Rapids Publications, 5th edition, 
1975) page 188. 
 
 

QUOTATS FROM WESTCOTT AND HORT 

Concerning the Deity of Christ: 

"He never speaks of Himself directly as God, but the aim 
of His revelation was to lead men to see God in Him." 
(Westcott, The Gospel According to St. John, p. 297).  

"(John) does not expressly affirm the identification of the 
Word with Jesus Christ." (Westcott, Ibid., p. 16). 

Concerning the Scriptures: 

"I reject the infallibility of Holy Scriptures overwhelmingly." 
(Westcott, The Life and Letters of Brook Foss Westcott, Vol. 
I, p.207).  

"Our Bible as well as our Faith is a mere compromise." 
(Westcott, On the Canon of the New Testament, p. vii).  

"Evangelicals seem to me perverted. . .There are, I fear, still 
more serious differences between us on the subject of 
authority, especially the authority of the Bible." (Hort, The 
Life and Letters of Fenton John Anthony Hort, Vol. I, p.400) 

Concerning Hell: 

"(Hell is) not the place of punishment of the guilty, (it is) 
the common abode of departed spirits. (Westcott, Historic 
Faith, pp.77-78). 
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"We have no sure knowledge of future punishment, and 
the word eternal has a far higher meaning." (Hort, Life and 
Letters, Vol. I, p.149). 

Concerning Creation: 

"No one now, I suppose, holds that the first three chapters 
of Genesis, for example, give a literal history. I could 
never understand how anyone reading them with open eyes 
could think they did." (Westcott, cited from Which Bible?, p. 
191). 

"But the book which has most engaged me is Darwin. 
Whatever may be thought of it, it is a book that one is proud 
to be contemporary with..... My feeling is strong that the 
theory is unanswerable." (Hort, cited from Which Bible?, p. 
189) 

Concerning the Atonement: 

"I think I mentioned to you before Campbell's book on the 
Atonement, which is invaluable as far as it goes; but 
unluckily he knows nothing except Protestant theology." 
(Hort, Life and Letters, Vol. I, p. 322) 

"The popular doctrine of substitution is an immoral and 
material counterfeit...nothing can be more unscriptural 
than the the limiting of Christ's bearing our sins and 
sufferings to His death; but indeed that is only one aspect 
of an almost universal heresy." (Hort to Westcott, Life and 
Letters, Vol. I, p. 430) 

"I confess I have no repugnance to the primitive doctrine of a 
ransom paid to Satan. I can see no other possible form in 
which the doctrine of a ransom is at all tenable; anything is 
better than the doctrine of a ransom to the father." (Hort, 
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The First Epistle of St. Peter 1:1-2:17, p. 77). 

Concerning Man: 

"It is of course true that we can only know God through 
human forms, but then I think the whole Bible echoes the 
language of Genesis 1:27 and so assures us that human 
forms are divine forms." (Hort to Westcott, August 14, 
1860) 

"Protestants (must) unlearn the crazy horror of the idea of 
Priesthood."  (Hort, Life and Letters, Volume II, pp. 49-51) 

Concerning Roman Catholicism: 

"I wish I could see to what forgotten truth Mariolatry (the 
worship of the Virgin Mary) bears witness." (Westcott, Ibid. ) 

"I have been persuaded for many years that Mary-Worship 
and Jesus-Worship have very much in common." (Hort, 
Life and Letters, Volume II, pp. 49-51) 

"The pure Romanish view seems to be nearer, and more 
likely to lead to the truth than the Evangelical." (Hort, Life 
and Letters, Vol. I, p. 77) 

"I agree with you in thinking it a pity that Maurice verbally 
repudiates purgatory . . . the idea of purgation, cleansing 
by fire, seems to me inseparable from what the Bible 
teaches us of the Divine chastisements."  (Hort, Life and 
Letters, Vol. II, pp. 336,337) 

Concerning the Cumulative Effect of Multiple Changes 
to the Manuscripts: 

"It is quite impossible to judge the value of what appear to be 
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trifling alterations merely by reading them one after 
another. Taken together, they have often important bearings 
which few would think of at first. . . The difference between 
a picture, say of Raffaelle, and a feeble copy of it is 
made up of a number of trivial differences. . . We have 
successfully resisted being warned off dangerous ground, 
where the needs of revision required that it should not be 
shirked. . . It is, one can hardly doubt, the beginning of a new 
period in Church history. So far the angry objectors have 
reason for their astonishment." (Hort, Life and Letters, Vol.I, 
pp. 138,139) 

 

 

Scripture Comparison: 
 
(KJV) Isaiah 14:12 says: "How art thou fallen from heaven, O 
Lucifer, son of the morning! How art thou cut down to the 
ground, which did weaken the nations!" 
  
(NIV) Isaiah 14:12 says: "How you have fallen from heaven, 
O morning star, son of the dawn! You have been cast down 
to the earth, you who once laid low the nations! 
  
The NIV changes the word "Lucifer" to "Morning Star". 
Actually Jesus referred to himself as a "Morning Star". 
  
 Revelation 22:16 says: "I Jesus have sent mine angel to 
testify unto you these things in the churches. I am the root 
and the offspring of David, and the bright and "Morning 
Star"." 
So by changing the word "Lucifer" to "Morning Star" actually 
turns Jesus into Lucifer. All Bibles are NOT inspired. 
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KJV: John 6:47 says; "Verily verily I say unto you, He that 
believeth "on me" hath everlasting life. 
NASV: John 6:47 says; "Verily verily I say unto you, He that 
believeth hath everlasting life. 
 
I thought that scriptures say we have to believe on the Lord 
Jesus Christ. Other translations omit “on me” and replace it 
with just “believeth”. This is wrong, and satanic. 
Here are more:  
  
KJV: Luke 24:51 says; "And it came to pass, while he 
blessed them, he was parted from them, and carried up into 
heaven. 
  
NASV: Luke 24:51 says; "And it came to pass, while he 
blessed them, he was departed from them. 
 

 (KJV)   "...I am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to 
repentance." Matt 9:13 

(NIV)   "...I have not come to call the righteous, but 
sinners." 

(KJV)   "And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine 
heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I believe 
that Jesus Christ is the Son of God."  Acts 8:37 

(NIV)   (whole verse omitted) 

 

(KJV)   "In whom we have redemption through his 
blood, even the forgiveness of sins:"  Col. 1:14 
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(NIV)   "in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness 
of sins." 

 

(KJV)   "Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on 
me hath everlasting life."  John 6:47 

(NIV)   "I tell you the truth, he who believes has 
everlasting life." 

 

Isaiah 7:14 

KJV: Therefore the Lord Himself shall give you a sign; 
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall 
call His name Immanuel. 

RSV: Therefore the Lord Himself will give you a sign. 
Behold, a young woman shall conceive and bear a son, and 
shall call His name Immanuel. 

 

Revelation 22:14 

KJV: Blessed are they that do His commandments, that they 
may have right to the tree of life . . .  

NIV, RSV: Blessed are those who wash their robes, that they 
may have the right to the tree of life . . . 

 

Psalm 12:6-7 
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KJV: The words of the LORD are pure words: as silver tried 
in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shalt 
keep them, O LORD, thou shalt preserve them from this 
generation for ever. 

NIV: And the words of the LORD are flawless, like silver 
refined in a furnace of clay, purified seven times. O LORD, 
you will keep us safe and protect us from such people 
forever. RSV: (similar)  (Note: Does God protect us or His 
word in this verse?) 

 

CHRIST'S DEITY 
 

By the changing of one word a verse can be rendered 
ineffective in declaring the deity of Christ. 

(KJV)   "And without controversy great is the mystery of 
godliness: [God] was manifest in the flesh, justified in 
the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles, 
believed on in the world, received up into glory."  1 Tim. 
3:16 

(NIV)   "Beyond all question, the mystery of godliness is 
great: [He] appeared in a body, was vindicated by the 
Spirit, was seen by angels, was preached among the 
nations, was believed on in the world, was taken up in 
glory." 
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(KJV)   "...Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, 
[thought it not robbery to be equal with God]:"  Phil. 
2:5,6 

(NIV)   "...Christ Jesus: Who, being in very nature God, 
[did not consider equality with God something to be 
grasped]," 

 

Rev. 1:8-13 

(KJV)   "I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and 
the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, 
and which is to come, the Almighty. {9} I John, who also 
am your brother, and companion in tribulation, and in 
the kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, was in the 
isle that is called Patmos, for the word of God, and for 
the testimony of Jesus Christ. {10} I...heard behind me 
a great voice, as of a trumpet, {11} Saying, I am Alpha 
and Omega, the first and the last: and, What thou 
seest, write in a book...." {12} And I turned to see...And 
being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks; {13} 
And in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like unto 
[the Son of man]...." 

(NIV)   "(Rev 1:8-13 NIV) "I am the Alpha and the 
Omega," says the Lord God, "who is, and who was, and 
who is to come, the Almighty." {9} I, John, your brother 
and companion in the suffering and kingdom and 
patient endurance that are ours in Jesus, was on the 
island of Patmos because of the word of God and the 
testimony of Jesus. {10} ....I heard behind me a loud 
voice like a trumpet, {11} which said: "Write on a scroll 
what you see...." {12} I turned around to see ...And 
when I turned I saw seven golden lampstands, {13} and 
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among the lampstands was someone "like [a son of 
man]...." 

 

(KJV)   "For there are three that bear record in heaven, 
the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these 
three are one. {8} And there are three that bear 
witness in earth, the Spirit, and the water, and the 
blood: and these three agree in one."    1 John 5:7,8 

(NIV)   "For there are three that testify: {8} the Spirit, the 
water and the blood; and the three are in agreement." 

 

(KJV)   "the God of our fathers, hath glorified his [Son 
Jesus]...."  
Acts 3:13 

(NIV)   "the God of our fathers, has glorified his [servant 
Jesus]...." 

 

(KJV)   "God, having raised up [his Son] Jesus...." Acts 
3:26 

(NIV)   "God raised up [his servant]...." 

John 15:15 
King James Version (KJV) 
15 Henceforth I call you not servants; for the servant knoweth 
not what his lord doeth: but I have called you friends; for all 
things that I have heard of my Father I have made known 
unto you. 
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John 15:15 
New International Version (NIV) 
15 I no longer call you servants, because a servant does not 
know his master’s business. Instead, I have called you 
friends, for everything that I learned from my Father I have 
made known to you. 

Peter confessed- 

(KJV)   "And we believe and are sure that [thou art that 
Christ, the Son] of the living God."  John 6:69 

(NIV)   "We believe and know that [you are the Holy 
One] of God." 

 

Sayings of Christ: 

(KJV)   "...Jesus answereth again, and saith unto them, 
Children, how hard is it for them that trust in riches to 
enter into the kingdom of God!" Mark 10:24 

(NIV)   "...Jesus said again, "Children, how hard it is to 
enter the kingdom of God!" 

 

(KJV)   "And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, 
That man shall not live by bread alone, but by every 
word of God."  Luke 4:4 

(NIV)   "Jesus answered, It is written: Man does not live 
on bread alone." 
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CHRIST'S TEACHING ON ETERNAL PUNISHMENT 
 

 

(KJV)   "...into the fire that shall never be quenched:" 

(NIV)   (omitted)  Mark 9:45 

 

(KJV)   "Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is 
not quenched." 

(NIV)   (whole verse omitted)    Mark 9:44 

 

 

(KJV)   "Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is 
not quenched." 

(NIV)   (whole verse omitted)    Mark 9:46 

 

(KJV)   "...should not perish...." John 3:15 

(NIV)   (omitted) 

 

(KJV)   "...shalt [be thrust down to hell]" Luke 10:15 

(NIV)   "...will [go down to the depths]...." 
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(KJV)   "...is [in danger of eternal damnation]:" Mark 
3:29 

(NIV)   "...is [guilty of an eternal sin]." 

So why have the Jesuits attacked the Bibles so much. They 
keep the church believing that the gospel was written in 
Greek. Even though none of the disciples wrote of spoke 
Greek with the exception of probably Judas Iscariot. He and 
Paul were about the only educated ones there. So if we say 
that we have evidence that the first copies were more likely 
Hebrew, the church rises up and yells, “It’s the Hebrew 
movement”. Do we shout that it’s a Greek movement 
because it’s written in Greek? No! The reason we have next 
to no Hebrew text is because the Catholic Church hunted 
down any one that spoke or wrote Hebrew or practiced any 
form of judaism or True Christianity and tortured or killed 
them. Judaism was outlawed during the Roman rule in 
70AD. This they did to push the displacement theology that 
God was going to punish the Jews and that he was done 
with them. He will punish and Judge all that don’t repent and 
trust in His Son. The Jews are no different. We have a Greek 
version of Jesus that has done away with His fathers 
commands. This is one of the main reasons that the Jews do 
not want our Jesus. It is because we have created a greek 
version that is anti-law of God and is more loving than His 
father. Even though Jesus said He did not come to destroy 
the law or the prophets. The Jesuit’s are the most seductive, 
satanic, blasphemous power in all the world. It has 
succeeded in deceiving many in the church to throw away 
God’s times and laws and replace them with pagan rituals. 
Daniel 7:25 
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Why is it so important that the Jesuits convince us that the 
New Testament was written in Greek? This way when you 
want to look up a word in the New Testament you want look 
up the Hebrew meaning, but the Greek. The Greek has a lot 
of different meanings than the Hebrew words do. For 
instance the Greek word for believe is “pisteuo”. 
Lexicographer J.H. Thayer, an authority on the Greek New 
Testament, defines pisteuo as being, “used especially of the 
faith by which a man embraces Jesus, i.e. a conviction, full 
of joyful trust, that Jesus is the Messiah – the divinely 
appointed author of eternal salvation in the kingdom of God, 
conjoined with obedience to Christ” (Greek-English 
Lexicon, T. & T. Clark, 1958, p. 511; emp. added). Thus, the 
word “believe” in the New Testament always carries 
with it the idea of obedience, not just mental affirmation. 
But most Greek scholars will tell you that the Greek meaning 
is just mental assent. This is untrue especially in the Hebrew 
meaning of believe, where it always means to trust and 
obey. There are about 200 instances of the word pisteuo in 
the New Testament, and the Greek King James and Strongs 
Concordance did not render it as obey. The reason for this is 
very obvious, Mr. Strong hung out with Wescott and Hort. 
Most honest scholars now admit that the common meaning 
of pisteuo in ancient Greek meant to obey. Once we realize 
that this is an action word, not an acknowledgement word it 
becomes clear how Christ wanted us to live. He wanted us 
to live like Him. He wanted us to obey our Bibles. 
 
Yet we have many who think they understand what is meant 
by believe and they teach others that they don’t have to 
obey, but just believe to be saved. This is a message that is 
embraced by rebellious, sin loving generation. It is much 
easer to lead people away from the Hebrew word meaning 
and replace it with another word in Greek that does not 
mean exactly the same thing. Eventually you will be able to 
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water down the meaning of the words of God.  It is a known 
fact to those who research that James Strong the author of 
the “Strong’s Concordance” was a member of the Westcott 
and Hort Revised Version committee  of 1881 and worked 
on that corrupt version. Not only that but he was also a 
member of the American Standard Version Committee, 
which states that Jesus was created, not the Creator. These 
committees had Unitarians and Luciferians in them.  
“In 1853, at the young age of thirty-one, Strong began a 
tenvolume encyclopedia with John McClintock, who “lived to 
see only three volumes through the press.” Therefore, 
Strong completed the remaining seven volumes “alone.” 
They were published between 1867 and 1881, with a 
Supplement in two volumes published between 1885 and 
1887. Strong and McClintock’s friendship arose because of 
their mutual criticism of the KJB. McClintock had participated 
in the American Bible Society’s “completely new translation” 
of the Bible between 1847 and 1856. It made “thousands of 
changes in the text,” including the omission of “God,” was 
manifest in the flesh in 1 Tim. 3:16.”  
(Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, NY: 
Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1910, vol. 7, p. 107; vol. 11, 
pp. 114-115; John McClintock and James Strong, 
Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical 
Literature, NY: Harper & Brothers, 
Publishers, 1867-1887, Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book 
House, 1981 reprint, vol. 5, p. 937; 
James Sightler, A Testimony Founded For Ever, p. 35). 
 
In one of Strongs Strong’s encyclopedias he insists that 
Lucifer and Jesus are one and the same. 
 “In another and far higher sense, however, the 
designation [Lucifer, who he believes is the 
morning star] was applicable to him in whom 
promise and fulfillment entirely corresponded, 
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and it is so applied by Jesus when he styles 
himself ‘The bright and morning Star’ (Rev. 
xxii, 16). In a sense it is the emblem also of all 
those who are destined to live and reign with 
him. See STAR” (vol. 5, p. 542-543). 
  
Remember that all of our forefathers in the faith during the 
revival days did not have a Strong’s concordance. They 
used the old testament to interpret the New Testament.  
 
Now to continue to unmask the Jesuit agenda. We will move 
on to paganism inside the Church. The bible tells us that 
before we come to a conclusion we should listen to what our 
brothers have to say. Then we can make an educated 
decision.  
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Unholy Holidays 
 
Proverbs 18:13 
“He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it 
is folly and shame unto him.” 
  
The Barna Group had an interesting observation. 
“The problem facing the Christian Church is not that 
people lack a complete set of beliefs; the problem is 
that they have a full slate of beliefs in mind, which 
they think are consistent with biblical teachings, and 
they are neither open to being proven wrong nor to 
learning new insights. It may well be that spiritual 
evaluation is so uncommon because people fear that 
the results might suggest the need for different 
growth strategies or for more aggressive 
engagement in the growth process. No matter what 
the underlying reason is, the bottom line among both 
the clergy and laity was indifference toward their 
acknowledged lack of evaluation.” 
 
We know that God does not change, but many act like he 
does. If he hated something in the old testament He will hate 
the same thing in the new. Why? Because He is the same 
yesterday, today and tomorrow. 
 

“Thus saith the Lord God; are ye polluted after the 
manner of your fathers? For when ye offer your gifts … 
ye pollute yourselves with all your idols, shall I be 
inquired of by you? … pollute ye my holy name no 
more with your gifts, and with your idols.? (Ezekiel 
20:30,31,39) “For what fellowship hath righteousness 
with unrighteousness? And what communion hath light 
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with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with 
Belial? Or what part hath he that believeth with an 
infidel? And what agreement hath the temple of God 
with idols?” (II Corinthians 6:14-16)  

Here we see God condemning the practice of pagan rituals 
with worshiping Him. God tells us in his word to have nothing 
to do with pagan stuff. He tells us that He does not want us 
to learn how pagans worship their god’s and then worship 
Him the way that the pagans do. 
 
 
Jeremiah 10:1-5 
10 Hear ye the word which the Lord speaketh unto 
you, O house of Israel: 

2 Thus saith the Lord, Learn not the way of the 
heathen, and be not dismayed at the signs of 
heaven; for the heathen are dismayed at them. 

3 For the customs of the people are vain: for one 
cutteth a tree out of the forest, the work of the 
hands of the workman, with the axe. 

4 They deck it with silver and with gold; they 
fasten it with nails and with hammers, that it 
move not. 

5 They are upright as the palm tree, but speak not: 
they must needs be borne, because they cannot go. 
Be not afraid of them; for they cannot do evil, 
neither also is it in them to do good. 
 
Here God is very clearly talking about a Christmas tree. 
Many believe that Christmas trees come from the Christians, 
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but the truth of the matter is they come from Babylon 
thousands of years before Christmas was ever celebrated as 
Christ birthday. 

 
Here you see Dagon the fish god worshiping around there 
Christmas tree. The pagans would decorate the fir tree to worship 
their sun god. They would decorate it with 12 candles to honor 
their god Tammuz. 

   
 
Here is another picture of Babylonians worshiping a Pine Tree. 
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As we can see the Christmas tree goes all the way back to 
the Babylonian worship of Tammuz.  
 
“An old Babylonish fable told of an evergreen tree which 
sprang out of a dead tree stump. The old stump symbolized 
the dead Nimrod, the new evergreen tree symbolized that 
Nimrod had come to life again in Tammuz! Among the 
Druids the oak was sacred, among the Egyptians it was the 
palm, and in Rome it was the fir, which was decorated with 
red berries during the Saturnalia!” (Walsh, Curiosities of 
Popular Customs, p. 242). 
 
 

"For ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light 
in the Lord: walk as children of light: (for the fruit of 
the Spirit is in all goodness and righteousness and 
truth;) Proving what is acceptable to the Lord. And 
have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them." (Ephesians 5:8-11)  

 
 
The Encyclopedia Americana states, “The holly, the 
mistletoe, the Yule log…are relics of pre-Christian time.” 
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The Encyclopedia Britannica, 1946 edition, states, 
“Christmas was not among the earliest festivals of the 
church…Certain Latins, as early as 354, may have transferred 
the birthday from January 6th to December 25, which was 
then a Mithraic feast…or birthday of the unconquered 
SUN…The Syrians and Armenians, who clung to January 
6th, accused the Romans of sun worship and idolatry, 
contending…that the feast of December 25th, had been 
invented by disciples of Cerinthus…” 
 
It is not a secret to many of the American pastors of 
Christmas deep occult roots. They simply don’t care and 
state that God does not care either. But if God’s word is true 
then men must be liars.  
 
 
What about Saint Nick. Where did he come from? Well if we 
look around the world, we will see that he is the farthest 
thing from any thing Christian. 
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Gods of the New Age include Sanatan and Sanatsiyata, . . . 
New Agers say each name is 'concealed anagrammatically' 
'and are aliases,' and are 'an anagram used for Occult 
purposes. Is Santa, the great usurper of Christ's attention at 
Christmas, an anagram? "Ole Nick" is listed among the fallen 
angels or devils in the Dictionary of Fallen Angels. Scholars 
concur that Christ was born in the fall on the 4th day of the feast 
of tabernacles. December 25 is actually "the feast in honor 
of the birth of the son of the Babylonian queen of 
heaven, later called Saturnaha by the heathen Romans.
(Gail Riplinger, New Age Versions, p. 52)

Old Nick: A well-known British name of the Devil. It seems 
probable that this name is derived from the Dutch Nikken, the 
devil...(Encyclopedia of Occultism and Parapsychology,
p.650)
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Nick, the devil. (Walter W. Sleay, Concise Dictionary of 
English Etymology, p. 304) 
 
Devil: Besides the name Satan, he is also called Beelzebub, 
Lucifer . . . and in popular or rustic speech by many familiar 
terms as Old Nick . . . (Oxford English Dictionary Vol III D-E) 
 
Kriss Kringle A US name for Santa Claus derived from the 
German Christkindl (little Christ child). 
(Brewer's Dictionary of Twentieth-Century Phrase and Fable, 
p. 334) 
 
Santa Claus, before he became santa, he was known to the 
Scandinavians as Odin, who was the god of intoxicating 
dring and ecstasy, as well as the god of death. Odin was the 
god of magic and occult knowledge. His name means “the 
inspired one”. He traveled around the world on a white horse 
that had eight legs. Now it is eight reindeer. Eight is the 
number of transportation.  
 
In Holland around the 1500’s Santa was known as 
Sinterklaas. He looked just like our Santa does today. He 
had a white beard and red cloak. He would fly from roof to 
roof with his Black Jacks (Krampus) and leave gifts under his 
sacred fir tree. He would visit people on His birthday, and 
you would get a gift if you were good or if you where bad you 
would be beaten by his black jacks. 
 
In the 1700’s the Sinter Claus  legend made its way to North 
America, where it was changed into Santa Claus. 
In the 1930’s the Coca-Cola Company used Santa to market 
their drinks. They gave him a jolly look, some elves and 
reindeer. 
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Many think that Saint Nicholas really existed. But according 
to the Second Vatican Council in 1970’s they stated that no 
Catholic by the name of Saint Nicholas ever existed! They 
later confessed that Saint Nicholas had no Christian origin at 
all and that it probably came from pagan traditions!

Let us not forget Santas Elves, or should we say Krampus. 
The Krampus would punish bad children with switches and 
rusty chains before dragging them in baskets to hell bellow.

The Krampus have evolved into Santas little Elves. 
“According to legend, Krampus accompanies St. Nicholas 
during the Christmas season, warning and punishing bad 
children, in contrast St. Nicholas, who gives gifts to good 
children.” - Wikipedia
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Notice that these Krampus look an 0ffal lot like fauns or 
satyrs. 

“In Greek mythology, a satyr … is one of a troop of male 

companions of Pan and Dionysus with goat-like (caprine) 

features, including a goat-tail, goat-like ears, and sometimes 

a goat-like phallus….
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As Dionysiac creatures they are lovers of wine and women, 

and they are ready for every physical pleasure.” –Wikipedia

I hope you are beginning to see the deep occult roots of this 

celebration. Santa has all the traits of God. He has no 

beginning or end. He is all knowing. He knows if we!ve been 

good or bad. He writes our names in his book. 

“We have no superstitious regard for times and seasons. 

Certainly we do not believe in the present ecclesiastical 

arrangement called Christmas: first, because we do not 

believe in the mass at all, but abhor it, whether it be said or 

sung in Latin or English;  and secondly, because we find no 

scriptural warrant whatever for observing any day as the 

birthday of the Savior, and, consequently, it!s observance is 

a superstition, because not of divine authority.” C.H. 

Spurgeon, Metropolitan Tabernacle Pulpit, 1971, pg.697

Even our early Church Fathers spoke against Christmas.

December 25th has never been the birthday of our savior 

Jesus Christ. But it has been celebrated as the birth of 

Tammuz for thousands of years, just as the Christians have 

learned to celebrate it.  In fact when they used to burn the 
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Yule Log for 12 days, in honor of the fertility goddess (Estar) 
or Easter for bringing forth their savior, Tammuz.  
 
Many people do not know this but Christmas and Eastar 
used to be outlawed in America. Not because it was 
Christian, but because it was a filthy pagan celebration. 
Celebrating sex, drunkeness and lawlessness. 
 
“…To the great dishonor of God and offense of others: It is 
therefore ordered by this court and the authority thereof that 
whosoever shall be found observing any such day as 
Christmas or the like, either by forbearing of labor, feasting, 
or any other way, upon any such account as aforesaid, every 
such person so offending shall pay for every such offence 
five shilling as a fine to the county.”  From the records of the 
General Court, Massachusetts Bay colony – May 11, 1659 
 
“Christmas,” we find the following: “Trynne says in his strong 
way i(in histrio-mastix), ʻour Chr-stmas lords of musrule,ʼ 
together with dancing, masks, mummeries, stage-players, 
and such other Chr-stmas disorders, now in use with 
Christians, were derived from these Romans Saturnalia and 
Bacchanalian festivals, which should cause all pious 
Christians to abominate them!”  McClintock and Strongʼs 
Bible Cyclopedia 
 
Bacchus: 
The Roman god of wine and intoxication, equated with the 
Greek Dionysus. His festival was celebrated on March 16 
and 17. The Bacchanalia, orgies in honor of Dionysus, were 
introduced in Rome around 200 BCE. These infamous 
celebrations, notorious for their sexual and criminal 
character, got so out of hand that they were forbidden by the 
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Roman Senate in 186 BCE. Bacchus is also identified with 
the old-Italian god Liber. 
 
 
 
“Be ye wise and believe in Jesus, and abhor all the lies of 
Rome, and inventions of those who ape her detestable 
abominations.”  Charles Spurgeon 
 
“That Godʼs word damns your ceremonies, it is evident; for 
the plain and straight commandment of God is, “Not that 
thing which appears good in thy eyes, shalt thou do to the 
Lord thy God, but what the Lord thy god has commanded 
thee, that do thou: add nothing to it; diminish nothing from it.” 
Now unless that ye are able to prove that God has 
commanded your ceremonies, this his former commandment 
will damn both you and them – Joh Knox, Joh Knoxʼ History 
of the Reformation in Scotland (Ed. By William Croft 
Dickinson; New Yok: Philosophical Library, 1950), Vol. 1, 
P.91 
 
“Forasmuch then, as kneeling before the consecrated bread, 
the sign of the cross, surplice, festival days, bishopping, 
bowing to the altar, administration of the sacraments in 
private places, etc. are the wares of Rome, the baggage of 
Babylon, the trinkets of the whore, the badges of Popery, the 
ensigns of Christ's enemies, and the very trophies of 
Antichrist:” - George Gillespie (1613-49), Scottish 
Commissioner to the Westminster Assembly, A Dispute 
Against the English Popish Ceremonies Obtruded Upon the 
Church of Scotland. 1637.  
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"We Christians neither cover our doorposts with wreaths, 
nor...decorate our house like some new brothel. We...do not 
celebrate along with you the holidays...The pagan Romans 
clad their doorposts with green and branching laurels...In the 
Saturnalia...Presents come and go...There are...gifts...and 
Banquets...yet Christians should have no acquaintance with 
the festivals of the pagans." - Tertullian, (A.D. 155-220), A 
Dictionary of Early Christian Beliefs, 1998, p. 342).  
 
 
“There is no warrant in Scripture for the observance of 
Christmas and Easter as holydays, rather the contrary (see 
Gal. 4:9-11; Col. 2:16-21), and such observance is contrary 
to the principles of the Reformed faith, conducive to will-
worship, and not in harmony with the simplicity of the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ.” - 1899, General Assembly Of The 
Presbytarian Church U.S., Morton H. Smith, How is the Gold 
Become Dim,1973,p. 98.  
 
 
"The Free Presbyterian Church rejects the modem custom 
becoming so prevalent in the Church of Scotland, of 
observing Christmas and Easter. It regards the observance 
of these days as symptomatic of the trend in the Church of 
Scotland towards closer relations with Episcopacy. At the 
time of the Reformation in Scotland all these festivals were 
cast out of the Church as things that were not only 
unnecessary but unscriptural." - The Free Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland, (1893-1970) 
 
  
"Long before the Christian Era itself, A Festival was 
celebrated among the heathen. At that precise time of the 
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year, in honor of the birth of NIMROD, the son of the 
Babylonian "Queen of Heaven". This same festival was 
adopted by the Roman Church, giving it the name of Christ." 
-The Two Babylons; p. 92-93, Alexander Hislop  
 
 
"December 25 is when the birth of the son of the Babylonian 
queen of heaven was celebrated 2,000 years before Jesus 
was born. The name of the day itself --"Yule" -- is the 
Chaldean (Babylon) name for "infant" or "little child," the 
pagan counterpart... In ancient Babylon (Nimrod)...the 
"divine" child. There is ..no connection with the birth of 
Christ." - Where do we get our ideas?, John A. Sarkett  
 
"Christmas as we know it came straight from the old 
Romans, who had a marvelous bash they called Saturnalia, 
culminating on December 25th, the birthday of THE SUN. Being 
lusty, pagan sun worshipers...Their Saturnalia was a feast of 
abundance in which brotherhood was emphasized and gifts 
exchanged."-How Christ Got into Christmas, Peter H. Samson, 
S.T.D.  
 
The New Encyclopedia Britannica Dec. 25,  “the birthday of 
Mithra, the Iranian god of light and ...the day devoted to the 
invincible sun, as well as the day after Saturnalia was adopted by the 
Roman Catholic church as Christmas, the nativity of Christ, to 
counteract the effects of these festivals. .  
 
New Standared Encyclopedia.  
Chicago; Standard Educational pg.91 “Christianity thus replaced 
pagan holiday with a Christian one, while keeping the same 
symbolism. The birthday of Christ corresponds to the birth of a new 
year. Many of the pagan customs became part of the Christmas 
celebrations.” 
  
Deuteronomy 12:30-31 30  “Take care that you be not ensnared to 
follow them, after they have been destroyed before you, and that you 
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do not inquire about their gods, saying, 'How did these nations 
serve their gods? - that I also may do the same.' You shall not 
worship the Lord your God in that way, for every abominable 
thing that the Lord hates they have done for their gods, for they even 
burn their sons and their daughters in the fire to their gods.” 
 
So when we celebrate Christmas and Easter and have all our 
wonderful family memories, God all the time is remembering all the 
children sacrifices to Tammuz, and all the sexual orgies and the like. 
We have told God that we don’t care that the Christmas tree is a tool 
that the pagans used in there worship of Nimrod and Tammuz. We 
say we want to use it to worship Him. When will we throw away our 
useless pagan practices that we have attached Christian names too. 
Our grandparents were ignorant of these facts. We have the chance 
to make it right and spread the truth to others. 
 
 
Leviticus 18:30 
Therefore shall ye keep mine ordinance, that ye 
commit not any one of these abominable 
customs, which were committed before you, and 
that ye defile not yourselves therein: I am the Lord 
your God. 
 
Mark 7:7-8 
 Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching for 
doctrines the commandments of men. For laying 
aside the commandment of God, ye hold the 
tradition of men, as the washing of pots and cups: 
and many other such like things ye do. 

It occurred to me as I was seeking the Lord one day 
that just about every major revival that America has 
seen was before Christmas and Easter were made 
legal. 
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Deuteronomy 12:29-32 

 When the Lord thy God shall cut off the nations from before 
thee, whither thou goest to possess them, and thou 
succeedest them, and dwellest in their land; 

Take heed to thyself that thou be not snared by following 
them, after that they be destroyed from before thee; and that 
thou enquire not after their gods, saying, How did these 
nations serve their gods? even so will I do likewise. 

Thou shalt not do so unto the Lord thy God: for every 
abomination to the Lord, which he hateth, have they done 
unto their gods; for even their sons and their daughters they 
have burnt in the fire to their gods. 

What thing so ever I command you, observe to do it: thou 
shalt not add thereto, nor diminish from it. 

God is telling us that he does not want us to pick up pagan 
practices and apply them to our Christain faith. This goes for 
easter also. The early church celebrated the feast days. 
Many people have been taught that the feast days are 
Jewish feast. But God clearly says they are His days.  

 

In 325 AD Constantine writes, “It appears that the churches 
of Syria and Mesopotamia continues to fallow the custom of 
the Jews, and celebrated Easter on the fourteenth day of the 
moon whether falling on Sunday or not. All the other 
churches observed the solemnity on Sunday only.” 
Constantine did not want to admit that the Christians were 
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still celebrating the feast days and said they were celebrating 

Easter. But all those that know our Bibles know that the 

fourteenth day of the moon is how you calculate Passover. 

We can see that Easter comes from the pagans. The King 

James Bible mentions Easter in Acts 14:2, but, this is a 

gross mistranslation of the word pascha, an Aramaic word 

that actually refers to the Passover.

“The term “Easter” is not of Christian origin. It is another form 

of Astarte, one of the titles of the Chaldean goddess, the 

queen of heaven. The festival of Pasach Passover and the 

Feast of unleavened bread was a continuation of the Jewish 

(that is, God!s) feast, from this Pasach the pagan festival of 

"Easter! was quite distince and was introduced into the 

postate western religion as part of the attempt to adapt 

pagan festivals to Christianity.”  Vine!s Complete expository 

Dictionary p.192 Dictionary p.192 
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"Ishtar", which is pronounced "Easter" was a day that 

commemorated the resurrection of one of their gods that 

they called "Tammuz", who was believed to be the only 
begotten son of the moon-goddess and the sun-god.

Every year their would be wild parties with drinking and 

orgies on March 25th. On this day the pagan priests would 

impregnate young virgins who would then give birth 

sometime in December. The pagan priest would impregnate 

these virgins on the alter of Ishtar, to commemorate the birth 

of Tammuz. Once these babies where born they would be 
offered up to Nimrod the sungod on December 25th.

“In England, for example, the Puritans could not tolerate this 

celebrating for which there was no biblical sanction. 

Consequently, the Roundhead Parliament of 1643 outlawed 
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the feasts of Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide, along with the 
saintsʼ days,” Celebrations, P. 312 

 
Many people sight Acts 12:4 to justify their celebration of 
Easter. But truth be known, this is a mistranslation from the 
Greek. Believe it or not the Greek actually says “Pascha” 
which is the Strongʼs number 3957, and is properly 
translated as “Passover” not “Easter”. In this case as strange 
as it may be many other translations got it right. Instead of 
endorsing the Church celebrating Easter, it actually proves 
that the Church was still observing the so called “Jewish” 
feast day known as Passover ten years after the death of 
Christ. 
In America the Puritans openly rebuked the pagan holidays 
of Christmas and Easter. It was not until the late 1800ʼs that 
Americans made Christmas and Easter a national holiday. 
 
It was not the early Christians that stopped worshiping God 
on the feast days, to replace it with these pagan days. It was 
the Great Whore, the Vatican that made it law. They hated 
the Jews and the true Christians. Here is why they stopped 
celebrating the feast days.  
 
Eusebius' Life of Constantine, Book 3 chapter 18 
records Constantine the Great as writing: "... it appeared 
an unworthy thing that in the celebration of this most holy 
feast we should follow the practice of the Jews, who have 
impiously defiled their hands with enormous sin, and are, 
therefore, deservedly afflicted with blindness of soul. ... Let 
us then have nothing in common with the detestable Jewish 
crowd; for we have received from our Saviour a different 
way." 
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Theodoretʼs Ecclesiastical History 1.9 records The Epistle 
of the Emperor Constantine, concerning the matters 
transacted at the Council, addressed to those Bishops who 
were not present: “It was, in the first place, declared 
improper to follow the custom of the Jews in the celebration 
of this holy festival, because, their hands having been 
stained with crime, the minds of these wretched men are 
necessarily blinded. … Let us, then, have nothing in common 
with the Jews, who are our adversaries. … avoiding all 
contact with that evil way. … who, after having compassed 
the death of the Lord, being out of their minds, are guided 
not by sound reason, but by an unrestrained passion, 
wherever their innate madness carries them. … a people so 
utterly depraved. … Therefore, this irregularity must be 
corrected, in order that we may no more have any thing in 
common with those parricides and the murderers of our 
Lord. … no single point in common with the perjury of the 
Jews.” 
 
Philip Schaff's History of the Christian Church, volume 
3, section 79, The Time of the Easter Festival states: "The 
feast of the resurrection was thenceforth required to be 
celebrated everywhere on a Sunday, and never on the day 
of the Jewish passover, but always after the fourteenth of 
Nisan, on the Sunday after the first vernal full moon. The 
leading motive for this regulation was opposition to Judaism, 
which had dishonored the passover by the crucifixion of 
the Lord. ... At Nicaea, therefore, the Roman and 
Alexandrian usage with respect to Easter triumphed, and the 
Judaizing practice of the Quartodecimanians, who always 
celebrated Passover on the fourteenth of Nisan, became 
thenceforth a heresy. Yet that practice continued in many 
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parts of the East, and in the time of Epiphanius, about a.d. 
400, there were many, Quartodecimanians, who, as he says, 
were orthodox, indeed, in doctrine, but in ritual were addicted 
to Jewish fables, and built upon the principle: “Cursed is 
every one who does not keep his passover on the fourteenth 
of Nisan.” 
 
As we can very clearly see, it was not our Christian 
forefathers or the disciples that stopped celebrating the feast 
days, but it was that wicked institution the “Vatican,” that has 
attacked the Christian faith with more paganism. 
 
 
“The fact that vernal festivals were general among 
pagan peoples no doubt had much to do with the form 
assumed by the Eastern festival in the Christian 
churches. The English term Easter is of pagan origin” 
(Albert Henry Newman, D.D., LL.D., A Manual of Church 
History, p. 299). 
 
“Easter—the name Easter comes to us from Ostera or 
Eostre, the Anglo-Saxon goddess of spring, for whom a 
spring festival was held annually, as it is from this pagan 
festival that some of our Easter customs have come” 
(Hazeltine, p. 53). 
 
The story goes that Nimrod was a very powerful man 
who rebelled against God. Nimrod was eventually killed 
by an enemy and cut up. His wife Semiramis went to 
gather up all his body parts, but she could not find his 
reproductive organ. To this day the oblisk is used to 
represent that organ. Nimrod became the Sun-God and 
later impregnated his wife/mother who had a son that 
was supposed to be Nimrod reincarnated as Tammuz. 
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Semiramis became Queen of heaven the moon god. 
Semiramis later fell into the Euphrates River and came 
back to life as “Ishtar” which is pronounced “Easter”. 
The Easter eggs, rabbits, sunrise services all have occult 
roots in the pagan holiday of Easter. Ishtar is also 
known as “Mother of God”  and “Queen of Heaven”. Now 
you can see how that the early catholic church promoted 
these pagan days and put a stop to the Holy feast days 
and Sabbaths of Almighty God. 
 
So to conclude, we see that Christmas and Easter are 
very much pagan. We have just given the pagan gods 
Christian titles. What does God say about all this?  
 
Deuteronomy 12:29-32 

When the Lord thy God shall cut off the nations from before 
thee, whither thou goest to possess them, and thou 
succeedest them, and dwellest in their land; 

Take heed to thyself that thou be not snared by following 
them, after that they be destroyed from before thee; and that 
thou enquire not after their gods, saying, How did these 
nations serve their gods? even so will I do likewise. 

Thou shalt not do so unto the Lord thy God: for every 
abomination to the Lord, which he hateth, have they done 
unto their gods; for even their sons and their daughters they 
have burnt in the fire to their gods. 

What thing soever I command you, observe to do it: thou 
shalt not add thereto, nor diminish from it.” 
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Jeremiah 10:1-5 
10 Hear ye the word which the Lord speaketh unto 
you, O house of Israel: 

2 Thus saith the Lord, Learn not the way of the 
heathen, and be not dismayed at the signs of 
heaven; for the heathen are dismayed at them. 

3 For the customs of the people are vain: for one 
cutteth a tree out of the forest, the work of the 
hands of the workman, with the axe. 

4 They deck it with silver and with gold; they 
fasten it with nails and with hammers, that it 
move not. 

5 They are upright as the palm tree, but speak not: 
they must needs be borne, because they cannot go. 
Be not afraid of them; for they cannot do evil, 
neither also is it in them to do good. 
 

The Catholic church has been trying to adulterate the true 
message of Christ from the beginning. It has twisted Godʼs 
laws, perverted His words and changed His times. What else 
has the Vatican done to the Christians that we are unaware. 
Hang on it is a bumpy ride.   

We in the Church have been taught never to question, 
but just take every thing by faith. Oh how the Jesuits 
loved us. Ignorant and innocent little pew sitters. But 
the word tell us to study to show ourselves approved. To 
search the Scriptures. 
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Contrary to what most people are taught in seminary 
school the fact is, that Jesus never changed the 
Sabbath, and the disciples never changed the Sabbath. 
It was the pagan sun-worshiping Constantine that 
changed it. In the year 321AD Constantine enacted his 
first civil law regarding Sunday.  
 
“On the venerable day of the sun let the magistrate and 
people residing in cities rest, and let all workshops be 
closed. In the country however, persons engaged in 
agricultural work may freely and lawfully continue their 
pursuits; because it often happens that another day is 
not so suitable for grain growing or for vine planting; 
lest by neglecting the proper moment for such 
operations the bounty of heaven should be lost.” —
Schaff’s History of the Christian Church, vol. III, chap. 
75. 
 
In 325 AD, Pope Sylvester officially named Sunday as 
the “Lord’s Day”. 
 
But what does the scriptures say?  
Genesis 2:2-3 And on the seventh day God ended 
his work which he had made; and he rested on the 
seventh day from all his work which he had made. 
And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: 
because that in it he had rested from all his work 
which God created and made. 
We also have: (Exodus 20:8-11, Deut. 5:12-15, 
Exodus 31:12-17) 
 
Leviticus 23:1-2 And the Lord spake unto Moses, 
saying, Speak unto the children of Israel, and say 
unto them, Concerning the feasts of the Lord, 
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which ye shall proclaim to be holy convocations, 
even these are my feasts. 
 
Now how many times have we heard the teachings 
that these feast are the Jewish feast? Here we see 
our Lord calling them His feast. He says “feast of the 
Lord” NOT “feast of the Jews” and then He ends with 
saying “these are “My feasts.”  So where did this 
teaching come from? This is what is known as 
displacement theology. The Vatican not only wanted 
to kill the Jews and those who truly followed Christ, 
but also say that they were dirt and God was done 
with them. Now He is the God of the gentiles. This is 
not true! Jew and Gentile must come to God the 
Father through His Son Jesus Christ. 
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Saturday or Sunday Sabbath? 
 
We are taught that after Jesus died that the Sabbath 
changed from Saturday to Sunday and that all the feast days 
are no longer celebrated and that all the pagan holidays are 
now ours to enjoy. Did Paul Keep the Feast days? 
Letʼs let scriptures teach us instead of men, and their 
traditions.  
1 Corinthians 5:7-8   Purge out therefore the old leaven, 
that ye may be a new lump, as ye are unleavened. For even 
Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us:  
Therefore let us keep the feast, not with old leaven, neither 
with the leaven of malice and wickedness; but with the 
unleavened bread of sincerity and truth.  
 
Acts 18:21 But bade them farewell, saying, I must by all 
means keep this feast that cometh in Jerusalem: but I will 
return again unto you, if God will. And he sailed from 
Ephesus.  
 
Acts 20:16 For Paul had determined to sail by Ephesus, 
because he would not spend the time in Asia: for he hasted, 
if it were possible for him, to be at Jerusalem the day of 
Pentecost.  
 
1 Corinthians 16:8 But I will tarry at Ephesus until 
Pentecost. 
So we see that Paul was keeping the feast. We still have 
three feast yet to be totally fulfilled. Just as the feast of 
Passover, unleavened bread, first fruits and Pentecost  were 
fulfilled literally, so will the Feast of Trumpets, day of 
Atonement and the feast of Tabernacles. I will come back to 
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these. We are dealing with the Sabbath now. Did the 
disciples change the Sabbath? 
 
Acts 13:14-15 
 But when they departed from Perga, they came to 
Antioch in Pisidia, and went into the synagogue on 
the sabbath day, and sat down. And after the 
reading of the law and the prophets the rulers of the 
synagogue sent unto them, saying, Ye men and 
brethren, if ye have any word of exhortation for the 
people, say on. 

Acts 13:42 
42 And when the Jews were gone out of the 
synagogue, the Gentiles besought that these words 
might be preached to them the next sabbath. 

Acts 17:2 
2 And Paul, as his manner (custom) was, went in 
unto them, and three sabbath days reasoned with 
them out of the scriptures, 

Here we see that not only did Paul preach on the 
Sabbath, but, that it was his custom. He did it all the 
time. 

Acts 18:4 
And he reasoned in the synagogue every sabbath, 
and persuaded the Jews and the Greeks. 

Hebrews 4:9-10 
There remaineth therefore a rest to the people of 
God. For he that is entered into his rest, he also hath 
ceased from his own works, as God did from his. 
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Many Jesuit trained pastors have taken 1 Corinthians 
16:1-2 and taught that Paul had church on the first 
day of the week. Lets look at that verse.  

1 Corinthians 16:1-2 
Now concerning the collection for the saints, as I 
have given order to the churches of Galatia, even so 
do ye. Upon the first day of the week let every one 
of you lay by him in store, as God hath prospered 
him, that there be no gatherings when I come.  

Here it should be noted that it is a collection “for” the 
saints, and not “of” the saints. Paul is only asking for 
money to help in the work of the ministry. How 
many pastors of churches have had a mid week 
collection? Does that change the day in which you 
thought you were supposed to worship the Lord? So 
where did these teachings come from? They sure 
didn’t come from Jesus, nor the disciples in scripture. 
You ever here the saying, “follow the money” well it 
kind of works the same way here. When we dig 
through the Church records we find that it was not 
the early disciples but the Catholic Church and 
Constantine that made the change. 

 

 

"Question: Which is the Sabbath day? 
"Answer: Saturday is the Sabbath day. 

"Question: Why do we observe Sunday instead of 
Saturday? 
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"Answer. We observe Sunday instead of Saturday because 
the Catholic Church transferred the solemnity from Saturday 
to Sunday." Peter Geiermann, C.S.S.R., The Converts 
Catechism of Catholic Doctrine (1957), p. 50. 

 
 “Now since Mithras was the sun, the Unconquered, and the 
sun was the Royal Star, the religion looked for a king whom 
it could serve as a representative of Mithras upon earth. The 
Roman Emperor seemed to be clearly indicated as the true 
king. In sharp contrast to Christianity, Mithraism recognized 
Caesar as the bearer of divine grace. It had so much 
acceptance that it was able to impose on the Christian world 
its own sun-day in place of the Sabbath; its sun’s birthday, 
the 25th of December, as the birthday of Jesus.” History of 
Christianity in the Light of Modern Knowledge.” Dr. Gilbert 
Murray, M.A., D.Litt., LLD, FBA, Professor of Greek at 
Oxford University. (source: http://www.sabbathtruth.com/) 
 
 “The church after changing the day of rest from the Jewish 
Sabbath or seventh-day of the week to the first, made the 
third commandment refer to Sunday as the day to be kept 
holy as the Lord’s day.” The Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. 4, p. 
153. 
 
"Question: How prove you that the Church hath power to 
command feasts and holy days? 
"Answer. By the very act of changing the Sabbath into 
Sunday, which Protestants allow of, and therefore they 
fondly contradict themselves, by keeping Sunday strictly, 
and breaking most other feasts commanded by the same 
Church.' Daniel Ferres, ed., Manual of Christian Doctrine 
(1916), p.67. 
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 “If the Bible is the only guide for the Christian, then the 
Seventh-day Adventist is right in observing Saturday with the 
Jew. Is it not strange that those who make the Bible their 
only teacher should inconsistently follow in this matter the 
tradition of the Catholic Church?”  The Question Box, by 
Cardinal Gibbons’ p.179, 
 
 
 “But since Saturday, not Sunday, is specified in the Bible, 
isn’t it curious that non-Catholics who profess to take their 
religion directly from the Bible and not from the Church, 
observe Sunday instead of Saturday? Yes, of course, it is 
inconsistency but this change was made about fifteen 
centuries before Protestantism was born, and by that time 
the custom was universally observed. They have continued 
the custom even though it rests upon the authority of the 
Catholic Church and not upon an explicit text from the Bible. 
That observance remains as a reminder of the Mother 
Church from which the non-Catholic sects broke away like a 
boy running away from home but still carrying in his pocket a 
picture of his mother or a lock of her hair.” The Faith of 
Millions, p. 473. 
 
 
“Many are willing to accept Christ taught some of the Ten 
Commandments.  
But did He also teach His disciples to observe the “Jewish” 
Sabbath—Saturday today—the seventh day of the week?  
 Let’s again look into the BIBLE to see.  
 As Jesus began His preaching ministry, “he came to 
Nazareth, where he had  
been brought up: and, AS HIS CUSTOM was, he went into 
the synagogue ON THE SABBATH DAY, and stood up for to 
read.”  
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He then preached to them from the book of Isaiah to show 
He was the prophesied Messiah and that they were hearing 
and seeing the very fulfillment  
of the prophecy THAT VERY DAY.  
 We see, then, Christ’s custom was to observe and preach 
on the Sabbath weekly.  
 In Capernaum He entered into the synagogue and taught.  
 When He came into His own country, “when the Sabbath 
day was come, he began to teach in the synagogue…”  
 And Christ “taught them on the SABBATH DAYS.”  
 The same is true throughout the entire ministry of Christ. He 
faithfully observed every Sabbath day and taught the 
disciples to do so as well.  
 When asked about the observance of the Sabbath and how 
it should be kept, Christ replied, “THE SABBATH WAS 
MADE FOR MAN, and not man for the Sabbath: Therefore 
the Son of man is LORD ALSO OF THE SABBATH.”  
 That doesn’t sound like it’s a harsh law of bondage which 
Christ would have to nail to His cross, does it? Certainly not. 
The Sabbath was MADE for man. But when was the 
Sabbath made?  
 And on the SEVENTH DAY God ended his work which he 
had made; and he rested on the seventh day from all his 
work which he made. AND GOD BLESSED THE SEVENTH 
DAY, and SANCTIFIED IT: because that in it he had rested 
from all his work which God created and made. 
 The Sabbath was made when man was made—AT 
CREATION. It was a part of the creation of GOD.  
 And it was just as vital and integral a part of the life of Jesus 
Christ as it could possibly have been.  
 Christ, remember, came to magnify and make God’s law 
even more honorable— not to nail it to the cross.  
 The Sabbath is the very center of Christ’s teaching and the 
day on which  He preached throughout His ministry.” True 
History of the Early Christian Church   R. Kelly p. 35 
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"Regarding the change from the observance of the Jewish 
Sabbath to the Christian Sunday, I wish to draw your 
attention to the facts: 
"1) That Protestants, who accept the Bible as the only rule of 
faith and religion, should by all means go back to the 
observance of the Sabbath. The fact that they do not, but on 
the contrary observe the Sunday, stultifies them in the eyes 
of every thinking man. 
"2) We Catholics do not accept the Bible as the only rule of 
faith. Besides the Bible we have the living Church, the 
authority of the Church, as a rule to guide us. We say, this 
Church, instituted by Christ to teach and guide man through 
life, has the right to change the ceremonial laws of the Old 
Testament and hence, we accept her change of the Sabbath 
to Sunday. We frankly say, yes, the Church made this 
change, made this law, as she made many other laws, for 
instance, the Friday abstinence, the unmarried priesthood, 
the laws concerning mixed marriages, the regulation of 
Catholic marriages and a thousand other laws. 
"It is always somewhat laughable, to see the Protestant 
churches, in pulpit and legislation, demand the observance 
of Sunday, of which there is nothing in their Bible." - Peter R. 
Kraemer, Catholic Church Extension Society 
(1975),Chicago, Illinois. 
 
 
 
 
 
“… we believe that the Church was wise in making Sunday 
the Sabbath day. … No matter how much Protestants mock 
and scorn Catholicism, they still retain elements of things 
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they simply could not rid themselves of that are essentially 
Catholic in origin and foundation. Sunday is but one of these 
things” (Letter, May 2, 1988, Archbishop Robert Zaborowski, 
O.M., D.D., Mariavite Catholic Church, Wyandotte, 
Michigan). 
 
 
"But you may read the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, and you 
will not find a single line authorizing the sanctification of Sunday. 
The Scriptures enforce the religious observance of Saturday, a 
day which we never sanctify."  James Cardinal Gibbons, The 
Faith of our Fathers, 88th ed., pp. 89. 

 

"Question:  Have you any other way of proving that the Church 
has power to institute festivals of precept? 
"Answer:  Had she not such power, she could not have done 
that in which all modern religionists agree with her-she could not 
have substituted the observance of Sunday, the first day of the 
week, for the observance of Saturday, the seventh day, a 
change for which there is no Scriptural authority." Stephen 
Keenan, A Doctrinal Catechism 3rd ed., p. 174. 

 
 
"I have repeatedly offered $1,000 to anyone who can prove to 
me from the Bible alone that I am bound to keep Sunday holy. 
There is no such law in the Bible. It is a law of the holy Catholic 
Church alone. The Bible says, 'Remember the Sabbath day to 
keep it holy.' The Catholic Church says: 'No. By my divine power 
I abolish the Sabbath day and command you to keep holy the 
first day of the week.' And lo! The entire civilized world bows 
down in a reverent obedience to the command of the holy 
Catholic Church." T. Enright, C.S.S.R., in a lecture at Hartford, 
Kansas, Feb. 18,1884. 
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“For centuries millions of Christians have gathered to worship 
God on the first day of the week. Graciously He has accepted 
this worship. He has poured out His blessings upon Christian 
people as they have sought to serve Him. However, as one 
searches the Scriptures, he is forced to recognize that Sunday is 
not a day of God’s appointment… It has no foundation in 
Scripture, but has arisen entirely as a result of custom,” says 
Frank H. Yost, Ph.D. in The Early Christian Sabbath. 

 

Protestants 

Even Protestants that have studied the issue have come 
forward and admitted that there is no Biblical authority for 
observing Sunday instead of Saturday. 
 
 
"And where are we told in the Scriptures that we are to keep 
the first day at all? We are commanded to keep the seventh; 
but we are nowhere commanded to keep the first day .... The 
reason why we keep the first day of the week holy instead of 
the seventh is for the same reason that we observe many 
other things, not because the Bible, but because the church 
has enjoined it."  Isaac Williams, Plain Sermons on the 
Catechism , vol. 1, pp.334, 336. 
 
"There is no word, no hint, in the New Testament about 
abstaining from work on Sunday .... into the rest of Sunday 
no divine law enters.... The observance of Ash Wednesday 
or Lent stands exactly on the same footing as the 
observance of Sunday."  Canon Eyton, The Ten 
Commandments , pp. 52, 63, 65. 
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"There was and is a commandment to keep holy the 
Sabbath day, but that Sabbath day was not Sunday. It will be 
said, however, and with some show of triumph, that the 
Sabbath was transferred from the seventh to the first day of 
the week .... Where can the record of such a transaction be 
found? Not in the New Testament absolutely not. 
"To me it seems unaccountable that Jesus, during three 
years' intercourse with His disciples, often conversing with 
them upon the Sabbath question . . . never alluded to any 
transference of the day; also, that during forty days of His 
resurrection life, no such thing was intimated. 
"Of course, I quite well know that Sunday did come into use 
in early Christian history . . . . But what a pity it comes 
branded with the mark of paganism, and christened with the 
name of the sun god, adopted and sanctioned by the papal 
apostasy, and bequeathed as a sacred legacy to 
Protestantism!" Baptist, Dr. Edward T. Hiscox, a paper read 
before a New York ministers' conference, Nov. 13, 1893, 
reported in New York Examiner , Nov.16, 1893. 
 
"There was never any formal or authoritative change from 
the Jewish seventh-day Sabbath to the Christian first-day 
observance." William Owen Carver, The Lord's Day in Our 
Day , p. 49. 
 
 
"'But,' say some, 'it was changed from the seventh to the first 
day.' Where? when? and by whom? No man can tell. No; it 
never was changed, nor could it be, unless creation was to 
be gone through again: for the reason assigned must be 
changed before the observance, or respect to the reason, 
can be changed! It is all old wives' fables to talk of the 
change of the Sabbath from the seventh to the first day. If it 
be changed, it was that august personage changed it who 
changes times and laws ex officio - I think his name is 
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Doctor Antichrist.”  Alexander Campbell, The Christian 
Baptist, Feb. 2, 1824,vol. 1. no. 7, p. 164. 
 
"We have seen how gradually the impression of the Jewish 
sabbath faded from the mind of the Christian Church, and 
how completely the newer thought underlying the 
observance of the first day took possession of the church. 
We have seen that the Christians of the first three centuries 
never confused one with the other, but for a time celebrated 
both." The Sunday Problem , a study book of the United 
Lutheran Church (1923), p. 36. 
 
"The festival of Sunday, like all other festivals, was always 
only a human ordinance, and it was far from the intentions of 
the apostles to establish a Divine command in this respect, 
far from them, and from the early apostolic Church, to 
transfer the laws of the Sabbath to Sunday."  Dr. Augustus 
Neander, The History of the Christian Religion and Church 
Henry John Rose, tr. (1843), p. 186. 
 
"But, the moral law contained in the ten commandments, and 
enforced by the prophets, he [Christ] did not take away. It 
was not the design of his coming to revoke any part of this. 
This is a law which never can be broken .... Every part of this 
law must remain in force upon all mankind, and in all ages; 
as not depending either on time or place, or any other 
circumstances liable to change, but on the nature of God 
and the nature of man, and their unchangeable relation to 
each other." John Wesley, The Works of the Rev. John 
Wesley, A.M., John Emory, ed. (New York: Eaton & Mains), 
Sermon 25,vol. 1, p. 221. 
 
The Sabbath was binding in Eden, and it has been in force 
ever since. This fourth commandment begins with the word 
'remember,' showing that the Sabbath already existed when 
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God Wrote the law on the tables of stone at Sinai. How can 
men claim that this one commandment has been done away 
with when they will admit that the other nine are still 
binding?" D. L. Moody, Weighed and Wanting (Fleming H. 
Revell Co.: New York), pp. 47, 48. 
 
 
 
“Many professing Christian denominations readily admit that 
Jesus Christ kept God’s Laws—even the Sabbath.  
 But it is the common assumption of almost everyone in the 
churches today that the apostles did away with the laws, and 
especially the Sabbath. They teach the early New Testament 
Church met on Sunday, the first day of the week.  
 Let’s again LOOK INTO THE BIBLE to see if this is so.  
 We have already seen, contrary to many theories, the 
Church was established on the day of Pentecost—a Sunday. 
That was not at all the regular day of worship, but an annual 
holy day or high day.  
 Then, on which day of the week did the apostles preach?  
 Since Paul is commonly thought of as the one who taught 
the Gentiles not to observe the “Jewish” laws, let’s see what 
he did in the Gentile cities. “But when they departed from 
Perga, they came to Antioch in Pisidia, and went into the 
synagogue ON THE SABBATH DAY, and sat down.”  
 Here is the apostle Paul in a Gentile city, nineteen years 
after the foundation of the Church, entering into the 
synagogues to teach. “But,” some say, “that was to reach the 
Jews who met on the Sabbaths.”  
 Was it?  
 Notice this carefully. Later that same day, “…when the Jews 
were gone out of the synagogue, THE GENTILES besought 
that these words might be preached to them THE NEXT 
SABBATH.”  
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 Here, surely, was Paul’s golden opportunity to show the 
Gentiles they did not need to keep the Sabbath, if it were 
nailed to the cross. But what happened in Antioch in Pisidia?  
 “AND THE NEXT SABBATH DAY came almost the whole 
city together to hear the word of God.”  
 No, Paul did not do away with the Sabbath at all. He taught 
Jews and Gentiles to keep it—he always kept it, week in and 
week out.  
 Notice again, “Now when they had passed through 
Amphipolis and Apollonia, they came to Thessalonica, where 
was a synagogue of the Jews: and Paul, AS HIS MANNER 
WAS, went in unto them, AND THREE SABBATH DAYS 
reasoned with them out of  
the scriptures…”  
 And again in Greece, “And he reasoned in the synagogue 
EVERY SABBATH, and persuaded the Jews and the 
GREEKS.”  
 The Church founded by Jesus Christ was, and still is, a 
Sabbath-keeping Church. Peter, Paul, James, John, and 
every other disciple of Christ kept it.  
And this information is included here because so few have 
understood how to even find the accurate history of the true 
Christian Church.  
 Two vital keys we have discussed in chapters seven and 
eight are those of the MESSAGE Christ preached, and 
which was carried to the world; and the LAWS  
OF GOD, including the SABBATH DAY on which the Church 
worshipped. These keys lead to the understanding of where 
God’s true Church is and how to read about  
it in history.” True History of the Early Christian Church,  R. 
Kelly p.43 
 
 
As you can see we have inherited lies from our fathers in the 
faith, because they in turn have inherited lies.  
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Jeremiah 16:19 
O Lord, my strength, and my fortress, and my refuge 
in the day of affliction, the Gentiles shall come unto 
thee from the ends of the earth, and shall say, 
Surely our fathers have inherited lies, vanity, 
and things wherein there is no profit. 
 
The Lords day has always been the Sabbath and Sunday 
has always been referred to as the first day of the week. 
See: Gen.1:5, Matt. 28:1, 1 Cor. 16:2, Luke 24:1, Acts 20:7, 
Mark 16:2, John 20:1 
It would seam strange to think that God changed his 
Sabbath to Sunday and then when He comes back to rule 
He is going to restore His Sabbath’s and Feast Days. No I 
think they have always been the same and the Catholic 
Church with the help of it’s Jesuits have hidden it from the 
true bride of Christ. 
 
Isaiah 66:22-23 
For as the new heavens and the new earth, which I 
will make, shall remain before me, saith the Lord, so 
shall your seed and your name remain. 

 And it shall come to pass, that from one new moon 
to another, and from one sabbath to another, 
shall all flesh come to worship before me, saith the 
Lord. 
 
Zechariah 14:16-17 
 And it shall come to pass, that every one that is left 
of all the nations which came against Jerusalem shall 
even go up from year to year to worship the King, 
the Lord of hosts, and to keep the feast of 
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tabernacles. And it shall be, that whoso will not 
come up of all the families of the earth unto 
Jerusalem to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, 
even upon them shall be no rain. 

 
As we can clearly see all of God’s commands still stand. If 
we say that Jesus is our Sabbath, so we no longer need to 
keep it. Does that mean that Jesus is also our Adulterer so 
we no longer have to reframe from adultery? If you throw out 
one of the commandments we need to throw them all out. 
Jesus told us that he did not come to destroy the law, or the 
prophets. He came to complete them, not put an end to 
them. Matt. 5:17 This teaching that says that Jesus put an 
end to the commandments of God, comes from the 
Nicholaitans. They were very similar to the Gnostic believers 
in their day. They believed that because Jesus bore all our 
sins, that he took away the law that would condemn us. The 
law will only condemn us if we are breaking it. We all need to 
be washed from our sins through Christ Jesus, but we are to 
live holy for Him after wards. 
 
But this thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of the 
Nicolaitans, which I also hate.  Revelation 2:6  
 
The word "Nicolaitans" is derived from the Greek word 
nikolaos, a compound of the words nikos and laos. The word 
nikos is the Greek word that means to conquer or to subdue. 
The word laos is the Greek word for the people. It is also 
where we get the word laity.  Also think about where we get 
Saint Nicholas.  
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Brings us right back to what looks like the Catholic Popes 

Dagon Fish hat. The Catholic Church has controlled and 

subdued the people for thousands of years. This is going to 

be the Anti-Christ system. The Pope will be either “THE” 

Anti-Christ or His prophet. This much is clear through 

scripture and history. The Nicolaitans were a lawless and 

practiced unrestrained indulgence of the flesh. Sadly this has 

gotten into our Churches. With the Nicolaitan and Gnostic 

beliefs, many are deceived and lost and think they know 

God. This is also were the once saved always saved 

doctrine grew from. The Vatican is the home of every 

demonic doctrine out there. It has attacked the Laws of God, 

the Character of God, the times of God, the doctrine of God 

and yes even the names of God.

The Nicolaitanes are the followers of that Nicolas who was 

one of the seven first ordained to the diaconate by the 

apostles. They lead lives of unrestrained indulgence. The 

character of these men is very plainly pointed out in the 

Apocalypse of John, [when they are represented] as 

teaching that it is a matter of indifference to practice adultery, 

and to eat things sacrificed to idols. —Irenaeus, Adversus 

haereses, i. 26, §3
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The Gnostics go back farther than the Jesuits. They are all 
part of the same septic system. The Gnostic way of salvation 
comes by secret knowledge and experience, and not by 
Godʼs word. Many today are believing what they believe to 
be God told them. This spirit has shown them scriptures out 
of context to embolden their rebellion against God 
unknowingly.  Gnostics believe that the flesh is so sinful that 
it is impossible not to sin. So they donʼt try not to sin, they 
just leave it up to God. They basically live any way they want 
to live and then say itʼs Godʼs will.  The Gnostic preach that 
Jesus did away with the law. And here we thought it was 
Jesus. The early Church fought against this lie.  
 
The leaders of Christianity were worried that the Nicolaitans 
and Gnostic doctrines might corrupt the Churches. (Much 
info on early church taken from Jesse Morrell video– Did 
Augustine corrupt the church with Gnostic Doctrine” 
 
And history shows us they did to a large extent. In order to 
get a lawless church. We need to get ride of the law of God. 
So the Gnostic Catholics have to think of a way to change it 
scripturally.  
 
In the second century A.D. a man by the name of Marcion 
came along and he taught that Jesus came down from 
heaven to free us from the law of God. Even though the 
scriptures tell us that Jesus set us free from sin, not Godʼs 
law. Marcion taught that the God of the Old Testament was a 
wrathful God and a God of love in the New Testament. He 
was excommunicated from the Church, but his teachings still 
influenced many other Church fathers. The bible tells us that 
it is going to be those that trust in Jesus and keep the 
commandments of God that will be saved. 
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Revelation 12:17 
And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to 
make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the 
commandments of God, and have the testimony of 
Jesus Christ. 
 
Revelation 14:12 
Here is the patience of the saints: here are they that keep 
the commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus. 
Revelation 22:14 
Blessed are they that do his commandments, that they 
may have right to the tree of life, and may enter in 
through the gates into the city. 
 
Later around 344-407 AD a man by the name of John 
Chrysostom, a Bishop of the Church of Antioch. Caried 
Marcionʼs teachings even further. He taught that it was the 
Jews who where to be blamed for the death of Jesus. He 
worked hard to separate Christianity from any Hebrew 
conections at all. He hated the Jews. These guys influenced 
others down through the years. Augustine was one such 
man who picked up on these teachings and help strengthen 
them in the Church doctrine. He like Chrysostom, and 
Marcion believed that Jesus came down to destroy His 
fathers commandments and make us free from them. Yet 
they believed we would still be in bondage to sin. Gnostic 
teaching had found a home in the church of Christ. 
 
 
Polycarp, a disciple of John, had a faithful disciple named 
Irenaeus. Irenaeus refuted the Gnostics by saying, “Men are 
possessed with free will, and endowed with the faculty of 
making a choice. It is not true, therefore, that some are by 
nature good, and others bad.”  
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“Man is endowed with the faculty of distinguishing good and 
evil; so that, without compulsion, he has the power, by his 
own will and choice, to perform God’s commandments.” 
Irenaeus 
 
Ignatius a friend of Polycarp, taught that men were sinners 
by choice, rather than by nature. Ignatius said, 
 “If anyone is truly religious, he is a man of God; but if he is 
irreligious, he is a man of the devil, made such, not by 
nature, but by his own choice.” 
 
Justin Martyr was an early evangelist who was martyred by 
Rome. He said, “We have learned from the prophets, and we 
hold it to be true, that punishment, chastisement, and 
rewards are rendered according to the merit of each man’s 
actions. Otherwise, if all things happen by fate, then nothing 
is our own power. For if it is predestined that one man be 
good and another man evil, then the first is not deserving of 
praise and the other to be blamed. Unless humans have the 
power of avoiding evil and choosing good by free choice, 
they are not accountable for their actions – whatever they 
may be … for neither would a man be worthy of praise if he 
did not himself choose the good, but was merely created for 
that end. Likewise, if a man were created evil, he would not 
deserve punishment, since he was not evil of himself, being 
unable to do anything else than what he was made for.” 
 
Matthew 5:19 
Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least 
commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be 
called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but 
whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall 
be called great in the kingdom of heaven. 
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“These men falsify the oracles of God and prove themselves 
evil interpreters of the good word of revelation. They also 
overthrow the faith of many, by drawing them away, under a 
pretense of [superior] knowledge, from Him who rounded 
and adorned the universe; as if, forsooth, They had 
something more excellent and sublime to reveal, than that 
God who created the heaven and the earth, and all things 
that are therein” (Iranaeus, Against Heresies, Book 1). 
  
The Manichaeans where just another bread of Gnostics. 
They were trying to preach to people that God’s grace was 
so great that we need not worry. If you were meant to be 
saved you would be saved no matter what you do. If you 
were meant to be damned you could do nothing to save 
yourself. These Gnostics preached that man was so 
depraved that he could not obey the Word of God, because 
he had no free will. This is kind of what is being preached 
today, when preachers say “no one can obey God”. They 
say we are all “sinners saved by grace”. They say this to 
insinuate that we Christians will continue to live in a life of sin 
and disobedience against God until we die. This is one 
teaching that was put in place to make man rely on the 
Church to forgive it’s sins. Remember who started the 
indulgences? Need a license to sin? Pay papa Pope and you 
can get a waver. This teaching that man can not obey God is 
from the gates of Hell.  These same guys taught that when 
Jesus died, he did away with the law of God. Many people 
believe that Christ came to do away with the Law. This is not 
so. 
 
“It’s amazing, but the world has little understood the REAL 
life and teachings of Christ.  
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 Scores of churches today believe and teach that Jesus 
Christ came to DO AWAY WITH GOD”S LAW—that Christ 
nailed it to the cross, taking it out of the way.  
 But did He?  
 Let’s look to Christ and His own teachings to see.  
 The very focal point of all Christian doctrine is the Sermon 
on the Mount recorded in Matthew 5, 6, and 7.  
 Concerning the law of God, Christ said, “Think not that I am 
come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am NOT come to 
destroy, BUT TO FULFIL.”13  
 That doesn’t sound like Christ intended to do away with 
God’s law at all.  
In fact this and the entire Sermon on the Mount are a 
fulfillment of the prophecy about Christ’s message from the 
prophet Isaiah, “The LORD is well pleased for his 
righteousness’ sake; HE WILL MAGNIFY THE LAW, and 
make it honourable.”14  
 To magnify the law means to focus on it, to make it more 
applicable and binding—it does not do away with it. 
Magnifying the law makes it clearer and easier to see.  
 That is just what Christ did.  When the rich young nobleman 
came to Christ and asked Him, “Good Master, what good 
thing shall I do, that I may have ETERNAL LIFE?” Christ 
answered,  “Why callest thou me good? There is none good 
but one, that is, God: but IF  
thou wilt enter into life, KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS.”  
 The question then followed, “Which commandments?”  
 The answer, “Thou shalt do no murder, Thou shalt not 
commit adultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear 
false witness, Honour thy father and  thy mother: and, Thou 
shalt love they neighbor as thyself.”15  
 Which commandments, then?  
 Why, the TEN COMMANDMENTS—the Ten 
Commandments as expounded and amplified  
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through the entire NEW TESTAMENT. They were not done 
away at all.”  True History of the Early Church, R. Kelly P.35 
 
Ignatius of Loyola, who was a member of the Spanish 
Gnostic Sect, Los Alumbrados, founded the “society of 
Jesus” in 1534. This teaching of the Gnostics has been a 
part of the Catholic Church from the beginning. It has 
infiltrated much of the protestant Churches of today. Many 
are taught that they will continue to live in sin, because we 
are so depraved, or they will say no one can live without 
sinning. Then they say, “this is why God did away with His 
commandments”. The Gnostics and Nicolaitans believed that 
God redeemed us from His law. The scriptures plainly teach 
that He has redeemed us from the “curse” of the law. NOT 
THE “LAW”! 
 
 
W. F. Hook said, “The Manichaeans so denied free will, as to 
hold a fatal necessity of sinning.” 
 
Lyman Beecher said, “…the free will and natural ability of 
man were held by the whole church… natural inability was to 
that of the pagan philosophers, the Gnostic’s, and the 
Manichaeans.” 
 
“All the creatures that God made, He made very good. And 
He gave to every individual the sense of free will, by which 
standard He also instituted the law of judgment… our will is 
constituted to choose either to sin or not to sin… And 
certainly whoever will, may keep the commandments. 
Whoever despises them and turns aside to what is contrary 
to them, shall yet without doubt have to face this law of 
judgment… There can be no doubt that every individual, in 
using his own proper power of will, may shape his course in 
whatever direction he pleases.” Archelaeus 
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“No reward can be justly bestowed, no punishment can be 
justly inflicted, upon him who is good or bad by necessity, 
and not by his own choice.” Tertullian 
 
 
Because the Gnostic’s viewed the flesh as a sinful 
substance, they denied that Jesus Christ came in the flesh, 
and that is why the Scriptures called them “antichrist”  
 
“And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is 
come in the flesh is not of God: and this is the spirit of 
antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and 
even now already is it in the world”  1 John 4:3 
 
“For many deceivers are entered into the world, who confess 
not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh. This is a deceiver 
and an antichrist” 2 John 1:7 
 
 “Those [pagans] who decide that man does not have free 
will, but say that he is governed by the unavoidable 
necessities of fate, are guilty of impiety toward God Himself, 
making Him out to be the cause and author of human evils.” 
Methodius  a Christian martyr who lived in the third century. 
 
 
“The Creator of all things has impressed a natural law upon 
the soul of every man, as an assistant and ally in his 
conduct, pointing out to him the right way by this law; but, by 
the free liberty with which he is endowed, making the choice 
of what is best worthy of praise and acceptance, because he 
has acted rightly, not by force, but from his own free-will, 
when he had it in his power to act otherwise, As, again, 
making him who chooses what is worst, deserving of blame 
and punishment, as having by his own motion neglected the 
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natural law, and becoming the origin and fountain of 
wickedness, and misusing himself, not from any extraneous 
necessity, but from free will and judgment. The fault is in him 
who chooses, not in God. For God is has not made nature or 
the substance of the soul bad; for he who is good can make 
nothing but what is good. Everything is good which is 
according to nature. Every rational soul has naturally a good 
free-will, formed for the choice of what is good. But when a 
man acts wrongly, nature is not to be blamed; for what is 
wrong, takes place not according to nature, but contrary to 
nature, it being the work of choice, and not of nature!”  
Eusebius  (Bishop in the Early Church) 23 
 
Origen said, “The Scriptures…emphasize the freedom of the 
will. They condemn those who sin, and approve those who 
do right… We are responsible for being bad and worthy of 
being cast outside. For it is not the nature in us that is the 
cause of the evil; rather, it is the voluntary choice that works 
evil.” 
 
 
Walter Arthur Copinger said, “All the Fathers are unanimous 
on the freedom of the human will…”   Walter Arthur Copinger 
(A Treatise on Predestination, Election, and Grace, 
Historical, Doctrinal, and Practical, Published by James 
Nisbet, 1889 Edition, p. 320) 
 
 
Lyman Beecher said, “the free will and natural ability of man 
were held by the whole church…” Lyman Beecher, (Views in 
Theology, Published by Truman and Smith, 1836 Edition, p. 
56) 
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And Dr Wiggers said, “All the fathers…agreed with the 
Pelagians, in attributing freedom of will to man in his present 
state.”    Dr. Wiggers (An Historical Presentation of 
Augustinianism and Pelagianism From The Original Sources 
by G. F. Wiggers, p. 392) 
 
 
David Bercot said, “The Early Christians didn’t believe that 
man is totally depraved [totally unable] and incapable of 
doing any good. They taught that humans are capable of 
obeying and loving God.”   
He went on to say, “There was a religious group, labeled as 
heretics by the early Christians… they taught that man is 
totally depraved [totally unable]… the group I’m referring to 
are the Gnostics.” David Bercot (Will the Real Heretics 
Please Stand Up, p. 64, 66, Published by Scroll Publishing) 
 
It is interesting to note that Saint Augustine was Gnostic. He 
had Catholic training, as did the founder of the Jesuit order, 
ignatius Loyola. Augustine influenced men like Martin Luther 
and John Calvin. 
 
 
“It is an undisputed and known fact of history, admitted by 
Augustine’s admirers and supporters in their historical 
accounts of his life, that Augustine was influenced by, and a 
member of, the Manichaean Gnostic sect. John K. Ryan, in 
his introduction to “The Confessions of Saint Augustine” 
said, “The two great intellectual influences upon Augustine 
prior to his conversion were Manicheism and Greek 
Philosophy.”42 In their introduction to “The Confessions of 
Augustine,” John Gibb and William Montgomery said, “In the 
same year in which he read the Scriptures and was 
disappointed in them, Augustine joined the Manichaean 
sect…”43 They also said, “For nearly nine years Augustine 
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was a Manichaean Auditor. At first he was a zealous 
partisan who contended publicly for his new faith, and did 
not hesitate to ridicule the doctrines of the Church and 
especially the Old Testament Scriptures…”44” Jesse Morrell 
– Documentary (Did Augustine Corrupt the Church)  
 
 
I would recommend watching Jesse Morrells Documentary 
on, Did Augustine Corrupt the Church. 
 
As we see the Jesuits/Gnostics have really messed up the 
Church with all kinds of pagan practices and beliefs. I have 
covered the Sabbath. But it is also important to remember 
that the Feast days are still to be celebrated. This is not for 
salvation any more than, when you were celebrating 
Christmas or Easter. You celebrated out of Love and 
ignorance. Now we can celebrate out of love and knowledge. 
You will find that when you want to celebrate Feast days 
many of your brothers in Christ will screem “your going into 
bondage” your going into “Jewish bondadge.” Yet they saw 
nothing wrong with celebrating pure Greek pagan customs. 
How sad it is to see so many people so blind. The Bible says 
that the feast days are to be everlasting (that means 
forever).  
 
Leviticus 16:34 "And this shall be an everlasting statute 
unto you, to make an atonement for the children of Israel for 
all their sins once a year. And he did as the LORD 
commanded Moses."  
 
Exodus 31:16 "Wherefore the children of Israel shall keep 
the sabbath, to observe the sabbath throughout their 
generations, for a perpetual (everlasting) covenant."  
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Leviticus 24:8 "Every sabbath he shall set it in order before 
the LORD continually, being taken from the children of Israel 
by an everlasting covenant."  
Numbers 25:13 "And he shall have it, and his seed after him, 
even the covenant of an everlasting priesthood; because he 
was zealous for his God, and made an atonement for the 
children of Israel."  
 
Exodus 12:17 "And ye shall observe the feast of unleavened 
bread; for in this selfsame day have I brought your armies 
out of the land of Egypt: therefore shall ye observe this day 
in your generations by an ordinance forever. " 
 
There is so much mystery and truth hidden in the Feast days 
about the endtime and Christ return that satan has attacked 
it hard. You have seen proof that it was not the Christians 
that did away with the Saturday Sabbath, nor the Feast 
days, but it was the wicked whore of Revelations. That has 
tried to destroy the Laws, Times, Seasons, and names of the 
living God. 
 
 
 
Because of religion, and man trying to control God we have 
had people trying to keep God’s name and commandments 
hidden from us. Why? Satan’s great design is to deceive the 
world and bring them into doctrinal error so he can more 
easily deceive them into the one world religion. This is why 
scriptures warn us to contend for our faith. We have people 
all across America singing “praise to the name of the Lord” 
and so many people go through their whole Christian walk 
never even praising His name. 90% of the Church does not 
even know His name. Has God hidden His name? I don’t 
think so. This brings us to more stuff that the Jesuits and 
religious hypocrites have tried to hide from the people. 
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I have not covered the feast days on purpose. It would take 
another one hundred or more sheets to do so. All I can say 
is that a preacher by the name of Jim Staley is a good 
starting place. There are many more, but you must be 
careful not to stumble onto men that are preaching a Hebrew 
roots movement. Search for his videos online. He is not in 
the Jewish Roots movement. However he is in the early 
Christian movement. His teachings are doctrinally sound and 
based on facts. My intention for sharing this information with 
you is to show all the paganism that has come into the 
church, and how the Catholic Church is using this to bring us 
into a one world religion. I will end on why the name of 
Almighty God has been hidden in our Bibles. Am I saying 
that our Bibles are untrustworthy? No way! That is if you are 
using one of the Bible that come from the Texus Receptus, 
wich are few and far between. 
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What is His Name? 
 
Here is some historical proof that the name of God (Yahweh) 
has been tampered with. Every place in your Bibles were 
you see the word/name Lord or God, when speaking of our 
God, it should read Yahweh or Elohim. God’s name if very 
important to Him as I will show you in a few seconds. First I 
will show that the religious leaders made it a crime to utter 
the name of God. Then using that reasoning they hid the 
name from the people. This has all been used by the 
Babylonian Vatican to advance their cause. 
 
1. Yahuwah’s Name was replaced with Adonai:   
“And thenceforth priests ceased to bless Israel with the 
name of Jehovah,  
but used "Adonai" (the Lord).”  
Babylonian Talmud - TRACT YOMAH (DAY OF 
ATONEMENT).  
CHAPTER IV.  Pg. 60   
 
2. It was forbidden to speak the ‘Divine Name’ during 
prayer for mealtime:   
“nor may the persons who join to say grace after meals 
mention the Divine name.”  
Babylonian Talmud - TRACT MEGILLA. CHAPTER III. Pg. 
64 
 
 
3. The Name of Yahuwah was not to be spoken outside 
the Temple:   
“Jehovah" must not be pronounced outside of the Temple.” 
Babylonian Talmud - TRACT YOMAH.  
CHAPTER VII.  Pg. 100   
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4. Anyone who spoke the “Divine Name” was guilty of 
blasphemy:   
“MISHNA VI.: A blasphemer is not guilty, unless he 
mentioned the proper name of God (Jehovah).”   
TRACT SANHEDRIN (SUPREME COUNCIL). CHAPTER 
VII. Pg. 166 -  RULES AND  
REGULATIONS CONCERNING HOW THE EXAMINATION 
CONCERNING BLASPHEMY  
SHOULD BE CONDUCTED.   
 
 
 
5. Whoever spoke the “Divine Name” was guilty and the 
punishment was death:  
“To what purpose is this written? It reads earlier [ibid. 16]: 
"But he that pronounced the name of the Lord  
shall be put to death"... So is the decree of R. Mair. The 
sages, however, maintain: For the unique proper  
Name death is the punishment; and for the ‘pseudonyms’ 
(Elohim, Eloah, El, Shadai, ETC.) it is only a  
warning by a negative commandment, and the punishment is 
as for the transgression of a negative  
commandment.”   
Babylonian Talmud - CHAPTER VII.  Pg. 166.  HOW THE 
EXAMINATION CONCERNING  
BLASPHEMY SHOULD BE CONDUCTED.   
 
6. According to the Talmud, if you are not a Jew, you are 
the ‘children of Noah’. Children of Noah are  
not permitted to speak the ‘Divine Name’ or the pseudonyms 
of Yahuwah, this includes, Elohim,  
Eloah, El, Shadai; just to name a few:   
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“(Says the Gemara:) Itz'hak of Navha differs with R. Maisha, 
who said: One of the children of Noah, who  
blasphemed God by any of His pseudonyms (Elohim, Eloah, 
El, Shaddai, ETC.) whatsoever is guilty, and  
is put to death, even according to the rabbis.” Babylonian 
Talmud - CHAPTER VII.  Pg. 167.  HOW THE  
EXAMINATION CONCERNING BLASPHEMY SHOULD BE 
CONDUCTED.   
 
 
 
7. Prohibition of speaking the name of Yahuwah even 
when written in Scripture:   
“265:1 It is PROHIBITED TO MENTION THE NAME OF 
JEHOVAH as it is written, and we read it  
with the expression "Adonay." see a footnote in Chapter VII. 
We have to add thereto, that none of the  
Jews—not even the reformers of that time--dared to mention 
this Holy Name as it is written, and  
wherever it was mentioned they read it "Adonay."   
Babylonian Talmud – Footnotes: END OF TRACT 
SANHEDRIN, PART II. (HAGGADA), AND OF  
VOLUME XVI.   
 
 
 
 
8. The guilty to be burned, and their family punished 
because the Name of Yahuwah is expressed  
instead of Adonai:   
“Hanina b. Tradian was then brought before them and 
questioned why he occupied himself with the  
Torah, and he answered: Because I am so commanded by 
the Lord my God. The decree was then rendered  
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that he should be burned, his wife killed, and his daughter to 
be taken to the house of prostitutes. [He to  
be burned, because he used to express the name Jehovah 
as it is written (and not Adonai as it is to be read  
instead),”   
Babylonian Talmud - TRACT ABUDA ZARA (IDOLATRY).  
CHAPTER I.  Pg. 31 a lesson taught by  
the rabbis. 
 
 
 
“And now, O priests, this command is for you. “If you do not 
hear, and if you do not take it to heart, to give esteem to My 
Name,” said Yahweh of hosts, “I shall send a curse upon 
you, and I shall curse  your blessings. And indeed, I have 
cursed them, because you do not take it to heart. “See, I 
shall rebuke your seed, and scatter dung before your faces, 
the dung of your festivals. And you shall be taken away with 
it.”  Malachi 2:1-3  
 
“I SHALL ANNOUNCE YOUR NAME TO MY BROTHERS, 
IN THE MIDST OF THE  CONGREGATION I SHALL SING 
PRAISE TO YOU.”  Hebrews 2:12   
  
“AND I SHALL SET APART MY GREAT NAME, WHICH 
HAS BEEN PROFANED  AMONG [IN THE MIDST OF] 
THE GENTILES, WHICH YOU HAVE PROFANED IN 
THEIR  MIDST. AND THE GENTILES SHALL KNOW THAT 
I AM Yahweh,” declares the Master Yahweh, “when I am set-
apart in you before their eyes.  Ezekiel 36:23 
 
Malachi 1:6 despise My Name,” second, they “1:7 are 
presenting defiled food on My altar.”  
Thirdly, they “1:8 present the blind as a slaughtering… 
and the lame and sick…” 
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 How have we despised Your Name?” 
 
Isaiah 52:5…  
“And now, what have I here,” declares Yahuwah , “that My 
people are taken away for naught? Those  who rule over 
them make them wail,” declares Yahuwah , “and MY NAME 
IS DESPISED (BLASPHEMED) all day continually.” 
“Therefore MY PEOPLE SHALL KNOW MY NAME, in that 
day, for I am the One who is speaking. See, it is I.”   
Isaiah 52:6  
 
Question: How can you blaspheme a name if you don’t 
know it. Unless we are calling Him something that is not His 
name. In the first part of Isaiah 52 Yahweh is saying that 
people are blaspheming His name all day long, and then He 
turns around and says that His people SHALL know His 
name. Meaning people are ignorantly calling Him by some 
other name. 
 
The Century Bible, Volume 1, pages 90-91, tells us the 
following. 
“Some time after the return from the Captivity, and before 
the beginning of the Christian Era, the Yahdaim (Jews) came 
to believe (tradition) that the Holy Name Yahweh was too 
sacred to be uttered on ordinary occasions. It was said 
(tradition) to be pronounced by the High Priest on the Day of 
Atonement. At other times, when any one read or quoted 
aloud from what is called the Old Testament, the titles 
"Adonay", "Lord," and “God” was usually substituted for 
YAHWEH (by tradition), and similarly the LXX (Septuagint 
Version) has Kurios, the Vulgate dominus, and the e.v. lord, 
where the Hebrew has YAHWEH. Hebrew was originally 
written without vowels, but when the "vowel points" were 
added, the vowels of "Adonay" or "Elohim" were written 
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(according to tradition adding titles instead of The Name) 
with YAHWEH, as a direction that these words were to be 
read instead of the word whose consonants were YHVH 
pronounced YAHWEH; thus we find the combinations 
YeHoWaH and YeHoWiH in error. At the Reformation, the 
former being the more usual, was sometimes used as the 
Name of the (Mighty One) of Israyl, and owing to ignorance 
of its history was misread as "Jehovah," a form which has 
established itself in English, but does not give the 
pronunciation of the Holy Name it represents.” 
 
Many people go through life calling Yahweh “Lord” or  “God” 
thinking that is His name. But even Paul says,  
” For though there be that are called gods, whether 
in heaven or in earth, (as there be gods many, 
and lords many,) But to us there is but one God, 
the Father, of whom are all things, and we in 
him; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all 
things, and we by him.” 1 Cor. 8:5,6 
 
When we call God “Lord” it is like calling me or you 
“Mr.” Mr. is a generic title. If I said MR. John Smith, 
now, you know who I’m talking about.  If I tell a 
pagan praise the Lord. He will think, Lord who? “lord 
maitreya” or “lord Krishna”? No! He needs to know it 
is the Lord Yahweh Almighty. I’m not saying that any 
one is sinning by saying “Lord” or “God” I am just 
saying I think our heavenly Father would like to hear 
his children actually praise His name.:) 
Even back in the days when Jesus walked the earth 
he had to make known His fathers name to the 
disciples, because, even back then, the scribes and 
pharisees where trying to hide it.  
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“I have manifested thy name unto the men which 
thou gavest me out of the world: thine they were, 
and thou gavest them me; and they have kept thy 
word…. And now I am no more in the world, but 
these are in the world, and I come to thee. Holy 
Father, keep through thine own name those whom 
thou hast given me, that they may be one, as we 
are…. While I was with them in the world, I kept 
them in thy name: those that thou gavest me I 
have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of 
perdition; that the scripture might be fulfilled.” John 
17:6,11,12 
 
 
Yet, the Name Yahweh is the only Name Yahweh Himself 
has given us by which He wishes to be remembered: 
If you look up the greek name “LORD” in your Bibles you will 
find that it actually means Yahweh. Most people do not know 
that. How sad to go through life never knowing the name of 
the one who redeemed you, through His Son. All because 
most pastor’s don’t think it is that important or they don’t 
know themselves. 
 
“And Elohim said moreover unto Moses, Thus shall you say 
unto the children of Israel, Yahweh, Elohim of your fathers, 
the Elohim of Abraham, the Elohim of Isaac, and the Elohim 
of Jacob, has sent me unto you: this [is] my name for ever, 
and this [is] my memorial unto all generations.” Exodus 3:15. 
 
Joel 2:32: And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall 
call on the name of YAH shall be delivered.... 
Act 2:(16,17,21) but this is that which hath been spoken by 
the prophet Joel;  .... in the last days, saith THE ALMIGHTY 
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that whosoever shall call on the name of the YAH shall be 
saved. 
Romans 10:13 for, Whosoever shall call upon the name YAH 
shall be saved. 
Acts 4:10,12: be it known unto you all, and to all the people 
of Israel, that in the name of Yahshua Hamashia of 
Nazareth, whom ye crucified, whom YAH raised from the 
dead....And in none other is there salvation: for neither is 
there any other name under heaven, that is given among 
men, wherein we must be saved. 
 
Smith's Bible Dictionary, 1872 Edition, states the 
following: 
The substitution of the word Lord is most (sad); for, while it in 
no way represents the meaning of the Sacred Name, the 
mind has constantly to guard against a confusion with its 
lower uses, and, above all, the direct personal hearing of the 
Name on the revelation of YAHWEH...is injuriously out of 
sight. 
 
Unger's Bible Dictionary, on page 665, says: 
Lord (Hebrew, Adon), an early word denoting ownership; 
hence, absolute control. It is not properly a divine title.  The 
Jews, out of a superstitious reverence for the Name 
Yahweh, always, in reading, pronounce Adonai (lord) 
whereYahweh is written. 
 
 
The Encyclopedia Judaica, Volume 7, pages 680-682, 
sums it all up rather well, as you can see for yourself. 
“YHWH. The personal name of the God of Israel is written in 
the Hebrew Bible with the four consonants yhwh and is 
referred to as the "Tetragrammaton". At least until the 
destructions of the First Temple in 586 b.c.e., this name 
was regularly pronounced with its proper vowels, as is 
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clear from the *Lachish Letters, written shortly before that 
date. But at least by the third century b.c.e., the 
pronunciation of the name yhwh was avoided, and 
Adonai, "the Lord", was substituted for it, as evidenced 
by the use of the Greek word Kyrios, "Lord", for yhwh in the 
Septuagint, the translation of the Hebrew Scriptures that was 
begun by Greek-speaking Jews in that century. Where the 
combined form *Adonai yhwh occurs in the Bible, this was 
read as *Adonai *Elohim, "Lord God". In the early Middle 
Ages, when the consonantal text of the Bible was supplied 
with vowels points to faciliate its correct traditional reading, 
the vowel points for 'Adonai with one variation - a sheva with 
the first yod of YHWH instead of the hataf-patah under the 
aleph of 'Adonai were used for YHWH, thus producing the 
form Yehowah. When Christian scholars of Europe first 
began to study Hebrew, they did not understand what this 
really meant, and they introduced the hybrid name 
"Jehovah". In order to avoid pronouncing even the sacred 
name *Adonai for YHWH, the custom was later introduced of 
saying simply in Hebrew ha-Shem (or Aramaic Shemc, "the 
Name") even in such an expression as "Blessed be he that 
cometh in the name of YHWH" (Ps. 118:26).” 
 
 
Webster’s New World Dictionary, Second College 
Edition 1986, pages 835-836, defines the words  
lord-Lord- Lords. 
lord (lôrd) n. [ME. < OE. hlaford< earlier hlafweard < 
hlaf (cf. LOAF1) + weard (cf. WARD, WARDEN) : basic 
sense__‘‘loaf keeper’’ (i.e., one who feeds dependents) : 
some senses infl. by use as transl. of L. dominus] 1. a 
person having great power and authority: ruler; master 
2. the owner and head of a feudal estate 3. one's husband: 
now humorous 4. [L-] (a) God (with the except in direct 
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address) (b) Jesus Christ (often with Our) 5. in Great 
Britain (a) a nobleman holding the rank of baron, 
viscount, earl, or marquess; member of the House of 
Lords (b) a man who by courtesy or because of his office 
is given the title of Lord, as a bishop, the son of a duke, 
or a Lord Mayor 6. [L-] [pl.] the House of Lords in the 
British Parliament (usually with the) 7. [L-] in Great 
Britain, the title of a lord, variously used: as Earl of 
Leicester, John Doe would be called Lord Leicester; as a 
baron, John, Lord Doe; as the son of a marquess or duke, 
Lord John Doe__interj. [often L-] an exclamation of 
surprise or irritation__vi. to act like a lord; rule: chiefly 
in the phrase lord it (over), to act in an overbearing, 
dictatorial manner (toward)__vt. [Now Rare] to make a 
lord of. 
 
The same dictionary says on page 559, we find the 
meanings of the words god-God. 
 
god (gäd, gôd) n. [ME. < OE., akin to G. gott, Goth. guth, 
prob. < IE. base *ghau-, to call out to, invoke, whence 
Sans. havate, (he) calls upon] 1. any of various beings 
conceived of as supernatural, immortal, and having 
special powers over the lives and affairs of people and the 
course of nature; deity, esp. a male deity 2. an image that 
is worshiped: idol 3. a person or thing deified or 
excessively honored and admired__[G-] in monotheistic 
religions, the creator and ruler of the universe, regarded 
as eternal, infinite, all-powerful, and all-knowing; Supreme 
Being; Almighty. Often used in exclamations [good God! God 
almighty! my God!] 
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Robert Pfeiffer, in his Introduction to the Old Testament, 
supplies more information: 
“To avoid the utterance of the name Yahweh, both before 
and after the adoption of the qere, other devices were 
employed. In some cases adonay was written in the text (so 
in Dan. 9:9 where the Babylonians wrote YHWH); in Pss. 42-
83 elohim (deity) is substituted for Yahweh; in Am. 5:16 
adonay (missing in the lxx) and in Ps. 59:5 (H. 59:6); 80:4, 
19 (H. 80:5, 20); 84:8 (H. 84:9) elohim are interlinear 
substitutes for yhwh, which were mechanically copied into 
the text (see W.R. Arnold, Ephod and Ark, pp. 31, 38, 145-
147). We even find in the text late substitutes for Yahweh: 
"Heaven" (Dan. 4:26 [H. 4:23]; cf. Is. 14:13, lxx; the Kingdom 
of "Heaven" in Matthew) and "the Name" (Lev. 24:11, 16). In 
the Aramaic portions of Daniel 2-7, not only are substitutes 
for Yahweh regularly employed, but the verbal form 
YeHeWeH (he is or will be), which occurs regularly in the 
Elephantine papyri, to avoid confusion with the ineffable 
name YHWH was changed to LeHeWeH (similarly the 
plurals lehewon, lehewyah). Long after the introduction of 
the qere "Lord" for YHWH (6,823 times in the Old Testament 
according to the Masora), but before a.d. 500, vulgar 
expressions in the text, as we have seen, were removed by 
substituting a euphemism in the reading (qere). Equally 
ancient are the instances of "read but not written" and 
"written but not read" listed above.” 
 
 
Joseph Bryant Rotherham, in The Emphasized Bible; 
A New Translation, 1902, in the Introduction, the 
Incommunicable Name, says Yahweh’s Name was 
suppressed. 
The Name Suppressed: THE FACT 
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“It is willingly admitted that the suppression has not been 
absolute; at least so far as Hebrew and English are 
concerned. The Name, in its four essential letters (YHWH), 
was reverently transcribed by the Hebrew copyist, and 
therefore was necessarily placed before the eye of the 
Hebrew reader. The latter, however, was instructed not to 
pronounce it, but to utter instead a less sacred 
name__ADONAY or ELOHIM. In this way The 
Name was not suffered to reach the ear of the listener. To 
that degree it was suppressed. The Septuagint, or ancient 
Greek version (LXX), made the concealment complete by 
regularly substituting Kurios; as the Vulgate, in like manner, 
employed Dominius; both Kurios and Dominus having at the 
same time their own proper service to render as correctly 
answering to the Hebrew ADONAY, confessedly meaning 
Lord. The English versions do nearly the same things, in 
rendering The Name as LORD, and occasionally GOD; 
these terms also having their own rightful office to fill as fitly 
representing the Hebrew titles Adonay and Elohim and El, so 
that the Tetragrammaton is nearly hidden in our public 
English versions. 
The Immediate Consequences of the Suppression: 
(i.) Partly literary, though more than that. Reference is here 
made to the confusion into which many things are thrown 
through this abnormal state of things. ‘Baal’ is ‘lord’, and so 
is ‘Adon’ (Adonay)__that is distressing; but why add to the 
embarrassment by rendering YHWH also as ‘Lord’? Worst of 
all is the confusion when ‘Y’ and Adonay occur together, as 
they do many times in the Book of Ezekiel (Yechetzqyah). 
Inasmuch as to say, ‘Lord LORD’ for ‘Adonay Y’, was too 
grotesque and misleading (positively false to the ear), the 
new device had to be resorted to of rendering this 
combination by ‘Lord GOD’__‘GOD’ in this case, and not 
‘Lord’ at all, standing for The Name. Even YH (the shorter 
form) and YHWH (the full form) of the tetragrammaton, 
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coming together, caused a dilemma; though in these 
instances, the acuteness of the trouble compelled 
the adoption of a partial remedy, and ‘the LORD JEHOVAH; 
is the result. ‘Confusion’, then, is a term not a whit too 
strong to apply to these varying devices. No wonder that 
even intelligent and educated people are continually 
forgetting what they have heard or read concerning so 
involved a matter.” 
 
 
 
 
The Interpreter’s Dictionary, 1962, Volume 4, page 923, 
says: 
‘YAHWEH__The vocalization of the four consonants of the 
Israelite name for the Creator, which scholars believe to ap. 
proximate the original pronunciation.’  
 
James Moffatt in his translation, The Bible: A New 
Translation, 1935, Harper and Brothers, informs us in 
his introduction: ‘Strictly speaking this ought to be rendered 
‘Yahweh’ which is familiar to modern readers in the 
erroneous form of ‘Jehovah’. Were this version intended for 
students of the original, there would be no hesitation 
whatever in printing ‘Yahweh’. 
 
The Encyclopedia Judaica, 1972, Volume 7, page 680, 
states emphatically: 
‘The true pronunciation of the Name YHWH was never 
lost. Several early Greek writers of the Christian Church 
testify that the Name was pronounced ‘‘Yahweh’’. 
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The Encyclopedia Britanica, Volume 23, page 867, 
confirms the fact that the proper, original Name Yahweh 
was replaced with common substitutes: 
YAHWEH, the proper name of the God of Israel; it is 
composed of four consonants (YHWH) in Hebrew and is 
therefore called the tetragrammaton...The name Yahweh 
later ceased to be used by the Jews for two somewhat 
contradictory reasons. As Judaism began to become a 
universal religion, the proper name Yahweh tended to be 
replaced by the common noun Elohim, meaning "God," 
which could apply to foreign deities and therefore could be 
used to demonstrate the universal sovereignty of Israel's 
God over all others. At the same time, the divine name was 
increasingly regarded as too sacred to be uttered, for fear of 
profanation, and in the synagogue ritual it was replaced by 
Adonai ("my Lord"), which was translated Kyrios ("Lord") in 
the Septuagint. The occurence of the four sacred letters in 
the text of the Bible itself could not be thus replaced, but the 
same fear of profanation caused Masoretes (6th-8th 
centuries a.d.) to change the pronunciation by replacing the 
vowels (which in Hebrew are marked beneath or above the 
consonants if not omitted altogether) with the vowels of 
Adonai (or, more rarely, the vowels of Elohim). 
 
 
 
Unger’s Bible Dictionary on page 413,  
The definition of Baal. 
Baal (baal), common Canaanite word for “master, lord,” 
was one of the chief male deities of the Canaanite pantheon, 
now well-known from the religious epic literature 
discovered at Ras Shamra (ancient Ugarit of the 
Amarna Letters) from 1921-1937. Baal was the son of 
El, the father of the gods and the head of the Canaanite 
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pantheon, according to the tablets from Ugarit. He is also 
designated as “the son of Dagon” (Heb. dagan, “grain”), an 
ancient Canaanite and Mesopotamian deity associated with 
agriculture. Baal was thus the farm god who gave increase to 
family and field, flocks and herds. He was likewise 
identified with the storm-god Hadad whose voice could be 
heard in the reverberating thunder that accompanied rain, 
which was so necessary for the success of the crops.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Smith’s Bible Dictionary, 1872, states: 
“The substitution of the word Lord is most unfortunate; for, 
while it in no way represents the meaning of the Sacred 
Name, the mind has constantly to guard against a confusion 
with its lower uses, and, above all, the direct personal hearing 
of the Name on the revelation of Yahweh...is injuriously out of 
sight.” 
 
 
Jeremiah 23:27 
Which think to cause my people to forget my name by their 
dreams which they tell every man to his neighbour, as their 
fathers have forgotten my name for Baal. 
 
 
There are a few more things I would like to hit on, but I 
know many people are like the old wine skin. I don’t want 
you to burst. I know that many revivals, and the power of 
God has been brought by people crying out to the Lord. 
What about those that have not known the Lord birth name? 
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Let me ask you a question, you are walking on a beach and 
you hear someone yelling to you for help because they are 
drowning. They hell “hey you! Help!” Would you ignore them 
because they don’t know your name? Of course not, they 
were yelling to “YOU”. Your compassion compelled you to 
save them, despite the fact they may not have not known 
your true name. With that we will go on. Please keep an 
open mind and remember the Jesuits have infiltrated more 
than you know. 
 
 
 
When Jesus was born we must remember that the angel 
said his name shall be called “Yashua.” The name Jesus 
had not been created yet. It was not until the late 1400’s to 
1500’s that the letter J was even created. Even the early 
King James translated Jesus name as, iesus. So how come 
so many changes? When we translate today from Hebrew 
Yashua to English it turns to Joshua, not Jesus. Strange 
indeed! 
 
We did not even have the letter J until the late 14th and 15 
Century. Yet Yashua in His great mercy, has been 
answering us and moving through that name. Think about it 
for one second. None of the disciple ever heard the name of 
Jesus. Yashua and His mother marry never heard the name 
“Jesus” they could not have. They were all Hebrew speaking 
or Aramaic not Greek. This is a fact. They have now proven 
that the book of Matthew had first been written in Hebrew. 
Makes sense, it was written to Jews, by a Jew. 
 
 
 
The First Council of Nicaea and the "missing records"    Up 
until the First Council of Nicaea, the Roman aristocracy primarily 
worshipped two Greek gods_Apollo and Zeus_but the great bulk of 
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common people idolised either Julius Caesar or Mithras (The 
Romanised version of the Persian deity Mithra). Caesar was deified 
by the Roman Senate after his death (15 March 44 bc) and 
subsequently venerated as "the Divine Julius". The word "Saviour" 
was affixed to his name, its literal meaning being "one who sows the 
seed", i.e., he was a phallic god. Julius Caesar was hailed as "God 
made manifest and universal Saviour of human life", and his 
successor Augustus was called the "ancestral God and Saviour of 
the whole human race" (Man and his Gods, Homer Smith, Little, 
Brown & Co., Boston, 1952). Emperor Nero (54-68), whose original 
name was Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus (37-68), was immortalised 
on his coins as the "Saviour of mankind" (ibid.). The Divine Julius as 
Roman Saviour and "Father of the Empire" was considered "God" 
among the Roman rabble for more than 300 years. He was the deity 
in some Western presbyters' texts, but was not recognised in 
Eastern or Oriental writings.   Constantine's intention at Nicaea was 
to create an entirely new god for his empire who would unite all 
religious factions under one deity. Presbyters were asked to debate 
and decide who their new god would be. Delegates argued among 
themselves, expressing personal motive for inclusion of particular 
writings that promoted the finer traits of their own special deity. 
Throughout the meeting, howling factions were immersed in heated 
debates, and the names of 53 gods were tabled for discussion. "As 
yet, no God had been selected by the council, and so they balloted 
in order to determine that matter... For one year and five months the 
balloting lasted..." (God's Book of Eskra, Prof. S.L. MacGuire's 
translation, Salisbury, 1922, chapter xlviii, paragraphs 36, 41).   At 
the end of that time, Constantine returned to the gathering to 
discover that the presbyters had not agreed on a new deity but had 
balloted down to a short list of five prospects: Caesar, Krishna, 
Mithra, Horus and Zeus (Historia Ecclesiastica, Eusebius, c. 325). 
Constantine was the ruling spirit at Nicaea and he ultimately decided 
upon a new god for them. To involve British factions, he ruled that 
the name of the Druid god, Hesus, be joined with the Eastern 
Saviour-god, Krishna (Krishna is Sanskrit for Christ), and thus Hesus 
Krishna would be the official name of the new Roman god. A vote 
was taken and it was with a majority show of hands (161 votes to 
157) that both divinities become one God. Following long-standing 
heathen custom, Constantine used the official gathering and the 
Roman apotheosis decree to legally deify two deities as one, and did 
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so by democratic consent. A new god was proclaimed and "officially" 
ratified by Constantine (Acta Concilii Nicaeni, 1618). That purely 
political act of deification effectively and legally placed Hesus and 
Krishna among the Roman gods as one individual composite. That 
abstraction lent Earthly existence to amalgamated doctrines of the 
Empire's new religion; and because there was no letter "J" in 
alphabets until around the ninth century, the name subsequently 
evolved into "Jesus Christ". Nexus Magazine, Volume 14, Number 4  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Webster's New World Dictionary: "J, j, 1. the tenth letter of 
the English alphabet: Formerly a variant of I, i, in the 
seventeenth century it became established as a consonant 
only, as in Julius, originally spelled Iulius. 
 A variant of I, i, so let's go to the dictionary again, this time 
under i:  "the ninth letter of the English alphabet: Via Latin 
from the Greek iota, a modification of the Phoenician 
(Semitic, yodh, a hand)."  
 
 
The Dictionary of New Testament Theology, Volume 2, pages 
330-331, gives us more information about this widely accepted, yet 
incorrect name. 

  OT Ie-sous is the Gk. form of the OT Jewish name Ye-šûa`, arrived 
at by transcribing the Heb. and adding an -s to the nom. to facilitate 
declension. Ye-šûa` (Joshua) seems to have come into general use 
about the time of the Babylonian exile in place of the older Yehôsûa . 
The LXX rendered both the ancient and more recent forms of the 
name uniformly as Ie-sous... It is the oldest name containing the 
devine name Yahweh, and means "Yahweh is help" or "Yahweh is 
salvation" (cf. the vb. yasa`, help, save). Joshua also appears in one 
post-exilic passage in the Heb. ot (Neh. 8:17) as Ye-šûa` the son of 
Nun, and not as in the older texts Yehôšoa. 
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Original 1611 KJV Book of Luke 4:27

27
And many lepers were in Israel in the time of Elizeus the 

Prophet: and none of them was cleansed, sauing Naaman the 

Syrian.

____________________________________________________

The Encyclopedia Dictionary of the Bible, by Louis Hartman, 
pages 1141-1142, shows us this:

Jesus. This name in english is a transcription of the Latin Jesus, 
which represents the Greek form, of the Hebrew name, ye!-a` (à 
Jesua), itself a late form, by vowel dissimilation, of yo!-a` (Jesua), a
contracted form of y

e
hos-a` , "Yahweh is salvation."

“It is known that the Greek name endings with sus, seus, 
and sous were attached by the Greeks to names and 
geographical areas as means to give honor to their supreme 
deity, Zeus."
Dictionary of Christian Lore and Legend

"This name of the true Messiah, Yahshua, being Hebrew, 
was objectionable to the Greeks and Romans, who hated 
the Judeans (Jews), and so it was deleted from the records, 
and a new name inserted.  Yahshua was thus replaced by 
Ie-Sous (hail Zeus), now known to us as Jesus."
-The Origin of Christianity by A.B. Traina
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"It is interesting to note - that throughout  his life - Christ 
never did hear himself  being called by that name - 
"Jesus"...." - "Man’s Great Adventure,"  by Edwin W. 
Pharlow, professor of history,  Ohio State University. 
 
 
 
 
"It is simply amazing to think that all these years, hundreds 
of years, mankind has been calling the Saviour by the wrong 
name!! It's hard to give up the name of Jesus because it's so 
deeply ingrained in us and much has been said and done in 
that name." 
-Gospel of The Kingdom True Names and Title Dr. Henry 
Clifford Kinley 1931 - Ohio USA 
 
 
 
 
"In the 1611 KJ New Testament the name Yahshua 
appeared originally wherever the Messiah was spoken of.  
Yahshua means “Yahweh is Salvation”.  Later the Messiah's 
name was replaced with Iesus (Greek) which later in the 
1600's it became Jesus starting with the new English letter 
"J" which was introduced at that time.  Further, the Greek 
"Iesus" comes from the name Zeus, the ruling God in the 
Greek pantheon." 
-Gospel of The Kingdom True Names and Title Dr. Henry 
Clifford Kinley 1931 - Ohio USA 
 
So as you can see the Vatican has tried to give us pagan 
rituals, holydays, doctrines and different names. I believe 
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this Vatican is truly the Great Whore of Revelation. She has 
for the most part put most of the true church to sleep. But 
she is waking up, and lifting up her voice. But the Vatican 
has not stopped with trying to control the Churches, she is 
also trying to control the world governments. She is powerful 
enough to do it. She has been using the Jesuits to infiltrate 
every area of government. How did the Jesuits get this 
power? They got it through the shadow government. 
 
 
 

The Shadow Government 

There is a church of darkness, just as there is a church of 

light. We serve Christ and follow him. But it is also true 

that there are those that serve Satan and follow him. We 

are told by Christ not to entangle ourselves in the affairs 

of this life. Jesus said if my kingdom was of this world 

my servants would fight. So we focus on preaching the 

gospel in truth. Satan’s followers however live in 

darkness and spread their lies with deception and 

trickery. They are taught to infiltrate places of power, 

government, media, pharmaceutical, the churches and 

more. The Jesuits/Freemasons (Illuminati) have held to 

many ancient occult teachings from the past. They 
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believe that Apollo (other wise known as Osiris or 

Nimrod), will return to usher in the New World Order. 

The Masons believe that the tower of Babel was the true 

origin of their religion. They look at Nimrod as the first 

Mason.  

The Aztecs, Egyptians and Mayans believe that around 

Dec. of 2012 the enlightened ones will return. The 

Illuminati was founded in Ingolstalt, Germany in 1776 by 

Adam Weishaupt. Weishaupt was a high priest Satanist 

and Catholic Jesuit priest. The Illuminati was created for 

one reason and that was to prepare the world for a 

socialistic satanic, one world government. Why? Because 

they are looking forward to the return of  their messiah 

Osiris, (Nimrod reincarnated).  

“The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; 

let it never appear in any place in its own name, but 

always covered by another name, and another 

occupation.” Adam Weishaupt  in John Robison’s book 

“proofs of a Conspiracy” 1793 
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The goals of the Illuminati are to: 

1. Abolition of all ordered government 

2. Abolition of all private property 

3. Abolition of inheritance 

4. Abolition of patriotism 

5. Abolition of all religion 

6. Abolition of the family (Marriage, morality and the 

proper education of children) 

7. Creation of a world government. 

It is an interesting fact that the above list is also found 

almost word for word in Karl Marx’s book the 

communist manifesto. Many people do not realize that 

Karl Marx was a high priest of Satan. 

In Illuminati eventually merged into the freemasonry 

after almost being exposed. The freemasons and the 

Illuminati were both founded for the same reasons and 

with the same goals. Albert Pike was a Satanist, as well 

as a leading member of the masons. 
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In 1798 George Washington warned of the Illuminati in a 

letter he wrote to G. W. Snyder which said: 

 “It is not my intention to doubt that the doctrine of the 

Illuminati and the principles of Jacobinism had not 

spread in the United States. On the contrary, no one is 

more satisfied of this fact than I am…The idea I meant to 

convey was that I did not believe the Lodges of 

Freemasons in this country had, as societies, endeavored 

to propagate the diabolical tenets. That individuals of 

them may have done it, or that the founder or instruments 

employed to found the democratic societies in the United 

State may have had this object and actually a separation 

of the people from their government in view, is too 

evident to be questioned.” Published by the U.S. 

Government printing office, 1941, Vol. 20 Pg.518 

We have even more proof that the higher levels of 

Masons are totally satanic. (Those that are above 33 

degree) Manly P. Hall, Master Mason, said: 

 “The day has come when Fellow Craftsman (Freemason) 

must know and apply their knowledge. The lost key to 
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their grade is the mastery of emotion, which places the 

energy of the universe at their disposal. Man can only 

expect to be entrusted with great power by proving his 

ability to use it constructively and selflessly. When the 

Mason learns that the key to the warrior on the block is 

the proper application of the dynamo of living power, he 

has learned the mystery of his craft. The seething 

energies of Lucifer are in his hands, and before he may 

step onward and upward, he must prove his ability to 

properly apply energy. He must follow in the footsteps of 

his forefather, Tubal-Cain, who with the mighty strength 

of the war god hammered his sword into a plowshare.” 

Manly P. Hall, 33rd Degree Mason, K.T., The Lost Keys 

of Freemasonry or The Secret of Hiram Abiff   

Alice Bailey a world leader in the New Age movement 

spoke of the Masons through his spirit guide Master D.K. 

in his book “The Externalization of the Hierarchy,”  “the 

Masonic Fraternity…is… the home of the Mysteries, and 

the seat of the initiation… It is a far more occult 

organization that can be realized and is intended to be the 
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training school for the coming advanced occultists...” 

Master D.K. goes on to say, “Mysteries will be restored 

to outer expression through the medium of the Church 

and the Masonic Fraternity…When the Great One comes 

with His disciples and initiates, we shall have the 

restoration of the Mysteries…” Pg.511 

(source: http://contenderministries.org) 

Did you catch that fraise? “When the Great One comes 

with his disciples and initiates…” Who is this great one 

they are referring  to and who are his disciples that will 

be coming with him? Keep this in mind as we continue to 

press forward. 

There is so much proof that these organizations are 

satanic that I will have no problem exposing their evil 

works. I have studied secret occult societies for a number 

of years now and I believe that these are satans forces 

that will prepare the way for the Anti-Christ to step in 

and take control of the world. The Freemasons adore the 

image of Baphomet (a half man & half goat image) This 
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image Is found among many Satanic articles and 

writings. Albert Pike says about this Baphomet: 

“The Gnostics held that if (universal agent) composed the 

igneous (pertaining to fire) body of the Holy Spirit, and it 

was adored in the secret rites of the Sabbat of the Temple 

under the hieroglyphic figure of Baphomet or the 

hermaphroditic goat of Mendes.” Pike, op. cit., pg. 

734,teaching of the 28 Degree 

“Satanic ritual is a blend of Gnostic, Cabbalistic, 

Hermetic, and Masonic elements, incorporating 

nomenclature and vibratory words of power from every 

mythos,….Masonic orders have contained the most 

influential men in many governments, and virtually every 

occult order has many Masonic roots. (Anton Szandor 

LaVey, The Satanic Rituals, Avon Books 1972, p.21, 78) 

Note: Anton LaVey was a student of Alister Crowley. 

Crowley was the father of modern Satanism, and also the 

author of the satanic bible. 
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In Pikes book Morals and Dogma, on page 567, Pike 

blasphemes God by calling the creator of Adam the  

“Prince of Darkness. Albert Pike was also the founder of 

the KKK, just in case you wanted to know. 

Even D.L. Moody warned against the Freemasons,  

“I do not see how any Christian, most of all a Christian 

minister, can go into these secret lodges with unbelievers. 

They say they can have more influence for good, but I 

say that they can have more influence for good by staying 

out of them and reproving their evil deeds. You can never 

reform anything by unequally yoking yourself to ungodly 

men. True reformers separate themselves from the world. 

But, some say to me, if you talk that way you will drive 

all the members of secret societies out of your meetings 

and out of your churches. But what if I did? Better men 

will take their places. Give them the truth anyway, and if 

they would rather leave their churches than their lodges, 

the sooner they get out of their churches the better. I 

would rather have ten members who are separated from 

the world than a thousand such members! Come out from 
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the lodge. Better one with God than a thousand without 

Him! We must walk with God, and if only one or two go 

with us, it is all right. Do not let down the standard to suit 

men who love their secret lodges or have some darling 

sin they will not give up!" 

Charles Finney speaks out against Freemasonry in his book 
“The Antichrist of the Masonic Society”. On page 139 he 
says,  
“God hold the church and every branch of it, responsible 
for its opinions and actions in accordance with the best 
light, which, in His providence, is afforded them. 
"While Masonry was a secret, the church had no light, and 
no responsibility respecting it ... Hence God did not require 
the church to bear any testimony on the subject as long as 
Masonry was secret. "Freemasonry is now revealed. It is no 
longer a secret from any who wish to be informed. 
"Since these revelations (the rituals) have been made, and 
both the church and the world can know what Masonry 
really is, God demands, and the world has a right to expect, 
that the church will take due action and bear a truthful 
testimony in respect to this institution. She cannot now 
innocently hold her peace. The light has come. Fidelity to 
God, and to the souls of men, require that the church, which 
is the light of the world, should speak out, and should take 
such actions as will plainly reveal her views of the 
compatibility or incompatibility of Freemasonry with the 
Christian religion. 
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"...How can we fail to pronounce Freemasonry an anti-
Christian institution? .. Its morality is unchristian, ... its 
oath-bound secrecy is unchristian, .. taking of its oaths are 
unchristian, ... Masonic oaths pledge its members to 
commit most unlawful and unchristian acts, deliver each 
other from difficulty whether right or wrong, favor 
Masonry in political action and business transactions, 
sworn to retaliated, to persecute unto death the violators of 
Masonic obligations, ...its oaths are profane, the taking of 
the name of God in vain, ...the penalties of these oaths are 
barbarous and even savage, ...its teachings are false and 
profane, ...its design is partial and selfish, ...it is an 
enormous falsehood. 
"Every local branch of the Church of Christ is bound to 
examine this subject, and pronounce upon this institution, 
according to the best light they can get. God does not allow 
individuals, or churches, (or pastors), to withhold action, 
and the expression of the opinion, until other churches are 
as enlightened as themselves. 
"If churches who are known to have examined the subject 
withhold their testimony; if they continue to receive 
persistent and intelligent Freemasons; if they leave the 
public to infer that they see nothing in Freemasonry 
inconsistent with a creditable profession of the Christian 
religion, it will be justly inferred by other branches of the 
church, and by the world, that there is nothing in it so bad, 
so dangerous and unchristian as to call for their 
examination, action, and testimony. 
"It is almost universally conceded that persistent 
Freemasons, who continued to adhere and cooperate with 
them, ought not to be admitted to Christian churches." 
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The Illuminati lies hidden within the higher levels of 

masons. The Illuminati is so secret that almost all of the 

lower degree masons do not even believe they exist. 

Many lower level masons believe there organization is 

Christian, but one of the leading master masons confesses 

that they are luciferian: 

 “That which we must say to the crowd (non-masons and 

lower degrees) is: ‘we worship a god, but it is the god one 

adores without superstition. (Lucifer) Albert Pike 

“Instructions” July 14. 1889 23 Supreme Councils of the 

world.  

The Masons actually think they are the very first religion 

and the only one that holds the truth. In fact in almost all 

cults and many other religions you will find traces of 

Freemasonry.  

“It is true that Freemasonry is the parent of all religion.” 

(Frank C. Higgins, Ancient Free Masonry, pg. 10).  

William Cooper in his book “Behold a pale horse” says 

concerning the Masons, “Probably the most notorious 
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Freemason lodge is the P2 lodge in Italy. This group has 

been implicated in everything from bribery to 

assassinations. P2 is directly connected to the Vatican, 

the Knights of Malta, and to the U.S. Central Intelligence 

Agency. It is powerful and dangerous. The P2 lodge has 

succeeded in infiltrating the Vatican and has scored a 

coup of tremendous significance; the Pope, John Paul II, 

has lifted the ban against Freemasonry. Many high-level 

members of the Vatican are now Freemasons. I tell you 

now that Freemasonry is one of the most wicked and 

terrible organizations upon this earth. The Masons are 

major players in the struggle for world domination. The 

33rd Degree is split into two. One split contains the core 

of the Luciferian Illuminati and the other contains those 

who have no knowledge of it whatsoever. All of the 

intelligence officers that I worked for while in Naval 

Intelligence were Masons. As I stated before, I believe 

that my association with the DeMolay Society as a young 

adult may have been the reason that I was selected for 

Naval Security and Intelligence. However, that is only a 

guess.”  
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Note: Shortly after publishing his book, Mr. Cooper was 

killed in an effort to shut him up. Mr. Cooper also tried to 

warn people about 911 months before it happened. He 

believed it was the shadow government (Freemasons) 

that wanted to create a crisis, to cause the people to cry 

out for a new world order. 

The Illuminati has started many other organizations as 

fronts for their agenda down through the years. The skull 

& bones society at Yale University is a sister 

organization of the masons. Many of the skull & bones 

move on to join other organizations, also started by the 

Illuminati as fronts for their agenda. (a satanic, socialistic 

world order) These are the CFR, the Trilateral 

Commission, or the Builderburgs.  

“I think Skull and Bones has had slightly more success 

than the mafia in the sense that the leaders of the five 

families are all doing 100 years in jail, and the leaders of 

the Skull and Bones families are doing four and eight 

years in the White House,”  Ron Rosenbaum, columnist 
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for the New York Observer, quoted in CBS News' report 

on Skull & Bones, June 13, 2004 

“Yale (Skull and Bones) has influenced the Central 

Intelligence Agency more than any other university, 

giving the CIA the atmosphere of a class reunion.” 

- Gaddis Smith, Yale history professor 

The CFR was formed in 1921 by Edward Mandell House. 

Mr. Mandell House was a Marxist who wanted to bring 

the United States into a socialistic government. Financing 

for the CFR came from the Rockerfellers, J.P. Morgan, 

Paul Warburg and many others that have the same goals. 

Many of these same men where also used in the forming 

of the Federal Reserve. That should tell us something. 

Dan Smoat a former FBI agent in Washington D.C 

revealed what the true purpose of the CFR is: 

 “The ultimate aim of the CFR is to create a one world 

socialist system, and to make the U.S. an official part of 

it.”  
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The Illuminati through its many fronts like the CFR have 

infiltrated just about every area of influence in the public 

arena. Just about every major newspaper and television 

station in the world is controlled by this elite group of 

people. 

“The CFR not only has its members in the United States 

Government, but its influence has also spread to other 

vital areas of American life. According to Newell: “Its 

members have run, or are running, NBC and CBS, ‘The 

New York Times’, ‘The Washington Post’, ‘The Des 

Moines Register’, and many other important newspapers. 

The leaders of ‘Time’, ‘Newsweek’, ‘Fortune’, ‘Business 

Week’, and numerous other publications are CFR 

members. The organization’s members also dominate the 

academic world, top corporations, the huge tax-exempt 

foundations, labor unions, the military, and just about 

every segment of American life.” Source: 

www.prolognet.qc.ca/clyde/cfr.html   

"We are grateful to the Washington Post, The New York 

Times, Time Magazine and other great publications 
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whose directors have attended our meetings and 

respected their promises of discretion for almost forty 

years. It would have been impossible for us to develop 

our plan for the world if we had been subjected to the 

lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is 

now more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a 

world government. The supranational sovereignty of an 

intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to 

the national auto determination practiced in past 

centuries." David Rockefeller Baden-Baden, Germany 

1991 

Gary Kah in his book “En Route to Global Occupation” 

documents in detail the connection between all these 

major groups and their power structure. Speaking of the 

controlled media he says: 

“Although I knew that certain members of the 

information industry had fallen under the influence of the 

Rockefeller establishment. I was once again surprised by 

the extent of this control. I found that each of the three 

major networks were almost completely dominated by 
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CFR/TC members. The list of media personalities 

belonging to these organizations was so comprehensive 

that my driving question was no longer “who is involved 

in them?” but rather, “who is not involve in them?” The 

following is a partial list of past and present members: 

CBS William Paley (CFR), Dan Rather (CFR) Harry 

Reasoner (CFR), and Bill Moyers (CFR); from 

NBC/RCA Tom Brokaw (CFR), John Chancellor (CFR), 

Marvin Kalb (CFR), and Irving R. Levine (CFR); from 

ABC David Brinkley (CFR), John Scali (CFR), and 

Barbara Walters (CFR); from Cable News Network CNN 

Daniel Schorr (CFR), and from the Public Broadcast 

service Robert McNeil (CFR), Jim Lehrer (CFR), and 

Hodding Carter III (CFR).” 

We have had many of our presidents that were Masons, 

like: 

James Monroe, Andrew Jackson, James Polk, James 

Buchanan, Andrew, Johnson, James Garfield, William 

McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt, William Taft, Warren 

Harding, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry Truman, Lyndon 
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Johnson, Gerald Ford and George Bush were all Masons. 

Other political leaders involved in the masons are Bill 

Clinton, Bob Dole, Colin Powell, Al Gore just to name a 

few. Many of these world leaders that are masons (33 

degrees and higher) meet every July at the Bohemian 

Grove were they practice “mock” child sacrifices. Some 

of the big wigs that have attended are George H.W. Bush, 

Dick Cheney, Alan Greenspan, Walter Cronkite, Newt 

Gingrich, Alexander Haig, Jack Kemp, Henry Kissinger, 

David Rockefeller, Colin Powell, and former C.I. A. 

director William Casey. During the mock human 

sacrifice they offer up a child to the god of Moloch, a 

Babylonian god that was worshiped also in Greece and in 

Europe. Moloch is  a horned beast symbolized as a owl or 

a bull.  The Bohemian Grove has a 40 foot owl there. The 

Bohemian Grove is a branch of the skull and bones and 

the Illuminati. God gives warnings against anyone who 

worships or sacrifices to this god. Lev. 18:21, 20:2,3 and 

2 Kings 23:10 Alex Jones in his documentary  “Dark 

Secrets” Exposed the activities inside the grove and 

documents much of what is said above. I don’t know 
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about you but there is something very unnerving about 

our world leaders gathering together to engage in ancient 

Canaanite rituals of mock child sacrifice. Would you 

allow anyone like that to baby set your children? Just 

think, these guys are suppose to be protecting all of us.  

Let us not forget the Bilderberg Group. This is powerful 

work horse for the Illuminati. Many of the worlds top 

leaders have attended these meetings. Here is a small list 

that I got from the web site: 

www.propagandamatrix.com, 

Here are the Members and who they Represent: 

Financial Institutions 

USA: David Rockefeller - Chairman, Chase Manhattan 

Bank International Advisory Council. 

USA: Jessica T. Mathews - President, Carnegie Institute 

for International Peace (disarming the serfs). 

USA: George Soros - Chairman, Soros Fund 

Management. 

USA: Henry A. Kissinger - Chairman, Kissinger 

Associates. 
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UN and EU Representatives 

INT: Carl Bildt - Special Envoy of the Secretary-General 

for the Balkans, United Nations. 

INT: Louise Frechette - Deputy Secretary-General, United 

Nations. 

A: Wolfgang Petritsch - European Union Chief Negotiator 

at the Kosovo Peace Talks in Rambouillet and Paris. 

INT: Javier Solana - Secretary-General, Council of the 

European Union. (This guy is scary, he needs to be 

watched. I will come back to him latter.) 

Banking 

INT/USA: James D. Wolfensohn - President, World 

Bank. 

USA: William J. McDonough - President, Federal 

Reserve Bank of New York. 

F: Jean-Claude Trichet - Governor, Banque de France 

INT: Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa - Member of the 

Executive Board, European Central Bank. 

DK: Nyboe Andersen - Governor, Central Bank of 

Denmark. 
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D: Hilmar Kopper - Chairman of the Supervisory Board, 

Deutsche Bank AG. 

Governmental 

USA: James B. Steinberg - Deputy Assistant to the 

President for National Security Affairs. 

USA: John M. Deutch - Institute Professor, MIT, and 

former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). 

USA: Bill Richardson - Secretary of Energy. 

NL: Dick Benschop - State Secretary for European 

Affairs. 

GB: Kenneth Clarke - Conservative MP (and future 

British Prime Minister)? 

USA: Christopher J. Dodd - Senator, Democrat, 

Connecticut. 

USA: Chuck Hagel - Senator, Republican, Nebraska (and 

these two are supposed to be in opposition to each other)! 

Could both be future Presidency candidates a la Clinton? 

FIN: Paavo Lipponen - Prime Minister. 

DK: Anders Rasmussen - Chairman, Liberal Party. 
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Media 

USA: Donald E. Graham - Publisher, the Washington 

Post. 

CDN: Conrad Black - Chair, Telegraph Group Ltd. 

D: Matthias Nass - Deputy Editor, Die Zeit. 

I: Gianni Riotta - Deputy Editor, La Stampa. 

DK: Toger Seidenfaden - Editor, Politiken. 

GB: Martin Wolf - Associate Editor/Economics 

Commentator, The Finanacial Times. 

GB: John R. Micklethwait - United States Editor, The 

Economist. 

GB: Adrian D. Wooldridge - Foreign Correspondant, The 

Economist. 

Corporate and Trade 

INT: Mike Moore - Director-General, World Trade 

Organization. 

NL: Jeroan van der Veer - Group Managing Director, 

Royal Dutch Shell group of companies, and Designate 

President, Royal Dutch Petroleum Company. 
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The CFR & the UN are the work horses for the Illuminati. 

They have been busy trying to condition the population to 

except the idea of a new world order or one world 

government. This will set the stage for the entrance of the 

Anti-Christ. Or possibly the Anti-Christ will be the one to 

implement it into law. Talk of this now is all over, and the 

media for a long time tried to suppress it because the 

people where not ready for it. But know through 

propaganda, through movies and the right kind of crises, 

the people are ready. 

"We have before us the opportunity to forge for ourselves 

and for future generations a new world order, a world 

where the rule of law, not the rule of the jungle, governs 

the conduct of nations. When we are successful, and we 

will be, we have a real chance at this new world order, an 

order in which a credible United Nations can use its 

peacekeeping role to fulfill the promise and vision of the 

U.N.'s founders."  President George Bush 1991 
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"We are moving toward a new world order, the world of 

communism. We shall never turn off that road." 

Mikhail Gorbachev 1987 

 

"We operate here under directives which emulate from 

the White House... The substance of the directives under 

which we operate is that we shall use our grant making 

power to alter life in the U.S. so that we can comfortably 

be merged with the Soviet Union." Rowan Gaither 

(President of the Ford Foundation in 1954) 

James Paul Warburg (foreign agent of the Rothchild 

Dynasty, major player in the "Federal" Reserve Act scam): 

He stated on February 17, 1950 before the U.S. Senate: 

"We shall have world government, whether or not we like 

it. The only question is whether world government will be 

achieved by conquest or by consent." 

Henry Kissinger (Secretary of State to Nixon) was quoted 

at a Bilderberger meeting as saying, "Today, Americans 

would be outraged if U.N. forces entered Los Angeles to 

restore order. Tomorrow they will be grateful." 
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"In Politics, nothing happens by accident. If it happens, 

you can bet it was planned that way." -- Franklin D. 

Roosevelt (Shadow Forces, Robert E. Herndon Sr, 2007, 

p. 123) 

"The real rulers in Washington are invisible and exercise 

power from behind the scenes." -- U.S. Supreme Court 

Justice Felix Frankfurter (1939-1962) (The Fraud of The 

Fraud: Have You Been Taken For A Ride?, Jose M. 

Paulino, 2008, p. 40) 

The Illuminati through the fronts of the CFR and the TC 

are trying to transfer the authority of the United States 

Government to the United Nations. When Roosevelt 

(who was himself a 33 degree mason, a member of skull 

& bones and the CFR) entered the white house, the CFR 

created the United Nations as the official housing for the 

Illuminati’s one world government agenda.  This agenda 

is known to the United Nations as Agenda 21. The U.N. 

under the control of the E.U. has already divided up the 

entire world into ten regions. Canada, North America and 

Mexico will be known as the North American Union. Is it 
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just by coincidence that the United Nations has divided 

the whole world up into ten regions or as the Bible says, 

ten kingdoms? This is the reason I believe the New 

World Order must be in place before the Anti-Christ 

reveals himself, because the word tells us that the Anti-

Christ will come up from among the ten nations of the 

Revised Roman Empire. We can now see that the main 

power behind the United Nations, EU, Club of Rome and 

yes even America is the Illuminati. Many people are 

debating what country is in control. It is not a country, 

but a secret organization that is hidden in the shadows of 

those countries. I do believe that the EU will be the one 

in the spot light as a leader in bringing us into this one 

world government. The real question is to find out who is 

leading the Skull & Bones, TC, CFR, UN, World 

Bankers and Freemasons. That my friends is simple. The 

Illuminati is over all of them. But who or what controls 

the Illuminati? We will expose this a little latter. The 

media has done a master full job in concealing the truth. 

We don’t want to overwhelm many of you. So I am 
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letting go of truths a little at a time so that we can digest 

the information.   

The Illuminati know that in order to bring us into a one 

world order and a one world religion their must be the 

right crises to cause the people of the world to lay down 

their freedoms for safety. We are told by the media if you 

question something you are dangerous. The ideal citizen, 

is a citizen that blindly believes what ever he is fed by the 

news. If people don’t wake up soon we will lose our great 

country. Some say what can we do? We can pass laws 

that will forbid foreigners from taking office in politics. 

Not allowing anyone that is involved or has been 

involved in any communistic organizations to run for any 

positions in our governments. Organization’s such as 

Council on Foreign Relation, Trilateral Commission, UN, 

Freemasons, Skull and Bones, Knights of Malta, Knights 

Templar or any Illuminati run organization. They will 

attack you before you have a chance to go against them. 

The Illuminati will go to any extreme to protect there 

secret, and to bring the world back under their control.  
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We were told that none of our government officials had 

prior knowledge of the 911 attacks. If that is so, here are 

some questions for you. Why did the Bush administration 

resist the formation of the 911 commission 441 days? 

This is strange when you think of many of disasters that 

were all investigated within the first week.(Pearl Harbor, 

JFK, and others) I believe it is because they knew ahead 

of time before the attacks came and did not warn the 

American people. 

On Jan. 29, 2003 CNN says, “President Bush personally 

asked Senate Majority leader Tom Daschle Tuesday to 

limit the congressional investigation into the events of 

September 11”… “Privately Democrats questioned why 

the White House feared a broader investigation to 

determine possible culpability.” 

A CBS news article May 17, 2002 says, “President Bush 

was told in the months before the Sept. 11 attacks that 

Osama Bin Laden’s terrorist network might hijack U.S. 

passenger planes – information which prompted the 

administration to issue an alert to federal agencies – but 
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not the American public.” If this doesn’t get your 

attention how about the fact that in a Sept. 24, 2001 

Newsweek article stated that, “Newsweek Journalist 

Evan Thomas and Mark Hosenball reported … that a 

group of top Pentagon officials suddenly canceled travel 

plans for September 11, 2001, apparently because of 

security concerns.” So it is false that they did not have 

prior knowledge. A documentary that proves this very 

well is called, “9/11 Press for Truth” by Ray Nowosielski 

and John Duffy. You can watch these videos online. Just 

do a google search. 

 

Did you also know that 911 was the first time in history 

that fire melted steel? Did you know that Jet fuel has a 

maximum burning temperature of 1200 degrees 

Fahrenheit. But steel begins to melt at 2750 degrees 

Fahrenheit. So how did the buildings come down? 

MSNBC news Sept. 11, 2001 said, “There may have 

been explosive devices planted either in the building or in 

the adjacent area.”  And NBC News on the same day 
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said, “Albert Turi the Chief of Safety for the New York 

Fire Department received word of the possibility of a 

secondary device, that is another bomb going off…he 

thinks that there were actually devices that were planted 

in the building.”  

Even the fire men that where there said that it sounded 

like their were bombs in the building. You can see these 

video recordings at: www.911podcasts.com 

The strangest thing about all this is you would think our 

government would want to look at all the metal to 

investigate what really took those buildings down. Nope! 

They shipped all that steel just as fast as they could over 

seas before any investigation could be done on it. This is 

totally against federal crime scene laws protocol.  Not 

only did the twin towers fell but building number 7 fell 

too! This building was not even hit by a plane. It just had 

a few small fires in it. And it fell just as the others, free 

fall speed. Larry Silverstein, was quoted as saying just 

before the building came down, “We’ve had such a 

terrible loss of life that maybe the smartest thing to do is 
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pull it, and they mad that decision – to pull – and then we 

watched the building collapse.” The term “pull” is a term 

used for using controlled demolitions.  There are many 

must see videos for those that need to be convinced. 

There is “Loose Change 2nd Edition”, “911 in plane site”, 

“911 road to tyranny,” “Endgame.”  You can view many 

of these videos on google. I recommend buying them if 

you can and then let others watch them. When the people 

wake up and ask what they need to do, you can tell them 

how to get right with God. It is important not to get 

caught up in trying to prove this to every one. The first 

and main thing is that you get and stay very close to 

Jesus. Stay in the word. Don’t get caught up in all of the 

cover ups that are out there, because when you wake up 

you will find that every thing is not as it seems and it can 

get over whelming. Just make sure when Jesus comes to 

take us home we are in his word and witnessing for Him 

and not being caught up in trying to expose more and 

more of the shadow government. 
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Many of us are arguing about the same thing and we 

don’t know it. It is like three blind men standing around 

an elephant all of them describing what an elephant must 

look like. The one standing in front feels the nose and 

says “it feels long and thick.” The other one standing by 

the side of the elephant says, “no it ant, it feels like a 

wall.” The other one standing in the back feeling the tail 

says, “no it ant that either, it feels short and very thin.” 

We are all seeing different parts of the same beast. I will 

show what I believe to be the inner core of the illuminati 

and all other secret organizations attached to it. Many 

men have lost their lives or ended up missing because of 

this information. This tends to adds validity to the 

information.  

If you are still not sure the Masons are a satanic 

organization consider the following quote from Anton 

Lavey, a student of Alister Crowley the author of the 

satanic bible: 

“Satanic Ritual is a blend of Gnostic, Cabbalistic, 

Hermetic, and Masonic elements, incorporating 
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nomenclature and vibratory words of power from virtually 

every mythos.....Masonic orders have contained the most 

influential men in many governments, and virtually every 

occult order has many Masonic roots. (Anton Szandor 

LaVey, The Satanic Rituals, Avon Books 1972, p.21,78.) 

Also consider the fact that Alister Crowley was a 33% 

Sovereign Grand Inspector General of the Scottish Rite, he 

was about as high as you can go in the Masons. Crowley 

was known also as "the wickedest man alive". It is well 

documented that Crowley was heavy into drug induced 

rituals and all kinds of perverted sexual acts, 

homosexuality, bestiality and every other abomination that 

a wicked mind can conceive. Crowley who advocated 

blood sacrifice was also called, "The Father of Modern 

Satanism". Now my question to the skeptic is this, what 

was it about Masons that made this sick Satanist want to 

join? I think it is clear. Freemasons and the Illuminati are 

evil to the core, and he had the same goals as they did. 

Whenever you hear of the Freemasons or Illuminati by the 

media or news you will always see them throw a spin on 
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it. This is known as dis-information. They make these 

organizations look harmless and fun and make everyone 

else that is trying to expose or investigate them look like 

conspiracy freaks. Every once in a while though, some 

truth breaks through. This is because the mass media is so 

large it’s hard to control it perfectly. In any event we can 

see signs of the end all over.   

“ I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up 

among them another little horn, before whom there were 

three of the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, 

behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of man, and a 

mouth speaking great things.” Dan. 7:8 

“ As concerning the rest of the beasts, they had their 

dominion taken away: yet their lives were prolonged for a 

season and time. I saw in the night visions, and, behold, 

one like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, 

and came to the Ancient of days, and they brought him 

near before him.” Dan. 17:12,13  
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 “And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that 

shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he shall 

be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three 

kings.” Dan. 7:24 

The Anti-Christ will destroy many through peace Dan. 

8:25 What are we hearing today. Peace, Peace, every one 

is talking about peace. This whole idea of a one world 

government is focused around peace. But what does the 

word say; 

“For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden 

destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman 

with child; and they shall not escape.” 1 Thessalonians 

5:3  

The Anti-Christ will claim to be God and want to be 

worshiped as God. Matt. 24:14, Dan. 9:27, 2 Thess 2:4 

He will make war with the saints according to Rev. 13:7 

and Dan. 7:21 He will deceive the world by demonizing 

the Christians and making it look like the Christians are 

intolerant and dangerous. He will also cause all to receive 
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a mark in there right hand or forehead. Rev. 13:16-18 I 

believe this mark to be the micro chip, but there are 

others that say it could not be because it is not 

mandatory. But as we scan the media the plan becomes 

clear. According to an article written in “The Ominous 

Oregonian” by Elaine M. Ramish for the Franklin Pierce 

law Center say: “A [mandatory] national identification 

system via microchip implants could be achieved in two 

stages: Upon introduction as a voluntary system, the 

microchip implantation will appear to be palatable. After 

their  is a familiarity with the procedure and a knowledge 

of its benefits, implantation would be mandatory.” 

All one has to do is listen to the news nowadays and you 

will sooner or latter hear propaganda pushing the micro 

chip for the safety of our country. Digital Angel and 

Verra Chip are two companies that are pushing this 

technology. Many people today have microchips in their 

bodies and are getting people used to the idea. We see 

people using microchips in the movies and read about it 

in novels. It is getting close. If it looks like a duck and 
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quacks like a duck, chances are your looking at a duck. 

This looks like the mark of the beast in revelation. The 

word tells us that the mark is placed in their right hand or 

forehead, not on. The chip is placed in the hand or 

forehead by a hypodermic needle. This chip can track 

you. It can make you sick, or it can even transfer thoughts 

to it’s owners. This is documented on my DVD “End 

Time Wakeup.” 

When we see this know that the Anti-Christ is not far off. 

Many scholars believe that the Anti-Christ will be a man 

that becomes possessed by Satan. This is a very likely 

scenario. There are a few ways this could possibly play 

out.  

Another theory of the coming Anti-Christ that fits with 

what the Masons and new age agree on is that their future 

messiah will come from the air (another dimension or 

world).  

According to this theory, they will help their master 

perpetrate a mass deception on planet earth by telling 
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people that these demons and Satan are actually aliens 

arriving in UFOs.  

This all sound crazy until you see all the news clips and 

articles telling people we are not alone and that we were 

planted here millions of years ago by them. Now I am 

going to present a few theories of what might possibly 

happen in the last days. Before I share let us remember 

the scripture in proverbs 18:13 which says, “He that 

answereth a matter before he heareth [it], it [is] folly and 

shame unto him.”  This simply means that we should hear 

each other out, and look at the scriptures before making a 

decision on what we believe. We are in the last days and I 

believe that God is giving us more and more revelations 

and reveal more and more truth concerning end times. As 

we are open to each other and share our revelations with 

each other I believe the picture will get clearer and 

clearer. Again I am not saying for certain that the Anti-

Christ is going to be what the world would call an 

“alien.” But I do believe that whether or not the Anti-

Christ comes to these Freemasons in the secret chambers 
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of their covens and then possesses one of them (I think 

this is probably the most realistic one), or whether he 

makes a grand appearance as a visitor from outer space 

(sounds nutty I know) their will be some kind of UFO 

deception. I don’t know exactly, what but I see it coming. 

The writings on the walls, as they say. 

The Anti-Christ is one who will try to fool the world into 

believing that he is the true messiah. The word of God 

tells us that both Jesus and Satan have a bride. Rev. 

19:7,8 & Rev. 17: 

We know that Jesus ministry on earth was for 3.5 years 

and the Bible tells us that the Anti-Christ will operate in 

authority for 3.5 years. He will come from the middle 

east or in that area, I believe he will come from Babylon 

region. He will be of Jewish descent. How do we know 

this? The word tells us in Dan. 11:37 “Neither shall he 

regard the God of his fathers, not the desire of women. 

Nor regard any god; for he shall magnify himself above 

all.”  The God of his father it seems is referring to the 

God of the Jews. He will be evil incarnate, he is the 
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lawless one. This verse tells us that he does not desire 

women. This means one of two things, either he is gay, or 

he is again trying to copy Christ by not having a woman. 

I believe it is because of the former and not later. Also 

just as Jesus was raised from the dead, so will the Anti-

Christ be raised from the dead. Rev. 13:3, 17:8  It is 

because of these scriptures and others that convince me 

that the Anti-Christ will make his public appearance in 

the air. He will try to copy or mimic Christ return. The 

word tells us that Christ will return in the air to meet us. 

Acts. 1:11, Dan. 7:13, Matt. 24:30 

Jesus told us that he was going to return in the clouds and 

he also said that we were to be careful because he warned 

that if   it were possible the very elect could be deceived. 

Now if Satan was going to deceive as many as possible, 

we know that he is going to have to come in a way that 

the Christians are expecting Christ to come back for 

them, and that is in the air. Now if Christians are 

expecting Christ to come back in the air and the new age 

and occult followers are expecting their enlightened 
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master to come from the air, space or another dimension, 

why would he come back in a business suite as other 

normal men. He has got to be something special as far as 

the world is concerned for the pope and dalai lama and 

other religious leaders to follow him. Again I am not 

saying this will happen this way, I am just asking 

questions and thinking about all the different scenarios 

that could take place.  

I believe that UFOs are going to have a place in the end 

time deception. I have many news clips archived from 

stations ranging from CNN to FOX showing many news 

clips on UFOs that have been caught on tape. It’s not 

only the guy down the street that every one thinks has 

gone bonkers, but it is also government officials and 

police officers that have seen these. We the Church better 

have an opinion about these so called ships from other 

planets now or else if anything else comes of them we 

will lose our voice of influence in the future. Like one 

man I heard once said, “give me a prophet before an 

event comes, not the day after.” I know from every thing 
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I have seen on this topic and the Word of God, that if 

these things are true, they are satanic to the core.  

One thought is that the government will use a top secret 

project known as “project blue beam” to deceive the 

masses into believing that the Aliens have come to 

enlighten us and save us from ourselves. Project blue 

beam is a secret hologram technology that can create 

three dimensional images that look real. According to 

some resources, Project blue beam is a program that the 

government can use through NASA to help bring about a 

new world order with the Anti-Christ as its leader. Of 

Course he won’t be called the Anti-Christ by the world, 

but they will call him the enlighten one or an ascended 

master. They will try to simulate the second coming of 

Christ, and try to convince the Christians that this is 

Christ return. 

It is also possible that this ascended master may show up 

in the world leader’s covens in their secret chambers. He 

could do this while they are calling him forth in one of 

their satanic rituals. This ascended master could then 
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enter into one of our world leaders and take possession of 

him.   

One possible contender for the position of the Anti-Christ 

is this guy known as Maitreya. Maitreya may have all the 

traits or qualifications of the Anti-Christ. He is according 

to Benjamen Crème (his prophet) living in an Asian 

community, in the Brick lane area of East London. Crème 

comes from Scotland and is the editor of Share 

International Magazine, a monthly new age non-profit 

magazine & website. Benjamin Crème claims that 

Maitreya is the second coming prophesied by many 

religions around the world. Crème says that Maitreya is 

the name that the Buddhist use for the future Budda and 

that he is the Christ to the Christians, the Imam Mahdi to 

the Muslims, Krishna to the Hindus and so on. He is 

according to Crème the great Avatar and world teacher 

who is the “Awaited one” that all the major religions are 

waiting for. The only reason I think we should keep our 

eyes on this guy is the United Nations is for this guy, and 

backs him.  
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Jesus warns us that “If any man shall say unto you, lo, 

here is Christ, or there; believe it not. For there shall arise 

false Christ, and false prophets, and shall show great 

signs and wonders; insomuch that if it were possible, they 

shall deceive the very elect.” Matt. 24:23,24 

Jesus tells us that if we hear of someone claiming they 

have seen Christ return or if they say he is out in some 

secret place staying, don’t believe it. Jesus tells us when 

he comes back the whole world will know, for they will 

see him. Matt. 24:23-31 

The word tells us that the Anti Christ will, “… speak 

great words against the most High, and shall wear out the 

saints of the most High, and think to change times and 

laws: and they shall be given into his hand until a time 

and times and the dividing of time.” Dan. 7:25  

Benjamin Crème is a huge promoter of the UFO 

movement. In fact in one of his magazines he explained 

how crop circles are made by the UFOs. He tells his 

readers that, “The crop circles are there to draw attention 
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to the fact that the space brothers are there. They are 

amazing constructions. They are made in seconds by the 

‘ships’ of the space brothers. They are complex and 

beautiful constructions which cannot be made in any 

other way. They appear all over the world but the 

majority are in the south of England. Why? Because 

Maitreya is in London.” Share International Mag. 

July/August 2009 

Now I don’t know if this is the Anti-Christ, but as we get 

closer to the end more light will be given and greater 

revelation will come to us. Maitreya was born in Tehran, 

Iran in the 8th of Nov. 1944. Could he be the Anti-Christ? 

What else do we know about this man? Just the fact that 

the United Nations is behind this man makes me wonder. 

This guy Maitreya his message is one of world unity and 

a one world religion. They are teaching the unification of 

all the worlds religions and saying that we are about to be 

visited by our spiritual space brothers that planted us here 

millions of years ago. This is a demonic lie from hell and 

many people are falling for it.   
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Many of our founding fathers that where involved in the 

Masons where looking fore-ward to the return of the 

Grand Architect. We can see more proof of this on our one 

dollar bill. The great seal on the dollar bill is a secret of 

their occult agenda hidden in plan site. Manly P. Hall a 

33rd degree mason says: 

 “Not only were many of the founders of the United States 

government Masons, but they received aid from a secret 

and august body existing in Europe, which helped them to 

establish this country for a peculiar and particular purpose 

known only to the initiated few. The Great Seal is the 

signature of this exalted body – unseen and for the most 

part unknown – and the unfinished pyramid upon its 

reverse side is a trestle board setting forth symbolically the 

task to the a compliment of which the United States 

Government was dedicated from the day of its inception.”  

(source: Thomas Horn “Apollyon Rising 2012) 

Henry Wallace wrote a letter describing a meeting that he 

had with Franklin D. Roosevelt that said: 

 “Roosevelt…was first struck with the representation of 
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the all seeing eye a Masonic representation of the Great 

Architect of the Universe. Next, he was impressed with 

the idea that the foundation for the new order of the ages 

had been laid in 1776 but that it would be completed only 

under the eye of the Great Architect. Roosevelt, like 

myself, was a 32nd degree Mason. He suggested that the 

seal be put on the dollar bill… and took the matter up 

with the secretary of the treasury (also a freemason)…He 

brought it up in a cabinet meeting and asked James 

Farley (Postmaster General and a Roman Catholic) if he 

thought the Catholics would have any objection to the 

“all seeing eye,” which he as a Mason looked on as a 

Masonic symbol of deity. Farley said, “No, there would 

be no objection.”  (“How the Great Seal got on the Dollar 

bill” http://www.greatseal.com/dollar/hawfdr.html) 

“The Solar Eye (on the Great Seal of the United States) 

was called the eye of…Apollo… the sacred and 

mysterious eye of the most high of the gods…Thus it is 

held in the highest estimation by all Royal Arch 
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Masons.” –Charles A.L. Totten, Our Inheritance in the 

Great Seal of Manasseh, the United States of America   

The all seeing eye in the capstone over the pyramid 

represents the long awaited Grand Architect also known 

as Osiris, Nimrod or Gilgamesh. This eye is referred to as 

the eye of Horus, the Egyptian Sun god who is supposed 

to be reincarnated or brought back from the dead as the 

Anti-Christ or the worlds Messiah. 

The words “NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM” is translated 

as “A New Order of the Ages” when the whole world 

will be ruled by this false Messiah. 

“Osiris will rise in splendor from the dead and rule the 

world through those sages a philosophers in whom 

wisdom has become incarnate.” Manly P. Hall, 33rd 

degree Mason 

“I am yesterday and I am Today; and I have the power to 

be born a second time.” Statement of Osiris from the 

Egyption book of the dead.  

That last statement mixed with today’s technologies of 
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creating clones through DNA becomes a little un-nerving 

when one realizes that Archeologist have found what 

they believe to be the tomb of Gilgamesh in Iraq. Who is 

Gilgamesh? He is also known as Osiris or Nimrod. This 

area is where the tower of Babel was. Many scholars 

believe that the Anti-Christ will come out of Babylon. 

Could it be he comes out of Babylon through a woman 

impregnated through DNA from Nimrod? I am not 

saying dogmatically that this is what is going to happen, 

but in light of the information we have studied and 

today’s technologies it is not unfeasible. BBC News ran 

an article in 2003 stating, “Archaeologists in Iraq believe 

they may have found the lost tomb of King Gilgamesh.” 

And if this is not significant, why did our military close 

of the excavation until they had a chance to dig through 

the find? Since when is military interested in archeology?  

The number 13 is very special also to the freemasons. 

You will notice on the dollar bill, 13 arrows, 13 olive 

branches, 13 olives in the branches, 13 stars above the 

Eagles head, 13 tiers to the pyramid. I think they are 
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trying to say something. 

 “Since the date 1776, is placed on the bottom course of 

the pyramid, and since the number 13 has been so 

important in the history of the United States and in the 

symbols of the seal, it is not unreasonable to suppose that 

the thirteen courses of the pyramid may represent thirteen 

time-periods of thirteen years each.” Paul Foster Case, 

1935 

I strongly recommend Thomas Horns book Apollyon Rising 2012. 
It is one of the best books that I’ve read, documenting the occult, 
Masonic and government connection. 
 
 
The Four HorseMen 
The first four seals speak of the four horsemen riding on 
different color horses. The first one we are told, is on a white 
horse and the rider is wearing a crown and has a bow. We 
are told that this rider went forth conquering and to conquer. 
Rev. 6:2  
The second seal when opened shows us a red horse and 
the rider has a great sword and he was given power to take 
peace from the earth and cause men to kill one another. 
Rev. 6:4 
The third seal when opened brought forth a black horse and 
the rider had a pair of balances in his hand. Vs.5 
When the fourth seal was opened we see a pale horse and 
this rider was known as death and hell follows him. And 
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power was given to him to kill with sword, hunger, death and 
by the beasts of the earth. Vs.8 
After reading this many people are stumped at the meaning 
and symbolism used. The first thing we have to do when 
interpreting the scriptures is to see if the scriptures will 
interpret themselves for us. It just so happens, just as Daniel 
helps us to interpret the end time beast of Revelation, 
Zechariah helps us to figure out a little bit about the four 
horsemen. 
 
 
 
The first thing we learn after reading about the four chariots 
is that these four chariots are the same thing as the four 
horsemen of Revelation. They are “the four spirits of the 
heavens, which go forth from standing before the Lord of all 
the earth.” Zech. 6:5 
 
 
Some teachers have said that the four  chariots are the four 
empires in Daniels vision. However this vision of the four 
chariots is not of four empires rising one after another, but 
four spirits that rise up and join one another going to and 
from over all the earth in the last days. Vs. 5, 7 
We see that the black horses go forth into the North Country 
and the white horses follow after them. Vs.6 The grisled or 
pale horse goes toward the south country. Notice that the 
bay horses, part of the fourth chariot with the grisled horses 
goes to and from through the earth. Vs. 3, 7  These give us a 
clue into the four horsemen of Revelation. Now I am not 
saying dogmatically that this is what these seals mean, but I 
do believe that these descriptions best fit the imagery that is 
given. I am always open to hear other revelation of the Word 
as long as it has plenty of scripture to back it up. And if some 
one has a scripture that has a conflict with what I believe 
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God has shown me, I must bow to it, and change my view or 
modify what I believe. I am more interested in the truth than 
being right. We can not afford to be prideful in these last 
days we are to late into the game. That being said I will 
share what I believe the seals are. 
The white horse in Revelation is carrying a bow but no 
arrows. It is interesting that a bow is one of the symbols in 
the Babylonian religion.  

 
Some have said this is Christ coming for his church, others 
say this is the Anti-Christ. The White horse in Revelation 
chapter six is a false Christ. For he has a bow in his hand 
and on his head, one crown. But if we know our bibles, we 
know that when Jesus shows up he will  have on his head 
many crowns, not just one. His weapon will be a sharp 
sword coming out of his mouth (the word of God), not a bow 
with no arrows. Another Babylonian sign to prove my point is 
the sign of Sagittarius, this is a symbol of Nimrod (the 
Centaur with a bow) this is a half man half horse. I believe 
this has to do with the spirit of the Anti-Christ, and false 
Christianity. The reason I believe these are spirits, and not 
actual people is because of what  Zechariah says. I believe 
this is the spirit of the Anti-Christ to prepare the world for the 
Anti-Christ and the one world religion or the false gospel. 
This is the spirit of the great whore of chapter 17 of 
Revelation. Everything that happens in the physical realm 
has a start in the spirit realm first. This false spirit of Anti-
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Christ is a tolerant Christ, that lets you into heaven through 
other religions, by serving other gods such as Budda, 
Mohomid or Mitraya to name a few. We all know where this 
ecumenical movement is going. It is going in the same 
direction as all the cults of the earth are heading. To Rome. 
“All roads lead to Rome.” Does this statement sound 
familiar? I believe this is the Catholic church. For it says he 
goes forth to concur and concurring. And as we have seen 
the Catholic church has done just that.  
Zechariah tells us that the black horses and the white horses 
go into the North country.  Now according to some end time 
teachers, they believe that the black horse is not famine, but 
the spirit of capitalism. I disagree. Famine always follows 
after war. However I do think that capitalism will be 
responsible for bringing in this famine. How? Through over 
spending and borrowing our way into debt. We will see the 
US Dollar continue to lose its value in the next couple of 
years, perhaps even over night. As other countries start 
realizing that our dollar value is worth nothing. Our country 
has been printing money like its paper with no real value 
backing it. This is going to throw us into a major famine. This 
famine will cause civil unrest all across our nation. This will 
be when they put our nation under marshal law and FEMA 
becomes our police force. Believe me people a police state 
America is on its way. So I could see this famine being 
empowered by capitalism. I believe the red horse is war 
empowered by communism. Now in the very near future 
when all the horses are in full power you will have famine 
and communism even in the Northern Countries. America is 
heading for trouble. America has fit the description of 
Babylon also in many other ways not mentioned in this 
writing. I’ve told them If Now this makes sense when you 
realize that in most of the Northern countries they are 
influenced by Capitalism and Catholicism. It is also 
interesting to note that black has represented capitalism just 
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as red has represented communism in political and news 
circles. The rider on the black horse has a pair of balances in 
his hand, saying, “A measure of wheat for a penny…” 
Capitalistic nations thrive on commerce and trade. Those 
nations that are capitalistic enjoy a much richer type of life 
compared to other poorer nations.  Germany, Great Britain, 
Canada and the United States are all Northern countries. 
Some of you are thinking well America is not Catholic. What 
many people don’t realize is that the ecumenical movement 
is a Catholic movement to bring all religions under one 
banner. That of the Vatican! Also remember that just about 
all if not most of your government officials in Washington 
D.C. are controlled by the Vatican via the freemasons, 
C.F.R. United Nations and other organizational fronts. Many 
Christians have been duped into believing that the 
ecumenical movement is of the Lord to unite all the 
Christians. Not so! In fact God has a strong warning to those 
in or around Catholicism. “…come out of her, my people, 
that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not 
of her plagues.” Rev. 18:4 
I have never seen a president, king or queen that has not 
shown reverence to the pope. You see photos of them being 
blessed or kissing his hand or posing with him. The 
European Union has had the Vatican pick their leaders now 
for close to two thousand years. The EU as well as every 
other country is controlled by the Vatican. You ask how? 
Through the secret arms of the Vatican. The Jesuit Priest 
(Illuminati), through nights templar, night of malta, skull and 
bones, Freemasons and their front organizations, UN, CFR, 
and TC. Research it. I believe with all my heart that the pope 
will be the false prophet that prepares the way for the Anti-
Christ. The Vatican has been trying to get Jerusalem for 
many years now. When they created the Islam religion to get 
rid of the Jews and Christians so they could get control of 
Jerusalem to create a temple for themselves it back fired on 
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them. Islam grew so fast and powerful that they lost control 
of Israel again. I believe some time in the near future their 
will be an attack on the dome of the rock that will be blamed 
on either the Americans or the Jewish people, but it will 
actually be the Illuminati behind it. Once the Vatican gets 
control of Jerusalem they will place a world leader in their 
that will demand to be worshiped as God. Of course this is 
just speculation on my part. I may change my thoughts on 
this as more revelation is given me by the Lord and His 
servants.  
 
The red horse I believe is communism. Why? Red is the 
color of communism, and it says the red horse rider has a 
large sword in his hand and power was given unto him to 
take peace from the earth. Every place that communism 
shows up wars break out. If the white and black horses go to 
the North that explains why the red horse controls Red  
Russia, Red China, Korea, Afghanistan and any other ones 
not occupied by the black and white horses.  Now there is a 
very strong connection between the Vatican and 
communism. America better hold on to its hat, because 
communism is about to strike on her soil if she does not 
completely and totally repent of her sins and turn to Christ. ( 
I believe its probably to late for that know) I recommend 
Dave Hunts book on the woman who rides the beast.  
In Irvin Baxters study on the four horsemen he points out 
that, “In his book “Communism, Democracy, and Catholic 
power,” Paul Blanshard contended that the world is 
controlled by three international forces. He stated that most 
every conflict among nations can be traced to the struggle 
among these three powers…. Interestingly, one of America’s 
foremost Roman Catholic writers Malachi Martin has 
reached the same conclusion! In his book “Keys of this 
Blood,” Martin states that the world is now certain to move 
into world government. The only question is who will rule this 
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New World Order? He says there are only three geopolitical 
forces with the necessary structure and power to rule the 
world – Catholicism, Communism, and Capitalism.”  
I believe there is no power struggle, they are one and the 
same I have already showed that communism came from 
Catholicism. Through the Freemasons and other 
organizations  
the Vatican exercises its power through its invisible army. 
We should see that clearly from all that we have learned so 
far. There is no contest between Catholicism, Communism 
and Capitalism they where all born from Rome. 
 
The Pale horse had a rider and his name was death, and 
hell followed with him. And power was given unto him over 
the fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword (war), and with 
hunger (famine) and with death (disease, plagues and 
catastrophes), and with the beasts of the earth (animals 
turning on humans). Rev. 6:8 This horse according to 
Zechariah 6:7 goes forth to and from over the earth.  
Now we in this generation have out grown swords, so when 
we hear of fighting with swords in the word in regard to 
coming visions and prophecies most people will agree we 
are talking about war and violence. Hunger speaks of famine 
and death speaks of plagues. First thing we have to figure 
out is who is fighting with this sword. This spirit is fighting the 
people of earth through the other three spirits. Catholicism, 
Communism and Capitalism. What is the core power behind 
these spirits? The spirit of Anti-Christ or the Illuminati. Their 
was a deck of playing cards that came out in 1995 called the 
Illuminati playing cards. The scary thing is many of these 
cards had pictures on them of things to come in the future. 
What where some of the pictures? One card showed the 
twin towers being attacked. Another one showed the 
pentagon being attacked. Another card shows population 
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being reduced. Others show plagues and other disasters yet 
to come. How could they have known about 911?  
 

 
 
If they knew, why did they not warn the people? If they did 
know, who was it that knew and what are they trying to 
accomplish? We will get back to these later on. Knowing the 
evil roots of Rome and the power she holds. We know that 
she is the great whore and here power has reached and 
controls all the kingdoms of the world. They are preparing for 
the coming of their king. We know this is not our Jesus, but it 
will be an imposter. Most Catholics have no idea that the 
head quarters of their religion is completely satanic in origin 
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and purpose. If you are Catholic all of this information must 
have you upset, but I say this in love. “Come out of her”. And 
do it quickly. 
Not only is this organization trying to bring in a one world 
government and a global religion, but they also want to lower 
the human population by 90% (remember the Illuminati 
cards?). Have you ever heard of the Georgia Guidestones? 
They are located in Elbert County, Georgia. They are a huge 
monument made out of granite rock. And on them in eight 
different languages in four giant stones that have the new 
ten commandments of the new world order. To this day no 
one knows who founded the building of this monument. All 
we know is a man calling himself R.C. Christian visited the 
office of Elberton Granite Finishing Company and said he 
was representing a group of men who wanted to leave a 
message to humanity. What was on the stones in eight 
different languages was pretty scary. 
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual 

balance with nature. 
2. Guide reproduction wisely – improving fitness and 

diversity. 
3.  Unite humanity with a living new language. 
4. Rule passion – faith – tradition  - and all things with 

tempered reason. 
5.  Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts. 
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes 

in a world court. 
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials. 
8. Balance personal rights with social duties. 
9. Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking harmony with the 

infinite. 
10. Be not a cancer on the earth – leave room for nature – 

leave room for nature.  
Now if we enforce the first commandment on the list, this will 
get rid of close to nine tenths of the worlds human 
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population. 
There are many people in power that believe they must 
eliminate 90% of the current population to save “mother 
earth.” Jacques Cousteau a UNESCO (a branch of the 
United Nations) courier was quoted in 1991 as saying, “In 
order to save the planet it would be necessary to kill 350,000 
people per day.” 
 “A total population of 250 – 300 million people, a 95% 
decline from present levels, would be ideal.” Ted Turner 
founder of CNN 
“The most merciful thing that a family does to one of its 
infant members is to kill it.” Margaret Sanger - founder of 
planned parenthood. 
 
In 1994 the United Nations signed the Biodiversity 
Assessment on Sustainable Human Population. This is a 
quote from a section of that document, 
 “A reasonable estimate for an industrialized world society at 
the present North American material standard of living would 
be one billion people. This must be implemented within 30-
50 years, 2/3’s of the population must be cut.” 
What they mean to say is two thirds of us need to be killed 
off. Can you see the spirit that is behind all these quotes 
from people in powerful places of influence. These people in 
these organizations have plans in which they will find a way 
to offer up large numbers of the human population as living 
sacrifices to their god Lucifer. 911 was just such a sacrifice.  
“At the Earth summit in Rio de Janeiro, the presidential 
Council on Sustainable Development in 1996 came to the 
conclusion that the world’s human population should not 
exceed 500 million people. That is a 93% reduction in 
population!” (Source: www.infowars.com/the-move-to-
depopulate-the-planet/print/) 
As you can see there are many that want to get rid of you. 
Now remember that the United Nations was created by the 
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freemasons and they are an extension or invisible arm of the 
Vatican (Illuminati). Did you know that in the 1994 Codex 
Alimentarius declared vitamins to be poisonous? I wonder 
why they would try to spread such lies? How will they try? 
Through deception and trickery. Hitler once said, “tell a lie 
long enough and lowed enough and the people will believe 
it.”  So what are lies are they trying to get us to swallow? 
One is through the vaccines. Here are quotes from people 
that know their vaccines. 
“.......The United Press International (UPI) .. did a four month 
investigation on "The vaccine conflict," and they "'found a 
pattern of serious problems : linked to vaccines 
recommended by " the CDC- and a web of close ties 
between the agency and the companies that make 
vaccines." (UPI . The vaccine conflict - 7/21/03) 
 "When you take a look at the' ever-increasing numbers of 
doses of vaccines babies have gotten over the past two 
decades and you see this corresponding rise in chronic 
disease and disability in our children, it is out of control, "said 
Barbara Loe Fisher, president of the National Vaccine 
Information Center, which does not accept money from 
Vaccine manufacturers. She worries that vaccines might be 
linked to ballooning rates of chronic illness like autism, which 
has increased tenfold since the mid -1980s and asthma, 
which has more than doubled since 1980." (UPI 7/21/03)  
" As of the end of last year, the system contained 244,424 
total reports of possible reactions to vaccines, including 
99,145 emergency room visits, 5,149 life-threatening 
reactions, " 27,925 hospitalizations, 5,775 disabilities, and 
5,309 deaths, according to data compiled by Dr. Mark Geier, 
a vaccine researcher in Silver Spring, Md. The data 
represents roughly 1 billion doses of vaccines, according to 
Geier." UPI 7/21/04 
"The Chicago tribune reported in 2001 that sixty top 
scientists met in Chicago to present overwhelming evidence 
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that cancer viruses found in monkeys are in many of the 
vaccines....Autism is up over two thousand percent, and is 
rising in the industrial world proportionately with the increase 
of mandated vaccinations." (Alex Jones 9-11 Descent into 
tyranny pg170) 
Did you know that Autism was unheard of before the 
mandatory child vaccines was introduced? It did not exist. 
Autism is a man made disease. This is very well 
documented on the web site: www.vaclib.com 
 "The centers for disease control published a study last fall 
repudiating any possible link between thimerosal and 
developmental problems like autism in children. However, 
First Coast News has obtained non-published documents 
that show the CDC did have data supporting such a link - but 
kept it from the public." (Melissa Ross -First Coast News - 
CDC knew of potential link between vaccines, 2/13/04)  
You ask why would the CDC hide this information from the 
public? "Members of the CDC's vaccine advisory committee 
get money from vaccine manufacturers. Relationships have 
included: sharing a vaccine patent; owning stock in a 
vaccine company; payments for research; getting money to 
monitor manufacturer vaccine tests; and funding academic 
departments." UPI 7/21/03 To get the whole story on 
vaccines, order Dr. Sherri Tenpenny's video called "what 
CDC documents reveal" To order this video and more go to: 
www.vaclib.org  
"In 1975, Japanese doctors went on strike by refusing to 
vaccinate. When the dust settled, the vaccination minimum 
age was raised from 3 months to 2 years. The result was a 
dramatic improvement in infant mortality. Japan saved lives 
by stopping vaccination under age 3, why does the USA not 
follow suit?" Dewey ross Dulfe vaclib.com 
"Besides genetic damage, vaccines relay a number of side 
effects. Due to highly inadequate reporting of vaccine risks 
and injuries, all vaccines pose erroneous theoretical risks, 
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and many well established threats beyond those being 
currently associated with the mercury derivative (called 
thimerosal) linked to brain damaged infants, sudden infant 
death, and autism. These have been the subject of several 
U.S. Congressional hearings chaired by Republican 
Congressman .Dan Burton from Indiana. Other common 
risks posed by vaccines include aluminum toxicity (linked to 
Alzheimer's disease), formaldehyde and fonnalin toxicity 
(used to preserve corpses, if not create them), and other  
stabilizers, sterilizers, and adjuvants that weaken natural 
immunity and predispose people, young and old, to 
opportunistic infections, cancers, and more. In addition, as 
eluded to above, all vaccines routinely infuse people with 
foreign species proteins and genetic material, including RNA 
and DNA. The long range harmful effects of these genetic 
intrusions on humanity as we know it, from generation to 
generation, are complex and mind boggling!" Leonard G. 
Horowitz, D.M.D., M.A., M.P.H.  
Vaccines contain substances that are toxic to humans (i.e. 
mercury=thimerosal, formaldehyde=formalin, aluminum, 
etc.). Check out the information and see for yourself. 
Vaccine package inserts contain this and other information 
required by law to be disclosed to the public. To obtain 
school vaccine exemption forms, go to : 
http://www.vaclib.org/pdf! 
Web host Ian Sinclair has written 3 books to date defining 
the dangers of vaccines. His 17 years of research into the 
pitfalls of vaccines is summarized on his page describing his 
background. www.vaccinationdebate.com/about.html He 
offers an open challenge to debate any doctor in the world 
on the merits of vaccinations. "Jonas Salk, inventor of the 
IPV, testified before a senate subcommittee that nearly all 
polio outbreaks since 1961 were caused by the oral polio 
vaccine." Dewey ross Duffel from www.vaclib.org  
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Note: Immunizations are not mandatory and may be refused 
on religious grounds or OTHER grounds; A parent or 
guardian is entitled to an accurate explanation of the 
complications known to follow immunization.  
“A dichotomy is presented below: The World Health 
Organization’s “FAQ” reveals that squalene, which is 
currently being used safely, is being tested for use in 
influenza vaccines under development as of 2008 while 
independent researchers and a litany of published, peer-
reviewed science shows that squalene is dangerous to the 
point of being deadly. So how can WHO claim squalene is 
safe in the presence of overwhelming evidence and nearly 
80 years of experimentation to the contrary? …. The UN 
organization’s answers are vague and misleading to create 
an impression of safety. …. Once you have looked beyond 
the WHO FAQ and explored the world of vaccine adjuvants, 
you will likely conclude that the WHO’s assurances are not 
supported in the lab or the field.”  Vaclib.org 
We covered the white horse and his rider. How the white 
horse represents the false religious system (Catholic 
Church) or a false Christianity. One that is defiled. It has 
committed adultery with other religions of the earth. 
The second rider on the red horse represented war, for he 
took peace from the earth, and caused people to kill one 
another. This rider is also against Christ and the chosen 
people of God. 
The third rider of the black horse represented famine, but I 
don’t think it was famine from barren land. I believe it is 
because prices get so high that people can’t afford to buy a 
loaf of bread. This I believe is a controlled famine from those 
in power. The famine that comes from the pale horse is the 
one that over takes every one, including the powerful rulers 
of the earth. This famine will be caused by a famine in the 
land. The earth will fail to bring forth fruit and the land will 
become barren because of the pale horses judgment. 
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The pale (green) horse whose rider was named death 
brings out the fruit of the other riders. We know there is 
always a price for your actions, well this horse brings the 
price of what men do through the power of the other three 
horses. For this horse causes death with sword red horse 
(war), and with famine (controlled and natural) black horse, 
and with death through diseases and plagues (controlled 
and natural). We know that a lot of people will die from 
plagues and diseases that are created by wicked men that 
wish to lower the human population. But by playing god and 
messing with things they should leave alone they will 
unwittingly create things they can’t control or stop. We know 
that animals when cornered can turn on man, this includes 
timid animals also. A deer, even though it is scared of man 
will if cornered attack a man, even kill him. The animals will 
sense that the world is in danger and this will cause the 
animals to get so jumpy that they will just attack people for 
no reason at all. The pale horse and rider will be behind men 
dying by the beast of the earth. Also look at what is 
beginning to happen all around the world we have animals 
and fish dying by the thousands and no one knows why.  
Here are just a few of the animals that have died in the year 
2011 alone. There were 200 cows found dead in Wisconsin, 
100 dead carp found in U.K. pond, unknown causes, 730 
African grey parrots die during flight, blamed on possible 
exposure to carbon monoxide, 300 "grackles" birds found 
dead on highway in Alabama, blamed on blunt force trauma, 
Countless fish found dead in U.K. brook, 100 dead 
"starlings" birds found dead on highway in California, 
allegedly all hit by a truck, More than 1,000 dead turtle doves 
found in Italy, unknown causes, 1,000+ dead Devil crabs 
washed ashore in the U.K, of dead birds found on highway in 
Texas, Thousands of dead fish wash up on creek in Florida, 
100 tons of dead fish wash ashore in Brazil, 100,000+ dead 
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drum fish found in Arkansas river, 5,000+ birds found dead 
in Arkansas, suffering from massive trauma and blood clots, 
More than a hundred dead pelicans turn up in North 
Carolina, this is just a small list. Something is very wrong. 
We are living in the last days. People better wake up. We 
are running out of time. The angels of God are even now I 
believe going around sealing the servants of God for what is 
about to come upon planet earth. It will be very bad, most 
people will fall into shock others will have their heart fail 
them for fear. We must be hidden in Christ to be and feel 
safe in the days coming. I don’t believe the horses are in full 
power yet. When we see the whole world under the 
Vatican’s control and we have a communistic government 
you know it has arrived. They have everything in place. 
FEMA camps to take in those who resist this new global 
government. Of course they are saying it’s only for 
emergencies, but if you view my end time shocker video 
along with this book you will see just where we are in the 
whole scheme of things. If you enjoy studying end time 
prophetic books then a book on Revelation I highly 
recommend is Dr. Don Evens books entitled “The Book of 
Revelation” Vol. 1 & 2. And also “2009 until the end” you can 
order this through Amazon. He has excellent insight into end 
time events and how they will unfold according to the word of 
God. To summarize here are some pictures I found on the 
internet to add to what I have been saying. 
 
 
Revelation 18:4 
And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, 
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not 
partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of 
her plagues. 
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Here you see the all seeing eye of Egypt used by 
Freemasons and Catholic together. 
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The un holy Mass, or Babylonian Mass. 
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 And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, 
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not 
partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her 
plagues. Revelation 18:4 
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Can you see Babylon? 
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Yashua tells us not to call any man our heavenly father. That is what 
you are calling a priest when you call him father. He is not your 
earthly father, and so when you call him father you are calling him 
your spiritual father. Rabbi, means master. 
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"I learned much from the Order of the Jesuits", said Hitler... 
"Until now, there has never been anything more grandiose, on 
the earth, than the hierarchical organization of the Catholic 
Church." Hermann Rauschning, former national-socialist chief of the 
government of Dantzig: "Hitler m'a dit", (Ed. Co-operation, Paris 
1939, pp.266, 267, 273 ss). 
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